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Abstract.

Earlier research has shown that certain fluctuations 
are characteristic of mental work curves. Other 
investigations have revealed changes in muscular tension 
during mental work. The aim of the present experiment was 
to follow simultaneously these changes in output and in 
tensjLon throughout a simple mental task. As the variations 
were likely to be rapid, recordings were made over short 
intervals of time.

Two methods were employed to modify and thereby 
illuminate the relationship discovered between the two 
variables: (1) Muscular tension was induced during work.
(2) An attempt was made to change the mental set of the 
subjects towards the work.

Ten female subjects took part in the experiment and 
worked at addition sums under the three conditions:
1* N type when addition was performed at an easy steady speed 
"which could be kept up for ten minutes".
2. P type when addition was performed as above while a spring 
balance was pulled at half maximum effort.
3. M type when subjects worked at maximum speed.

The addition sums were of three lengths, 6, 11, and 21 
figures per sum, and subjects added three sums of each length 
under each condition (27 sums in all). In order to prevent 
a possible slowing down due to the progressive increase in
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the size of the addend, addition in pairs was employed. 
Subjects added aloud and each verbalization was recorded on 
a tape and a later check made for errors.

Electrodes were placed on the chin and the dorsal 
surface of the right forearm and leads taken to an 
electromyograph which recorded by "pen" on Teledeltos paper. 
The chin electrodes gave an indication of the moment of 
speaking and the arm electrodes a measure of tension in the 
forearm.

It was thus possible to correlate the speed of work, 
indicated by the distance between clusters of spikes on the 
chin record, and the level of muscular tension, indicated by 
the mean height of the waveform from the forearm during the 
period between the verbalizations. In this way variations 
in output and tension could be followed during the course 
of work.

It was found that a high negative correlation occurred 
between speed and tension under all three conditions. 
Starting and end spurts occurred over short time intervals 
in all sums in both time and tension curves. The longer 
sums led to slower work and tended to lead to more tension.

These results can be interpreted to support the 
hypotheses that tension facilitates work of this kind, a 
suggestion which is reinforced by the results from the 
induced tension conditions. Subjects worked more quickly
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under P conditions and became more tense under M conditions. 
Large individual differences were noted but not examined in 
detail.

The ways in which tension may facilitate mental processes 
and the relevance of this work to the peripheral theory of 
thought are briefly discussed.



Preface#

The origins of the motor theory of consciousness can be 
seen clearly revealed in the traditional approach to 
psychology of Wundt and Titchener. The problem for psychology 
then was to attempt to understand the nature of awareness by 
the analysis of the "stuff" of consciousness# By the : 
introspective method Titchener had been led to recognize that 
consciousness was made up fundamentally of sensations, feelings 
and images being derived from them.

The Wûrzburg school could not agree. Image less thought 
processes seemed to occur in their experimental work which 
was equally dependent on introspective evidence. They agreed 
with the Cornell group's insistence on the motor concomitants 
of thought, but denied that kinaesthetic sensations were the 
sine qua non of all mental activity. Thus ensued a long 
and fruitless controversy which did much to discredit the 
introspective method.

The pronouncements of the behaviourists, who identified 
thought with motor reaction, coupled with the publication of 
Washburn's book, "Movement and Mental Imagery", in which the 
first precise statement of the peripheral theory was put 
forward, did much to usher in more objective methods of 
recording motor reactions. Little direct experimentation 
was possible at the time (I916) with the crude measures
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available, and more precise attempts to test the theory had 
to await the advent of electrical amplifying techniques.

Two main types of approach proved possible:
(1) A search for cases in which the two phenomena (mental 
processes and muscular activity) were disjoined.
(2) A study of the co-variance of the two phenomena.

The first approach disturbs the normal state of the 
subject as it either removes or induces physical tension 
while changes in mental activity are recorded.

The second method investigates variations in muscular 
activity during mental work and attempts to correlate the 
two measures. This is not, of course, a crucial test of 
the peripheral theory as a high correlation could equally 
well be "overflow" from central processes, the muscular 
reaction being not the "cause" but the "effect". In any 
case the experimentation has suffered from a lack of precision, 
gross variations between work and rest have been noted, but 
the moment-to-moment correlation of tension and efficiency 
appears to have been ignored. This is unfortunate as much 
research has been done separately into mental work putput 
and tension changes during work.

For example, Kraepelin demonstrated that certain changes 
in efficiency were characteristic of certain portions of the 
work curve, a finding that has never seriously been doubted 
as it could easily be illustrated from everyday industrial 
experience. More recently David Katz appears to have shown
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the importance of both the spatial and temporal structure of 
a task as determinants of efficiency.

There is more doubt with regard to the fluctuations in 
tension during work, but some measure of agreement has been 
achieved.

There thus appears to be a need for an investigation 
which will take into account the complexity of the work curve, 
and which will seek to relate work efficiency with muscular 
tension during the course of work. This is the main purpose 
of the present experiment.

In the first four chapters an attempt is made to clarify 
the meaning of "tension", to compare the methods used to 
measure it, and to review a selection of the mass of 
literature on its role in mental work. The remaining three 
chapters are taken up with details of the experimental 
investigation.

Acknowledgements are due first of all to my supervisor, 
Professor D.W. Harding for the provision of facilities to 
carry out the experiment and for his guidance and real help. 
Then to my wife for her aid with the graphs and in the 
measurement of the records and her constant encouragement.
To Miss Monica Creasy for her statistical advice in the 
design and analysis of the experiment. And lastly to the 
subjects who performed the work without complaint.
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Chapter 1.

The Nature of Muscular Tension and its Measurement.

A characteristic of muscular tissue is its ability 
to exert tension between its ends. in the case of skeletal 
muscle these ends are attached through tendons to the bones 
which are articulated at the joints and act as a system 
of levers.

These facts about the fujiction of muscular contraction 
were well known to the Greeks. Aristotle in his "De Incessu 
Animalium" analysed the act of flexion and its importance 
in locomotion. Later Galen taught that muscutLar contraction 
was brought about by the "animal spirits" which passed 
from the brain down the nerves to the muscles causing them 
to swell and contract longitudinally. This belief persisted 
until the 19th century and no further information about 
the mechanism of contraction was available until the discovery 
of "animal electricity". It is said that Galvani accidentally 
suspended frogs* legs by copper hooks from an iron balustrade 
and then noticed that they contracted spontaneously. His 
later experiments not only showed that muscular tissue 
could be excited by the potential resulting from the contact 
of two dissimilar metals, but that potential differences 
also existed in physiological tissues. This latter finding
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was not accepted for some years owing to the influence of 
Volta whose discovery of the battery led to a general 
acceptance of his views on animal electricity which were 
opposed to Galvani’s, i.e. he did not accept the evidence 
for the existence of animal electricity although asserting 
that of dissimilar metals. In 1843 du Bois-Reymond observed 
that the current of a resting muscle diminished during 
tetanic stimulation; there was a "negative variation".
By a series of experiments he proved that this "negative 
variation", later called an "action current", invariably 
accompanied tha contraction of muscles and the transmission 
of nerve impulses. these findings have served as a basis 
on which our present knowledge of the electrophysiological 
properties of muscle are founded. more recent work has 
analysed the electrical response much more closely into 
a "spike potential" and a succession of after-potentials 
which travel as a self-propagating electrical charge along 
the muscle or nerve fibre. It appears that between the 
onset of this electrical response and the beginning of the 
mechanical contraction of a muscle there intervenes a short 
latency period of approximately 1 msec. The wave of 
contraction then proceeds along the length of the muscle 
fibre slightly lagging the electrical events. As the 
junction between motor nerve fibres and muscle fibres lies 
near 'the middle of a muscle, the spike potentials and
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contraction waves pass "outwards" along the fibre in both 
directions simultaneously. According to Lloyd (19^7) 
the transfer of excitation from the conductlie mechanism 
is little understood, hut it appears that the electrical 
current flow is a direct cause of activation of the 
contractile mechanism. It is not directly relevant to our 
purpose to consider these' electrical events in any greater 
detail, but this short description may serve as a starting 
point from which to examine the techniques employed in 
recording the contractile condition of a muscle, its state 
of tension.

Before embarking on a description of these techniques 
it is necessary to clear up the confusion that has arisen 
in the past about the use of the word "tension". Strangely 
enough this word is but rarely round in the physiological 
literature. Instead the word "tonus" is more generally 
employed, but his term appears to have varied connotations.
It was first used by Galen in his fourfold classification 
of movements. These were : (1) simple contraction,
(2) lengthening, (3) passive movement, such as a limb dropping 
under its own weight, and (4) the maintenance of position, 
which must involve static contraction oi the muscles involved. 
To this latter, he applied the word "tonus". This was then 
its original meaning, out it became generalized until
A.n. Bennett in 1888 could define tonus as "that state of 
slight contraction which is the constant characteristic of
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healthy living muscle", and the existence or non-existence 
of this state became almost an article of faith for 
physiologists. Whether ronns was peripheral or central, 
whetner it was reflex or not, and indeed whether it even 
existed, were all problems on which observers came to 
different conclusions. These contradictions continued to 
ensue until the functional significance of the mechanism 
became clearer.

The work of liagnus and de nleijn (I9I2) on the postural 
mechanisms led to Sherrington's analysis in a paper of I915 
in which he showed that Bennett's "slight constant tension" 
is not always present in muscle. In the limbs it is most 
markedly developed in rhe extensor muscles. It is found 
in the masseter muscles of the jaw, the retractor muscles 
of the neck; in fact tonus is distributed in all the 
antigravity muscles. Its presence or absence in any 
particular group of muscles will depend on the role played 
by those muscles in the maintenance of an erect posture.
In Sherrington's words:

"Reflex tonus obtains in, and is confined to, those 
muscles which maintain the animal in an erect attitude. 
That it is so may be demonstrated by setting the 
decerebrate preparation on its feet; it is seen that 
the preparation stands. Thus this reflex tonicity, 
which when seen in a single isolated muscle prepared 
for the myograph, does not carry on the face of it 
any very obvious biological purpose, does carry a clear 
and unmistakable biological purpose ..hen the phenomenon 
is followed in the musculature as a whole. The reflex 
tonus is postural contraction."

(Sherrington, 1915)
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And so the word regained its original meaning 
and the confusion reigning in the 19th century was cleared 
up once and for all. But a difficulty still remains.
The word "tonus" as applied to skeletal muscle implies 
a peculiar sort of contraction, a particular kind of 
neuromuscular action. A distinction between tonic 
and phasic activity dates back at least to Johannes
ItMuller. The tonic response was said to be slow and 
present in normal muscles at all times to soiie degree.
The phasic response was said to be quicker and greater 
in intensity. Denny-Brown (I928) cast doubt on this 
distinction. He showed it was incorrect to assume 
that the red muscle fibres were responsible for the 
tonic contraction and the white components responsible 
for the phasic response. it was also incorrect to 
suppose that the sympathetic nervous innervation, with 
which skeletal muscle is supplied, was responsible 
for the tonic state. And.when fulton and Liddell's
electromyographic studies at about the same time (1925) 
are taken into account, the only conclusion seems to 
be that we are dealing not with two different contractile 
mechanisms but with gradations in degree of a single 
one. Only mechanically are there different kinds of 
muscular contraction. Limbs can move quickly or slowly, 
or lock rigidly in place, or posture can be shifted.
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J'Ut the underlying mechanism of muscular contraction 
remains the same. The moderate sustained contraction, 
knov/n as "tonus" j cannot be distinguished from the muscular 
tension found in a voluntary movement. Muscles are to 
a varying degree relaxed or tense at any particular moment. 
The amount of tension can be measured and expressed in 
quantitative terms. And from the psychologist's point 
of view little seems to be gained by retaining the word 
"tonus". Throughout this thesis I shall instead, following 
Cobb and Wolff's suggestion (1932), use the more neutral 
term "tension" to denote any contraction of a muscle., for 
whatever purpose recorded by any means.
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Measurement Techniques.

In psychological studies of muscular tension interest 
lies less in the nature of the electrical events accompanying 
contraction than in the location and extent of such 
contractions in the intact organism. measurement techniques 
are required which will give a reliable indication of such 
activity in the main muscle groups of the body. Several 
types of apparatus are now available to this end, but as 
results are to a great extent dependent on the particular 
device employed, it is necessary to determine what each 
type measures before results are comparable. In this field 
advances in knowledge have been so dependent on advances 
in technique that any attempt to survey the literature 
on the relation between 'muscular work and mental work would 
be misleading without a parallel account of the development 
of measuring apparatus. For, as Dunlap has remarked, motor 
phenomena have been discovered during more and more 
psychological processes as instrumentation has become more 
refined.

B.C. Davis (1942) in a review of methods of measuring
muscular tension classifies techniques into six major groups:

"(1) those applying external forces mechanically and 
recording resistance to movement offered by limb or 
muscle, (2) those recording slight movements of parts 
of the body, (3) those eliciting reflex responses,
(4) those requiring the subject to perform some 
voluntary response, (5) those recording electrical 
properties of the skin, and (6) those recording the 
electrical properties of muscles." (page 331)
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It is convenient to classify these six methods in 
turn. Methods 3 and 5 may be called indirect as they 
depend upon a pre-established correlation between the 
measure and muscular tension estimated indepeij,#ntly. The 
remaining four methods are more direct.

Let us consider the indirect methods first.
Indirect Methods.
(1) Devices for recording reflexes.

The strength of the knee jerk and other tendon reflexes,
and the eye blink reflex have served earlier investigators
as indices of muscular tension.

Lombard had noted in 188? that the knee jerk was reduced
by about one half during sleep, and at about the same date
Mitchell and Lewis had come to the conclusion that "the 
responsive jerk brought about by striking a stretched tendon 
is the most refined measure we possess of deciding as to 
the tone of muscle."

But Jacobson (I929) appears to have been the first 
to trace the diminution of the knee jerk during progressive 
relaxation. In none of these cases nor in several others 
appearing a little later in the literature was any separate 
measure of the tensile state of the muscles employed, 
although it was reasonable to suppose a certain parallelism. 
Courts in 1939 carried out a direct quantitative investigation 
into the relationship and found a positive correlation
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between the amplitude of the knee jerk (measured mechanically 
■ in terms of thickening of the quadriceps tendon) and the 
amount of pressure exerted on a dynamometer.

With regard to the eye blink reflex, Freeman (1938) 
reported that it was facilitated by tension induced in 
the lower limbs, whereas Courts (1940) found no facilitation 
with induced hand tension - the blinks being elicited in 
both experiments by a puff of air. Helen Peak (1942) 
suggested that in the latter case the responses may have 
been maximal to begin with, or the subjects were not relaxed, 
or time relations between reaching the necessary tension 
level and the occurrence of the air puff may be important#
So any relationship that may exist has yet to be conclusively 
demonstrated; there has been little attempt to control the 
many variables that probably enter into the experimental 
situation.

There are three main criticisms of the use of tendon 
or eye blink reflexes as indices .of muscular tension :
(1) The experimental work nas showi that induced tension 
affects the size of the reflex, but it has not shown that 
the muscular tension i^ the sole possible cause of sucn 
an increase. An experiment is still needed in which an 
independent assessment of muscular tension can be obtained, 
measured by a better technique than that of Courts, while 
the size of the tendon jerk or eye blink is simultaneously
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recorded.

(2) This method can supply no evidence about the location 
of the tension. It would s4em likely that particular 
patterns of tension would interact with specific reflex 
arcs, and that therefore the reflex method probably serves 
as an. indicator of localized tension, but whetner this is 
true or not is not known.
(3) Interference with the subject must occur in eliciting 
reflexes. A blow on the patellar tendon every few minutes 
or a puff of air on the eyelid is not conducive to the 
maintenance of a psychological set, and it is impossible
to say how far results may be artefacts of the experimental 
method.

The blink rate has been used as an indicator of 
generalized muscular tension and there seems something to 
be said in its favour. Interference with the subject is
at a minimum and he need not be aware that this response
is being studied. Unfortunately the evidence for its
association with muscular tension is only presumptive; 
there has been no simultaneous recording. Changes in the 
blink rate have been found to accompany (i) changes in the 
difficulty of a task (e.g. elites, 1935; Drew, 1951),
(ii) changes in the illumination and glare during visual 
work (Luckiesh and moss, 1942). The argument runs that
as changes in muscular tension have been found to accompany 

similar conditions, the blink rate could serve as an 

indicator. Also, considered neuropliysiologically, the
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motor representation of the eyelid is bordered on one side 
by the facial and tongue muscle centres and on the other 
by the huge representation for the hand (Penxield and 
Rasmussen, 1950), and it is quite likely that the blink 
response would be facilitated by activity in these 
neighbouring motor areas. The blink rate therefore could 
be an indicator of activity in these regions. However, 
contradictory results on the effect of prolonged visual 
work have been reported by Carmichael and Dearborn (194?) 
and Brozek et al (1950) who found no trends in the blink 
rate of their subjects. The discrepancies may partly 
be due to differences in experimental method. According 
to Wood and Bitternian (1950) the bliriK rate remains 
constant if the subject is aware that it is being recorded.

It would seem dangerous to accept the relationship 
on this evidence, and at present the blink rate cannot be 
seriously entertained as a valid measure of muscular tension.
(2) Devices for recording the electrical properties of 
the skin.

The advisability of using the galvanic skin response 
to serve as a measure of muscular tension is doubtfuJ. at 
the present time. Sidis (I9IO) considered the G.D.R. 
originated in the muscles and was tnerefore a direct measure 
of muscular action. It is now Imom that the G.S.R. is 
a quite distinct phenomenon dependent on the activity of

the sweat glands. However, there is evidence from several
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sources that a negative correlation exists between skin 
resistance and muscular tension. White (1930), Wenger 
and Irwin (1930), and Freeman and Simpson (1938) have all 
induced three degrees of tension in their subjects,
(i) generalized muscular contraction, (ii) localized 
muscular contraction, (iii) small tensions due to mental 
work; and found skin resistance varied inversely. It is 
possible, as Darrow (1932) suggests, that palmar sweating 
is an accessory to the grasping reflex (being controlled 
by the same brain area) and therefore might be a concomitant 
of tension in those muscles at least.

Once again the evidence is derived from induced tension 
experiments, which leave the same loophole as before, 
i.e. other factors besides muscular tension may produce 
changes in the G.B.R. As Davis (1942) has said, "Interesting 
for its own sake, skin resistance can be taken as an 
indication of muscular tension only with much caution".(p.336). 
Direct Methods.
(1) The anrlication of external forces.

McKinley and Berkwitz (1938) in their attempt to 
quantify muscle tonus appear to have been the first to 
use apparatus which measured the resistance of arm muscles 
to passive stretch. The subject's forearm was placed on 
a rotating arm-rest which was pivoted on a vertical axis 
so that it could move freely in the horizontal plane.
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The release of a weight drove the arm-rest outwards or 
inwards, the angular distance and the velocity of the 
moving forearm being recorded on a smoked drum. It was 
thus possible to compare the acceleration of the arm-rest 
with and without the subject's arm attached to it.
The deceleration effect due to the torque of the resisting 
muscles was taken as an index of muscle tension. This 
apparatus was used (with itinor differences) by Allport 
and Vernon (1933) in their work on expressive movement, 
ft was at the time one of the few methods available to 
measure tension while the subjects were inactive, and 
fairly satisfactory measurements of elbow flexor and 
extensor tension were obtained.

A refinement of this type of procedure was developed 
by Freeman (1930a). In this case a weight rests on the 
patellar tendon of the subject. When the quadriceps 
muscle is tense the tendon is only.slightly depressed by 
the weight and the amount of depression can be used as 
an indication of the amount of tension, if suitably 
magnified by an optical lever.

There are several drawbacks to these procedures 
besides the obvious lack of sensitivity;
(1) In the case of the mcKinley-Berkwitz apparatus we are 
not obtaining a measure of tension in any particular 
muscle group but rather an overall measure of tension 
in certain muscles and their antagonists, presumably the
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algebraic sum of their tensions.
(2) The measurement entails gross interference with the
subject's normal posture and must have proved distracting.
It would also be extremely difficult for the subject to
refrain from making voluntary movements.
(2) Devices for recording slight movements and voluntary 

+
responses.

Golla and Antonovitch (1929) used a mechanical device 
to record movement of the foot. As the anterior tibialis 
muscle contracted, the foot rose, and it was possible to 
obtain an indication of the tenseness of this muscle during 
mental work.

In this study the movement could take place freely 
with little interference from the apparatus. Other workers 
have used pneumatic bulbs which offer resistance to the 
bodily movement involved, i.e. Duffy (1932) had her subjects 
hold in their disengaged hand a rubber bulb connected via 
a tambour to a kymograph, while with the other hand they 
responded to a reaction time experiment.

Luria (1932) has pointed out that results would be 
more meaningful if the tension was relevant to the task 
at hand, i.e. tension recorded in the writing hand during 
writing is preferable to a measure of tension recorded 
in the same way during mental activity in which the hand

+These methods have been Glassed together as the 
techniques employed are similar and the same 
considerations apply to both methods.
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is not directly involved. Luria's own techniques are 
well*>'knovm. During a word-association test the subject 
had to respond by pressing a pn-̂ Uiiatic bulb with the 
fingers at the same time as he responded with a word.
As the lingers rested on the bulb throughout the experiment, 
a recording of the tremor of the hand could be obtained.
The other hand rested on a similar bulb but was not required 
to make a response. Interesting tracings can be obtained 
in this way and the technique is still used occasionally, 
but it is difficult to know what measure is being obtained. 
As in the method in which external forces are applied, 
the measurement obtained is a gross measure of flexor and 
antagonist muscle groups. For example, in Golla and 
Antonovitch*s technique there could be extreme tension 
in the calf and anterior tibialis muscle and the foot 
would not rise at all, these antagonistic muscles balancing 
one another. It is not strictly possible to consider 
movement equivalent to tension, which is the rationale 
behind these methods.
(3) Electrical properties of muscle.

Methods of recording the electrical activity of muscle 
are the most direct available. There need be little 
interference with the subject, either gross movements or 
isometric contractions can be recorded, and a record can 
be obtained of any degree of precision required, i.e.
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activity of single muscles or even of single motor units 
can be recorded.

The earliest observations of the electrical response 
of muscle were made with the astatic needle galvanometer.
When Lippmarm produced the capillary electrometer in I872 
the accuracy of observation of action currents was considerably 
enhanced. Eindhoven's string galvanometer (1901) led 
to still further accuracy in recording, but suffered, 
though less than earlier instruments, from too much inertia.
An ideal electrical recording instrument should not only 
be sensitive to voltages of the order of a millionth of 
a volt, but also to very rapid oscillatory change of 
potential. With the development of the thermionic valve 
an undreamt of degree of amplification became possible 
and not long elapsed before Erlanger and Gasser were able 
in 1922 to perfect the cathode ray oscillograph in which 
the beam of electrons constitutes an inertia-free recording 
system..

The first use of the electrical niethod in studies 
of a psychological nature has been attributed to Jacobson, 
although Golla (1921), using a string galvanometer to 
study preparatory adjustments, preceded him by six years. 
Jacobson's use of amplifiers in I927 does however mark 
a turning point in the history of measurement techniques.
Later investigators have nearly all used variants of his 
method.
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Before this method can be employed, many technical 
difficulties inherent in the use of such sensitive 
electronic equipment have to be overcome. These are the 
requirements of the amplifiers, electrodes, and recording 
devices. The amplifiers should generally be of the 
resistance-condenser type and four stages of amplification 
are usually necessary to give an overall gain of at least 
3,000,000. The frequency response of the amplifier 
should ideally be linear between about 10 and b-OO cycles 
per second to utilize all potentials. (Davis,19^2;
Davis,19^3)" The amplification can easily be obtained, 
but to ensure a steady base line and no interference is 
another matter.

The recording device can either record the momentary 
changes in potential, in which case a "lever" of low 
inertia is required, or summate them. The oscillograph 
is the most sensitive recorded available to-day, but the 
trace has to be photographed to obtain a permanent record. 
This is a costly procedure if used over any length of time, 
and the delay in obtaining a developed record entails 
further difficulties in setting up the apparatus and 
in relating variations in experimental conditions to 
fluctuations of the trace. Several ink-writers are 
available similar to those used in E.E.G. work, and Kelvin- 
Hughes have nroduced a device recording by electric spark
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on Teledeltos paper which achieves a practically frictionless 
tracing. Although the frequency range of these "pen 
recorders" is not as wide as that of a cathode ray oscillograph 
they can be obtained with a response that is linear over 
the greater part of the range.

The summating type of recorder was developed by
Jacobson (1939) and can be used when exact timing of the
occurrence of particular tensions is not required. In its
present form (see Ryan, Cottrell, and Bitterman, 1951)
it generally consists of a condenser which is charged by
the rectified output of the amplifiers, and so surmnates
the total input to the amplifiers. When the condenser

a
discharges, it moves a counter or/pen on a moving trace 
and thus gives an indication of the amount of activity 
occurring over a specified time.

The electrodes employed in psychological work are 
usually very simple. needle or skin electrodes can be 
used. Risk of polarization can be ignored as potentials 
are momentary rather than steady. The insertion of a 
needle directly into the muscular tissue is more widely 
employed in physiological studies such as that of Weddell 
et al (19V+) in which the form and frequency of the electrical 
response are studied under normal and pathological conditions. 
From a psychological point of view the needle is likely
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to disturb the subject and such precise recording is 
rarely needed. The psychologist is more often interesred 
in when and how much a muscle group is contracting and 
for this purpose surface electrodes can be just as satisfactory 
if good contact can be maintained with the skin. Travis 
and Kennedy (195-7), for example, employed cubes of sponge 
1 cm. square soaked in saline with eminently satisfactory 
results. The action potential recorded in this way from 
a whole muscle wil be the resultant of a complex of a large 
number of unit potentials, differing in amplitude, duration 
and even form, but it will serve as an indicator of activity 
at a molar level.

Location of electrodes on the subject's body is not 
a simple matter. Davis (1935) has shown that the body 
is a volume conductor and that it is possible to apply 
principles governing the distribution of fields in such 
a conductor to muscle action potentials. Ainong other 
findings Davis has discovered that a steep gradient 
surrounds a wave, i.e. an electrode must be within a few 
cms. of the excitatory locus to record all but the largest 
waves.

Bipolar or single electrodes can be used. when 
bipolar leads are used, the electrodes are generally 
placed close together and are thus both affected by the 
same electrical field. Or a single electrode can be
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placed, over the muscle and. the second electrode treated 
as a neutral point and attached to an inactive part of 
the body. A difficulty then arises from the interference 
of the electrocardiogram, or if recording from face or 
neck the electroencephalogram. This can be overcome 
by the choice of an isoelectric placement for the inactive 
electrode, or if comparative studies are being made, say, 
comparisons of the tension level under one set of conditions 
with that under another, it may be possible to treat the 
E.K.G. as a constant, but this is obviously not as 
satisfactory as its elimination.

A further difficulty arises if we wish to record 
from several muscle groups simultaneously. At present 
this requires a separate amplifying circuit for each 
recording and a multi-channel pen recorder or a multiple-beaia 
oscilloscope. A switching device can be used and several 
electrode placements on the subject sampled in succession, 
but overloading of the switch occurs and means a delay 
of several seconds between one record and the next.
In short, any attempt to record patterns of activity 
necessitates at present an extremely elaborate and costly 

apparatus.
Lastly, precautions must be taken to shield and earth 

.the apparatus, leads, and subject. Earthing is particularly 
difficult, a basement room is preferable and the correct
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choice oi earth points in the circuit is important; it is 
all too easy to introduce a 50-cycle interference from 
the mains. Fluctuations in the supply voltage are usually 
unavoidable, but can be minimised by the choice of a 
suitable time of day for experimentation. When these 
many technical errors have been eliminated, there remains 
one final and crucial problem which all too often has been 
ignored by investigators. It is known that electrical 
changes are a constant accompaniment of normal muscular 
activity, but is the relationship between electrical 
activity and muscular tension a direct and linear one 
or not ?

Inman et al (1952) give a clear answer to this question, 
By employing amputees who were to be fitted with artificial 
limbs as subjects, it was possible to isolate muscles from 
their bony insertions and record directly the force exerted 
by these muscles during various degrees of voluntary 
effort. At the same time, F.h.G. tracings were taken. 
P|5rovided the muscle was not allowed to shorten, the 
amplitude of the electromyogram paralleled the degree of 
muscular tension exerted.

Earlier Travis and Lindsley (1931) had obtained a 
similar linear relationship when either needle or brass 
surface electrodes were used. This work has recently
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been confirmed by Malmo (1951) who found, that the amplitude 
of the electromyogram recorded with surface electrodes 
varied directly with the amplitude of the tension exerted 
by the muscle up to a pull of 6 kg.

It would seem justifiable to conclude that the 
electromyogram can be used to indicate (1) the time at 
which a muscle contracts to within a millisecond, and
(2) the intensity with which it contracts isometrically; 
the time of occurrence and the height of the wave form 
being the respective indicators.

This method would appear to be the most suitable 
for psychological investigation. It has, in Davis* 
words, "definitiveness, uniqueness, sensitivity, and 
uroduces a minimum of distraction".



Chapter 2.
Muscular Tension Accomranyinx Mental Work.

Rodin's "Le penseur" is an example of the commonly 
held belief that intense mental work is accompanied by a 
set facial expression, furrowed brow and tense posture.

The experimental literature appears on the whole 
to justify this belief. Investigations into the supposed 
relationship between mental and peripheral activity can be 
classified as attempts to answer two questions;
(1) ifnen a person performs mental work, do changes occur 
in his skeletal muscles ?
(2) If tension is induced in the skeletal musculature are 
there changes in the level of mental performance ?

It is convenient to treat these two aspects separately 
in reviewing the literatureand it is to the chronologically 
earlier approach that this chapter is devoted. The 
review attempts to be selective rather than comprehensive, 
although it must be borne in mind that the results of 
a single experiment, however impeccable the design and 
instrumentation, can rarely be accepted without confirmation 
by other workers. Many of the discrepancies between 
research findings appear to be due to the non-comparable 
methods of measurement employed. So it is probably 
more difficult to generalize in this than in most other
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fields. As the various measurement techniques have been 
considered in Chapter 1, they will not be referred to in 
detail here. Instead as a general rule the recording 
devices used by different investigators will only be 
mentioned in passing, and the corresponding advantages 
and drawbacks should be held in mind.
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Part (1) Muscular Tension Accompanying the Onset of mental 
Work.

The earlier experimenters, working with the knee jerk, 
invariably obtained an enhancement of the jerk when mental 
activity began, e.g. Lombard (1887), confirmed by Tuttle 
(1925-), found a tenfold increase in the jerk in all his 
seven subjects. Fere (I889) found mental work led to 
an increase of as much as 25/i in the subjects' maximum 
squeeze on a dynamometer. Mosso (1895-) too found an 
increased ergographic output resulted when a subject engaged 
in strenuous mental work. On the other hand, Loeb had 
found in I886 that mental activity led to a slackening 
of pressure on a dynamometer, and Leiimann (I90O) confirmed 
this with an ergograph.

Comparison of these experiments is difficult. The 
number of subjects used was small (e.g. Lombard used himself 
as a subject), no statistical evidence of significance 
could be supplied, the tasks differed (they ranged from 
studying German to mental arithmetic), and instructions 
and posture are unlikely to have been similar. But in 
most instances the published accounts are not fudl enough 
to permit closer examination.

The more recent work generally agrees that an increase 
in muscular tension occurs when mental work begins.
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Golla (1921) and Golla and Antonovitch (I929) attempted 
to record muscular tension both before and throughout 
a work period. Recordings were taken simultaneously 
from the leg and arm. The subjects' toes were attached 
to the lever of an optical myograph of Sherrington's 
pattern which magnified the movement 30-5-0 times. Subjects
also wore a glove to which a thread was attached. The
arm lay in a trough, the wrist hanging over the end, and 
movements were transmitted by the thread to a magnifying 
device. We have already considered the faults inherent 
in this recording technique.

Several tasks were performed, including addition of 
columns of figures, reading, and recitation. In all cases 
a rise in tension was seen at the inception of mental work. 
Golla considered this rise was probably a form of preparatory 
reaction, a bodily concomitant of an emotional state.

Freeman (1930b) followed up this work by employing 
his method of patellar deformation to give an indication 
of tension in the isometric quadriceps muscle. Records 
were taken every 30 seconds from four subjects under 
working and rest conditions, both of which lasted ten 
minutes. The tasks entailed continuous addition, and 
counting verbs and adjectives. As Freeman's results are 
expressed as increases or decreases in tendon deformation 
as measured in mm. on a scale, it is impossible to translate 

them into microvolts of tension. However, his results
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are undoubtedly significant statistically. He obtained 
a small increase during the rest period for all subjects 
(mean = ■*■•95 nmi.), and a much larger increase, again for 
all subjects, between resting level and the beginning of 
mental work (mean = +18.22). However, individual differences 
were marked, the mean of 18.22 being calculated from the 
four individual readings of 15»^, lj.2, 35.7, and 8.6.
(It is interesting to note in passing that two of the four 
subjects were naive, the other two being trained. The 
readings of 35*7 and 8.6 were given by the naive subjects.)

The photograph of Freeman's apparatus appearing in 
the 1930 paper gives rise to certain misgivings. He 
describes it as " a device resembling an ancient pillory 
or stocks", and the peculiar sitting position adopted by 
his subjects leads to the suspicion that he was probably 
measuring postural tensions during the straining forward 
to read the work sheet.

Edmund Jacobson's work is well-laiown. We will not 
enter here into the full details of his experiments, but 
merely indicate their relevance to the present theme.
As we have seen he was the first to employ amplifiers and 
a string galvanometer giving a sensitivity to potentials 
of less than a microvolt (Jacobson,193^)» Camera recording 
was employed for three-second samples taken every 17 seconds 
throughout a half-hour session. Fifteen subjects were
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especially trained in methods of relaxation over a period 
of several months beforehand (Jacobson, 1929).

During the experimental session they were told to 
begin imagining various activities at a given signal and 
to stop imagining at a second signal. All subjects 
showed an increase in muscular tension during imaginative 
activity, this tension being localized in the muscles 
which would have been involved in carrying out the activity 
(e.g. in the right biceps when asked to imagine bending 
the right arm).

Twelve untrained subjects, employed in a further 
series of•experiments, gave slightly different results 
in that although muscular tensions were invariably recorded 
during any mental activity, these tensions were not as 
localized as in the former case.

Jacobson's conclusion is that;
"the total physiological activity present when there 
is imagination of voluntary movement includes 
neuromuscular processes in the locale comprised 
in the imaginary act".

(Jacobson, 1930a, p.607*)
In a further series of papers these findings were 

elaborated and modified (Jacobson, 1930b,c,d; 1931a,b,c). 
Employing trained subjects with instructions to visualize 
bending the right arm, Jacobson obtained action currents 
from the eye muscles and not from the arm. Instructions 
to imagine bending the arm gave, as before, localized
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activity in the arm. But recording from eye and arm
under the latter instructions showed that beside the
activity always present in the arm, there was sometimes
movement of the eye as wrell. Subjective reports supported
these findings:

"they imagine bending the right arm either through 
a muscular experience as of bending the right arm 
or through visual Images of the arm performing the 
act ... frequently (on instructions to imagine) they 
engage in both of the above experiences".

(Jacobson, 1931a, p.120.) 
This is the first demonstration of specific loci 

of tension in the musculature to be elaborated later 
by Freeman. It is unfortunate that Jacobson did not 
attempt simultaneous electrical recording of the muscular 
activity at these two loci, mechanical registration of the 
arm movement served instead.

A further and most important aspect of Jacobson's 
work is seen in the results obtained from completely 
relaxed subjects when they attempted to thinly. These 
trained subjects found it quite impossible to thinli and 
remain relaxed; as soon as a thought process began, muscular 
tension would be reported or measured. Jacobson (1929) 

says,
"We find the experience of muscular tenseness a sine 

qua non of imagery, attention and thought process".
(Jacobson, 1929, p.186.)
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The main conclusions relevant to our immediate purpose 
seem to be;
(1) Muscular tensions are always present in some cart of 
the body during: mental activity even in the case of sub.iects 
trained to relax.
(2) When muscular tensions are relaxed away, mental activity 
cannot occur.
(3) There are different diatributions of tenseness in the 
musculature dependent on (i) the amount of practice the 
subjects have had, (ii) the instructions given, and (iii) 
the nature of the mental activity.

Jacobson's work was a valuable step forward although 
it is difficult to assess the efficiency of his recording 
technique from the published account (Jacobson, 1939)*
The main objections to the immediate acceptance of his findings 
are:
(1) His over-reliance on trained subjects and their 
retrospective reports.
(2) The little quantitative treatment of resuJLts and the 
complete lack of statistical measures of reliability and 
significance.
(3) The lack of clarity in his verbal instructions to subjects, 
and the use of "higher" forms of mental activity.

elites (1935? 1936) working with R.C. Davis conducted 
a carefully controlled investigation into the difference
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between successful and unsucessful subjects in the average 
increment recorded in tension level between rest and work 
conditions. The subjects were seated inside a shielded 
cage, an active electrode being led from the right forearm, 
the inactive elietrode taking the form of a saline bath 
in which the right foot was placed. (This meant no 
localized tensions would be recorded and the electrocardiogram 
would be introduced into the records.) At the same time, 
by means of a tambour connected to the right hand, indications 
of the steadiness of the subject's hand were obtained.
Subjects were given a problem from the Superior Adult level 
of the Binet Test. Records were taken during an initial 
rest period, while reading, solving and reporting the answer 
to the problem, and during a final rest period.

The muscle action potentials were recorded photographically 
from an oscilloscope. In the treatment of the results, 
the relatively enormous fluctuations of the base line due 
to the electrocardiogram were ignored and all deflections 
of more than 3 were measured and summed to determine 
the total activity occurring per second. Averages were 
then computed for each of the five different periods.
The bar graphs and tables given on the following page are 
modified from elites' 1936 paper and show quite clearly that 
a significant increase in tension occurred, during successful 
problem solving. The unsuccessful do not show any increase 
over their resting level.
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Table il.l. Average total tension levels for successful 
and unsuccessful subjects.

(Modified from Clites, 1936.)

Successful
Subjects

N
Average
C.R.

(v.initial
rest)

Initial
Rest

16
393

Directions
given

16
5-29
.95-

S attempts 
solution

15
578

Hr
3.7

S reports

11
65-0

-e
3.9

Final
.Rest

15
5.69
1.8

Unsuccessful
Subjects

N 12 11 12 Too few 12
Average 332 35-9 35-5

cases to 
justify 5-05

C.R.
(v.initial 

rest)
.22 .5-0

comput
ation.

mm.
700

6oo

5oo

lifiO 

3 0 0  -

I sucoe-ssFUu suBJeoTs 
2 UKSOCO£SSFUL 6UBjeers

First
R&ST

d ir e c t io n seuvEH 6 soL-vesORattempts
KE.mR.TS LAST

K£.ST

Graph II.1. Sum in mm. of deflections per sec. during each 
of the specified activities for successful and 
unsucoessm subjects, (elites, I936.)
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JLt would seem then that an increase in muscular tension 
recorded in this manner is not a necessary concomitant of 
mental work. It is, of course, assumed that the failing 
subjects at least attempted the problem, and yet no increment 
in tension occurred. It may be that they did not attack 
the work as vigorously as the successful subjects and their 
attitude to the task may well have been different. 
Unfortunately, no record is given of the few failing subjects 
who reported a wrong solution rather than no solution at 
all. The high tension recorded from successful subjects 
in the work period might be an effect of S's conviction of 
having reached a solution. Tension remained high for 
successful subjects when they reported their solution, which 
may be further support for the idea that an emotional effect 
was brought about by the success.

The conclusion must be that in the case of non-locallzed 
tension an increment will occur only during successful 
solution of a problem, although whether this is due to the 
attitude of the subjects or to the difficulty of the problem 
is not Imown*

Davis (1937)5working in the same laboratory as Clites, 
used similar apparatus but placed the inactive electrode on 
the right upper arm. He employed three groups of subjects
and each group tackled a different task. Group I memorized 
a difficult poetic passage for five minutes; Group II performed
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repetitive mental addition for three minutes; Group III 
[lultiplied a, three-place by a two-place number until an 
answer was reached. There appear to have been 35 subjects 
in the first group, 23 in the second, and 35 in the thirde 
Records were taken at the end of the third, fourth and fifth 
minutes of the preliminary five-minute rest period, and at 
the end of each half-minute during addition. As the work 
period varied in length for Group III, averages were taken 
for the first and last halves of the work period. Finally, 
in all cases potentials were recorded every minute during 
a subsequent rest period of five minutes.

The camera was run for three to ten seconds and the 
whole record for this period divided into intervals each 
representing a second. In each of these intervals the 
maximum deflection was measured in units of l/50th of an 
inch and these measurements were then averaged for the run.

This particular method of measuring records is not 
perhaps the best. Any treatment is somewhat arbitrary, 
but to measure only the largest fluctuations in a sample 
period may be misleading. ho estimate can be made of the 
representativeness of such a reading nor is any account 
taken of the variation occurring within a period.

All three groups agree in the major trend of their 
results. There is an increase in the average muscular 
activity recorded during the work period. The graph on 
the following page illustrates the trend.
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Graph 11,2. Trend of muscular activity during rest and 
work. (Modified from Davis, 1937*)

Table II.2, on the following page is a composite 
of several of Davis' tables. From the critical ratios 
it can be seen that only in the cases of Groups II and 
III is the mean difference between work and preliminary 
rest significant.
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With groups II and III the amplifier is working at 
an increased sensitivity (a.t 1.8 and k.^5 per microvolt 
respectively compared with 0*5 mm. per microvolt for 
Group I). Taking this into account there is still a 
remarkably small increase of activity for Group II.
The rest period activity is very high and Davis suggests 
that the subjects were probably working during this time, 
a suggestion supported by reports from some subjects that 
they were thinking of possible short cuts. It seems 
equally possible that there was some difficulty in 
understanding the instructions and committing them to 
memory. Subjects were told they would be given a umber 
to which they were to add 5? 6 and 7 in rotation, to 
the resulting sum add k, 5? 6 and 7 again, and so on until 
told to stop. By these instructions, a quite different 
and much more active preparatory set would be induced 
compared with the preparation necessary to multiply or 
to memorize a passage.

The conclusion seems to be that provided the subjects 
are allowed to relaz between the giving of simple 
instructions and the beginning of the task itself an 
increase in localized muscular tension will ensue when 
work begins.

Davis (1939) again used similar apparatus in a later 
investigation, although further electrodes were arranged
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to sample localized activity in the left calf and arm as 
well as in the right arm. An unspecified number of subjects 
took part (It appears to have been 31) and performed uwo 
tasks, mental multiplication and memorizing nonsense 
syllables.

Action potentials were recorded photographically during 
the reèt period (where less than five microvolts of activity 
were required) and during mental work. From each camera 
run of three to five seconds' duration three sample periods 
of l/12th second were selected, one near the beginning, one 
near the middle, and one near the end. In each of these 
periods the difference between the most positive and the 
most negative point was measured to 1/^Oth of an inch 
(equivalent to 0.3 to 0.6 microvolt)* These readings were 
averaged and converted into microvolts. Funther averages
were calculated for the whole rest period and for the whole 
time spent in work. These work averages were then expressed 
as percentages of the rest periods.

It would seem that three l/12th second periods are not 
likely to afford a representative sample of five seconds 
of activity. However, Davis obtained a measure of 
reliability by having assistants measure new samples, and 
found satisfactory correlation coefficients on the whole.

Employing this technique, Davis found:
(1) 98/a of the readings during mental multiplication were
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greater than the rest averages* In learning nonsense 
syllables the corresponding figure was 85k•
(2) A focus of activity occurred. In multiplication this 
focus seemed to be in the right arm. All subjects were 
right-handed, and sometimes spontaneously reported a strong 
tendency to write. However, the critical ratios are low 
except between the upper and lower limbs. The evidence 
then is more conclusively in favour of a gradient between 
upper and lower limbs than between right and left arms.
I'Jo tendency to write was reported during the other task and 
no focus of tension was found.

The conclusions to be dravm are that;
(1) During mental work there is an increase in tension in 
at least three muscle groups, i.e. the left calf and the 
left and ri^ht forearms. the amount of increase denending 
on the type of mental activity.
(2) Greater activity occurs in the right forearm than in 
the left leg during mental multiplication, but no such focus 
occurs in nonsense syllable learning.

There have been a few instances in which mental work 
has not been accompanied by an increase in muscular tension.

Golla and Antonovitch (I929) claim that certain of 
their records do not show the expected increase. In fact, 
some records reveal a lower tension level during the periods 
of mental work than during the rest period. It is not clear
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from their statement whether individuals differ in this 
way, or occasional records taken from the one person.
They do tell us on another occasion that the reliability 
of an increase in tension from one recording to the next 
for some people is low, so perhaps we may make the inference 
that this is an intra-individual pheno'ienon.

Henley (1935) is another worker who found no general 
increase in tension. He used a modified form of the 
Mcliinley-Berkwitz type of apparatus which records the 
movement of the arm, and tested 26 normal men and 26 normal 
women subjects and an equal number of psychopathic cases#
The work period was taken up by a standard intelligence 
test, and Henley found in nearly all cases an alteration 
in tension compared with a rest period. This was by no 
means a universal increase, for there were as many subjects 
whose tensions decreased as subjects in whom an increase 
occurred. It was impossible to predict in advance whether 
there would be an increase or decrease in tension for a 
particular subject working at a particular task. An 

interesting finding was the fact that an initial record was 
invariably higher than subsequent records in the same 
situation, i.e. at the beginning of work higher than later 
in the work period, although the average tension during 
work might or might not be higher than during rest.

The discrepancy between these results and those of 
other workers may well be due to the more complex task
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employed, by Henley, In this respect elites' experiment 
is the most comparable, and in that case an increase was 
only obtained from the successful problem solvers.
Possibly attitude is of more significance in complex tasks 
of this nature than in simple repetitive ones, but there 
is no firm experimental basis for such an assumption.
It is perhaps more likely that Henley's apparatus was at 
fault for it gave an indication of tension around the elbow 
joint only by the measurement of movement. A shift in 
tension always occurred when work began and this seems 
significant and may not contradict other findings as the 
tension may have shifted to the precise locales studied 
by others.

Max, in 1937? reported one of the final experiments 
in his series of investigations into the peripheral theory 
of thought. In the earlier work he had employed deaf 
subjects and had recorded the electrical changes occurring 
in their forearms under various conditions. He had found 
a progressive decrease in action potentials during the 
transition from waking to sleep, ajid could in many instances 
detect the onset of dreams by the appearance of relatively 
large potentials in this region. If a motor theory of 
consciousness holds. Max argues, there should be an increase 
in electromyographic responses as consciousness reappears 
on waking, and these responses should become more extensive
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as consciousness becomes more complex.
In the paper which is of immediate concern to us he 

traced the course of action potentials both during rest 
and during imaginative and abstract thought processes.

Technically the work was first class. Recordings 
were taken from deaf and normal subjects from the flexores 
digitorum of the forearm and from the leg :nuscles. Plate 
type electrodes were used and two amplifiers giving a very 
high gain. The subjects lay flat on a bed and the problem 
was presented written on a card after a period of rest.
This was superior to Jacobson's method of presentation in 
which S was given a problem and told to relax until the 
ready signal was given when he was to begin thinking about 
it. The subject in that case would be aware of the problem 
throughout the foreperiod which would not serve as a 
satisfactory control. In support of this contention Max 
obtained lower levels of activity during the foreperiod.
On the other hand, Max's procedure entailed reading the 
instructions and the problem during the work period and 
gave no indication of the time at which "iDure" mental work 

began.
The amplified action potentials were rectified and 

the area between the base line and the upper limits of the 
curve was measured with a plaiiimeter. Average levels were 
then computed for the various activities. The sensitivity



of the instrument can be imagined when it is realized that 
voltages of more than nine microvolts were too big to be 
measured as they represented full-scale deflection.

The average level of activity recorded from 18 deaf 
subjects (both forearms) working at various tasks is given 
in Table II.3. below.

able II.3» Average tension levels recorded from forearms 
of deaf mutes during different tasks.

(Max, 1937.)

Average b positive
Activities Tension responses 

(increases
Reading 1.6

during work)
52

Rearranging 2.0 8k
sentences
Memorizing 3.7+ 9k
Addition k.2+ 91
Syllogisms 5-7 96

There were wide variations in individual responses, 
the average reading for addition, fo example, being derived 
from a range 0 to 7.O microvolts.

Control readings taken from the gastrocnemius muscle 
of the calf gave only 19ÿ positive responses compared with 
73)3 positive responses from the arm (9I records from five 
deaf subjects).
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Readings were also taken from the gastrocnemius muscle 
and forearms of l6 normal subjects (37k records). We are 
not told the nature of the task worked. In uhis case only 
3I/C positive responses were obtained compared with 8hfo 
positive responses in the deaf. The average amplitude 
was also lower, being 0.8 microvolt in the normals and 
j.kl-jr microvolts in the deaf.

It is most important to realize that Max's deaf subjects 
were highly trained, some having had 11 month's practice in 
relaxation. The normal subjects were not available for 
more than a few hours, as they were employed in full-time 
occupations. These two groups are not comparable, and here, 
as in Jacobson's work, v/e do not know whether the specificity 
of response in the trained deaf subjects is not due to their 
training. But, nevertheless, the normal subjects were not 
as responsive as most other investigators have reported. 
Reasons can only be conjectural, and ma.y lie in the natuTe 
of the task and the experimental procedures, the personalities 
of the subjects, or the evocation of different emotional 
attitudes. Fhe normal subjects were unlike those employed 
by most investigators who generally choose university 
students. The motivational attitude of strangers to a 
laboratory might be considered the crucial variable.

It is risky to attempt a final conclusion to the query, 
are there changes in muscular tension which accompany the
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Readings were also taken from the gastrocnemius muscle 
and forearms of l6 normal subjects (37k records)# We are 
not told the nature of the task worked# In uhis case only 
31/c positive responses were obtained compared with 8k^ 
positive responses in the deaf# The average amplitude 
was also lower, being 0.8 microvolt in the nommais and 
3,kl'ü- microvolts in the deaf.

It is most important to realize that Max's deaf subjects 
were highly trained, some having had 15 month* s practice in 
relaxation. The normal subjects were not available for 
more than a few hours, as they were employed in full-time 
occupations. These two groups are not comparable, and here, 
as in Jacobson's work, we do not know whether the specificity 
of response in the trained deaf subjects is not due to their 
training. But, nevertheless, the normal subjects were not 
as responsive as most other investigators have reported. 
Reasons can only be conjectural, and may lie in the nature 
of the task and the experimental procedures, the personalities 
of the subjects, or the evocation of different emotional 
attitudes. The normal subjects were unlike those employed 
by most investigators who generally choose university 
students. The motivational attitude of strangers to a 
laboratory might be considered the crucial variable.

It is risky to attempt a final conclusion to the query, 
are there changes in muscular tension which accompany the
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onset of mental work ? But it is not too inaccurate to 
say that the bulk of experimental work shows that there is 
an increase in muscular tension in certain muscle groups, 
in the majority of subjects when work begins. the locus of 
maximum increase d.erending on the nature of the task, the 
sub.1ects employed, and the instructions Riven to them.
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Part (2) Changes in Muscular Tension Occurring during the 
Course of Mental Work.

Golla and Antonovitch, it will be remembered, obtained 
a rise in muscular tension at the onset of mental work*
In the same experiment they also attempted to follow the 
course of tension throughout the work period, which was of 
unspecified length. The initial rise appeared to be 
sustained for a brief period before tension returned 
gradually to its original Crest) level, although the work 
was still under way. The period of maximum tension for
any one subject varied from three to six minutes in duration, 
and the period of decline to normal from six to twelve 
minutes.

A similar initial rise and subsequent drop was reported 
by Freeman (1930b). In the same experiment discussed in 
Part 1 of this chapter, he continued to take tendon 
deformation readings every 30 seconds during a work period 
which consisted of either continuous addition, counting 
verbs, or counting adjectives in a passage of prose.
He found that after the initial rise in tension there was 
a decline. Subtracting each reading from the preceding 
one and then averaging these figures fmr each subject, he 
obtained a mean decrease for his four subjects of 3*35 mm. 
of deflection from the level at the beginning of the task
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after nine minutes working. Subjects were not very 
variable, all showed the decrease, the respective figures 
being 3*8, 2.9, 2.6, and h.l. This quantitative procedure 
is apparently fairly representative, although greater 
regularity is implied than in fact occurred, for momentary 
and even sustained increases in tension were noticed during 
the period of usual decrease. These were possibly due to 
extraneous stimuli, or to an increase in effort, or even, 
in Freeman's opinion,to an unrelated spread of muscular 
or visceral activity affecting the locus of recording.
It was not possible to say which.

Bills and Brown were two other workers at about the 
same time (I929) who obtained evidence for the initial rise 
in tension, although no subsequent drop was recorded.
They employed 20 subjects who worked at four similar tasks 
of different length. These consisted of pairs of digits 
arranged on an addition sheet, which subjects added over 
periods of one minute (condition I), two minutes (condition II), 
five minutes (condition III), or ten minutes (conditional^).
A signal was given every 15 seconds, whereupon S made a 
check mark on the page to show the point reached.

Tension was recorded in a primitive manner by having 
the subjects \n?ite their answers on five sheets of paper, 
placed one on top of another and interleaved with carbon 
papers. An indication of the amount of pressure exerted
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on the pencil point would be given by (a) the number, and 
(b) the clarity of the carbon tracings, the former giving 
the more objective measure. Two judges independently 
rated each subject's work for degree of tension on a 
four-point scale at each quarter minute.

The following graph, Graph II.3., whows the degrees 
of tension recorded during the first four quarter-minutes 
of work.

BE6eeEs
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I 2 & 4.
aU A RTÊR. fVVl M UTES OF W O R tc

c o n d i t i o n s

--------------- I
------- IT----  E
   S

Graph II.3. Degrees of tension recorded during work under 
a time-set. (Bills and Brown, 1929)



In all cases there is a rapid increase in tension 
diu'ing the first half-minute of the task and a slower rise 
during the second half-minute. The shorter tasks tend 
to have lower initial tension and to increase more sharply 
than the longer tasks. In a second experiment, in which 
2k subjects were employed, four different length sums were 
again worked, but this time the actual number of lines of 
work to be completed constituted the task given rather than 
the time allowed. Three, six, twelve, and twenty-four 
lines of addition made up the four respective conditions.

This time, tension (measured as before) was graphed 
throughout the whole work period.

COKDITIONS 
--------  I

3

30WOR.tC

Graph 11.^. Degrees of tension recorded during work under 
a task-set.

(Bills and Brown, I929.)
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Graph 11,4. resembles the earlier graph in showing a 
sharp increase of tension, irrespective of the length of 
the task, at the beginning of the work period, an increase 
which flattens to a virtual asymptote at the thirtieth 
quarter-minute. However, the sharp rise at the beginning 
of the graph is not, as in the former experiment, sustained 
for only half a minute, but extends over two and a half 
minutes. A further difference is found when the effect 
of the length of task is examined. The shorter tasks do 
not in this case have a lower initial level of tension, but 
remain higher throughout the whole of the work period.

Unfortunately no statistical treatment is supplied 
and we do not even know the individual variations around 
these average tension scores. The scoring system itself 
can be objected to on the grounds that there might be a good 
deal of tension present in gripping the pencil without 
pressing it into the paper, and secondly the four-point 
scale is a very crude measure#

Taking these objections into account we are left with 
some rather unsatisfactory evidence for an initial steep 
rise in tension followed by a flattening of the gradient, 
but no evidence for a fall towards the end of the task. 
Freeman recorded tension in the quadriceps muscle whereas 
Bills and Brown were obtaining a gross measure of hand and 
forearm tension and this might well account for the 
discrepancy.
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Davis,in his 1937 paper which has been discussed in 
Part 1 of this chapter, reported an increase in tension 
during the work period. The graphs on page 35 show the 
apparent trend. Davis claims that it can be seen from 
the tables accompanying these graphs (condensed into 
Table II.2. on page 3^) that during the second half of 
each work period (minutes nine and tern) the tension is 
greater than that recorded during the first half (minutes 
six and seven) in all three tasks, the increase being most 
marked for the third group of subjects, those working at 
mental multiplication. However, in the case of the 
memorizing and addition tasks it is possible to analyze 
the curve more carefully. The tension level reaches a 
high point in the sample preceding the last one taken 
during the work period. For the last reading tension has 
dropped and continues to do so during the succeeding rest 

period.
Davis has more evidence to support his claim for an 

increasing trend throughout the work period in a later 
paper (1939) which we have partly examined in Part 1.
It will be remembered that he recorded from both forearms 
and from the left calf while subjects worked at mental 
multiplication and memorizing nonsense syllables. He 
began taking records of work period activity after a lapse 
of 15 seconds. This was done "in order to omit any shock
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effect". However, it was possible to observe on the 
oscilloscope, although not to record in a permanent form, 
an initial burst of activity which subsided at the end of 
15 seconds, so that the first reading taken then was often 
little greater than the rest period values.

It seems to the present writer that if such a shock 
effect is brought about by the presentation of a piece of 
work and the preparatory adjustments of the subject in 
beginning it, then any attempt to trace the course of 
muscuJLar activity during mental work must necessarily include 
this period. Omitting it entirely is analagous to the 
study of reaction times accompanied by a dismissal of the 
fore-period from consideration.

After the lapse of 15 seconds Davis recorded for periods 
of three to five seconds at the end of every minute.
Muscular activity appeared to increase during the work 
period, and to obtain a measure of this effect the tension 
level recorded during the last camera run in a work period 
was expressed as a percentage of the first. These 
percentage values are given in Table II.4. for the three 
loci where recordings were made.
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Table II.4, Ratio of muscle potentials of last work 
reading to those of first work reading, 
in percentages. (Davis, 1939*)

Left Leg Left Arm Right Arm
Arithmetic 155 153 133
Memorizing 114 121 158

Ignoring the different magnitudes in the different 
muscle groups which have been mentioned in the last part 
of this chapter, it can be seen that in all cases there is 
an increase over the tension recorded after the first 15 
seconds. Sometimes the final level is half as much again.

Davis concludes from this that muscular tension 
increases progressively during work, but this is going 
beyond the published results which merely show that the 
tension levels during the last camera run of approximately 
three to five seconds in duration was higher than the 
tension level during the first run taken after the first 
15 seconds of work. Indeed to be precise only three 
sample periods of l/12th second each were measured during 
these camera runs and only the largest deflections within 
these periods. The measurement of l A  second's activity 
near the end of work and a similar measurement near the 
end of the work period and the computation of their ratio
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hardly justifies a statement to the effect that tension 
increases progressively. It would seem more correct to 
conclude that Davis found tension increased at the beginning 
of _a _task..remained high for about 15 seconds, then dropped, 
and probably rose again near the end of the work period.

Telford and Swenson (1942) recorded tension during a 
mirror-drawing task by means of a pneumatic stylus. 
Twenty-five subjects took part, each subject attempting 
the task 100 times.

It was found that in the earlier runs tension was low 
at the beginning of a trial and increased irregularly but 
fairly constantly until it was highest at the end of the 
trial. As learning progressed initial tension increased 
until during the last trials there was little difference 
between the beginning and the end of a trial. Variability 
likewise decreased. From a typical sample record included 
in their paper one might also conclude that there was a 
sharp increment in tension at the beginning of the task.

Although apparently supporting Davis' views with 
regard to the increase in tension during work, this 
experiment does not appear to be directly comparable, as 
it is concerned with changes that occur in the muscles 
involved in a motor-learning task, which are probably very 

different from the changes %&at occur in similar muscle 

groups during so-called central processes.



A more recent study by Geldreich (1953) utilized 
palmar skin resistance and traced the trends occurring 
during long work periods of 55 minutes. The mental work 
consisted of a colour-naming task, the colours being 
presented serially by means of Bills' psychergometer•
The mean conductance level was recorded for each 15 seconds 
of the work period and means were calculated for five-minute 
periods.

The graph below (Graph 11*5*); modified from Geldreich, 
shows the course of skin resistance during the work period 
and during a control period of the same length when the 
subjects reclined in an easy chair. Ten subjects took part 
in the experiment.

M£Am PAuvuwe
CONbuCTANC£.(loo LOS. MICROMHÔ

IÜO

130

ZS
OR.OF

MEDITAI. VJORk

Gra'oh II.5* Palmar conductance during work and rest.
(Modified from Geldreich, 1953.)
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The greatest reduction in conductance occuî s during 
the first five minutes of control rest, after which the 
trend parallels the mental work curve. The difference 
between the first and second thirds of the control curve 
is significant at the ,01 level, but between the second 
and third thirds does not reach significance.

During mental work a significant trend appears to 
have occurred. Both the decrement from the first to the 
second and from the second to the third third are reliable 
at the .05 level.

Finally, the average conductance level during mental 
work is significantly higher than during rest.

If palmar skin conductance is considered a valid 
though indirect measure of muscular tension, then a areater 
degree of muscular tension is exerted during colour n.aming 
than during rest, a finding in line with most other work. 
Secondly, during a task of long duration a gradual 
decrement in tension would be said to occur. This is 
in agreement with Freeman and Golla and Antonovitch, 
although not with Davis,

The situation is confusing. The following table is 
an attempt to summarize the experimental findings discussed 

so far. (See Table II,5. on page 570
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general conclusions to be dravm from this table 
will depend on a subjective estimation of which differences 
are important and which of no account. It is hardly to 
be expected that all these workers should concur on the 
shape of the tension curve, considering the variety of 
tasks of various lengths that have been employed and the 
many different loci from which recordings have been made. 
Nevertheless they all report a sharp increase in tension 
at the beginning of the task. This seems to occur in 
all the muscle groups measured and for different types of 
work. The length of this initial increase has been shorn 
to depend partly on the set of the subjects induced by the 
anticipated length of the task (Bills and Broim), and may 
also depend on the length of the task, its nature, and the 
locus of measurement.

There is less agreement about the later course of 
tension. It has been found to increase, decrease, or to 
remain constant. Bills and Brovm, who obtained the latter 
effect, used such an insensitive method of recording that 
they may not have been able to pick up the trend. The 
other experiments fall into two groups; (1) Golla and 
Antonovitch, Freeman, and Geldreich who found tension 
decreased until the end of the task; (2) Davis who found 
tension Increased in two separate experiments. Telford 
and Swenson agree with Davis, but the relevance of their 

data is doubtful.
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One striking difference between Davis and other 
workers lies in the length of his tasks which took no 
longer than about five minutes. Freeman's tasks were 
almost double this length, Golla and Antonovitch's three 
times as long, and Geldreich*s lasted for 55 minutes.
As Davis in his 1937 paper presents graphs which decline 
towards the end of the work period, it seems a likely 
extrapolation from these data to predict a continuous 
decrement if the task were to be continued. The difference 
then between Davis and the others may lie in the shorteÉ 
tasks employed by the former. There is unfortunately 
no evidence from the other experimenters that tension 
rose to a high point after about five minutes; secondly, 
if the results of the 1939 paper are to be trusted, Davis 
has obtained an increase during the work period with no 
sign of a final drop.

It should be noted that Davis did not record from 
the same muscle groups as the other workers, and he 
employed discontinuous work. The counting and addition 
tasks used by the others were of a more cumulative and

continuous nature.
We are probably justified in coming to the following

conclusions:
At the beginning of mentak work there is, in all muscle 

groups so far investigated, a marked rise in tension, the
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extent of the rise having: been shown to depend partly on 
the set of the subjects.

There may then occur an increase in tension, to _M 
succeeded by a slow decline until the end of the task, 
this latter trend being better documented.

The length and type of task, particularly its repetitive 
or cumulative nature, probably influences the form of the 
tension curve and the locale of maximum change.
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Part (3) Individual Differences and the Association 
of Tension with V/ork Output,

In many of the experiments reviewed we have mentioned 
the common finding of variability in results, Several 
workers have attacked the problem of individual differences 
in muscular tension and sought to relate these differences 
to levels of performance.

White (1935) was probably the earliest to investigate 
this problem in a technically competent way, although he 
used an indirect indication of tension, namely skin 
resistance.

Twenty-seven subjects learned a series of paired 
equivalents which they then attempted to recall. Rank 
difference correlations were run between total amount 
recalled and mean resistance level. A correlation of 
-.16 was found between total recall and resistance during 
learning and tends to suggest that with many exceptions 
the superior learners may have been more tense than the 
poorer learners. More convincingly, the correlation 
between tatal recall and resistance during rest was ***..50, 
which is significant at the level and implies that the 
better learners.relaxed more during the rest period which 

followed the attempt at recall.
The tendency for the better learners to be more tense
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is In agreement with elites (1935, 1936) who recorded 
blink rate, skin resistance, and action potentials during 
problem solving. The results obtained by the three 
methods were similar, and those derived from the action 
potential method were reported in Part 1 of this chapter. 
Aji increase in tension during work was found only in the 
case of those subjects who solved the problem. These 
successful subjects are perhaps comparable to White*s 
better learners.

Brown (1937) employed 18 subjects who learned a list 
of nonsense syllables presented serially while their G.S.R. 
was recorded.

Correlations were computed between average resistance
levels at the beginning and the end of the task and
efficiency of learning measured by the number of trials
required for one successful reproduction of the list.

The results obtained are given in the following tables
Table II.6. Correlations between resistance levels 

and efficiency. ■ (Brown, 19370
Correlation

Resistance at beginning 
of task and efficiency

.25 ± .Ik

Resistance at end 
of task and efficiency .57 ± .10

Average resistance at 
beginning and end of 
task and efficiency

.55 ± .10
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From table 11,6, it can be seen that the higher the 
resistance level, particularly at the end of the task, the 
fewer the trials required to learn the list. This implies 
that the better learners were less tense during learning 
and appears to contradict both elites and White.

However, as Brown points out, the correlations must 
be interpreted with care as they are low, although the 
value of .55 is in fact almost significant at the .01 level, 
The inclusion of two hyperthyroid individuals in the sample 
was unfortunate as it would tend to raise the correlation.

The disagreement is heightened when Davis’ results 
are included.

Davis (1937) recorded, it will be remembered, more 
localized tensions than dites and used different tasks, 
i.e. memorizing, addition, and multiplication. Rank, order 
correlations were computed between muscular activity in the 
various periods (initial rest, work, and final rest) and 
a measure of success in the task.

in the case of the memorizing task this was the number 
of words recalled. As fable II,7. indicates (see p. 65), 
there is a slight though not reliable tendency towards a 
positive relation between rest period activity and 
accomplishment, which suggests a more active state in the 
more successful subjects. - more substantial coefficients 
are found during work where greater accomplishment seems
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to be associated with less increase in activity. This 
is clearer when the subjects are divided into three groups 
depending on their degree of comprehension of the material. 
The summaries of the passage which were most accurate were 
accompanied by the least increase in activity and vice 
versa.

For the addition task, as the subjects did not add 
aloud, it was possible to use only the final sum arrived 
at as a measure of success. The table on page 63 shows 
that the positive relation between rest period activity 
and accomplishment is more marked thah before, and once 
again a negative relationship exists during the work period. 
It may be, as suggested earlier, that some individuals 
did not relax during the instructions and previous rest 
period, but rehearsed the rather complicated addition 
required of them (see p.37)- This seems to have been the 
case, especially with the better performers, who worked 
during the fore-period and benefited by this ruse. The 
increase in action potentials mostly occurred not at the 
experimentally determined beginning of the task but at 
the very beginning of the session when the subjects first 
became aware of what was to be required of them.

In the third experiment subjects multiplied mentally 
a three-place by a two-place number. Two measures of 
accomplishment were used; the time spent on the work, and
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0he number of correct digits in the product. The 
correlations are given in Table II.7* below and show a near 
significant and inverse relationship between output, by 
both measures, and increase in tension.

Table II.7* Correlations between muscular activity and 
work output. (Davis, 1937)

Memorizing Addition Multiplication
Time Correct

digits
With activity in 
initial rest

.27 .4-3 .12 .11

With activity 
during work

-.25 10 -.06 —. 09

With increase in —. 3^ -.35 -.25 —. 24-
activity during 
work over initial 
rest

All three sets of results agree that a consistent 
correlation with accomplishment is found in the increase 
in activity in the work period over the resting level, 
the coefficient being negative and significant or near 

significant.
In an attempt to elucidate these negative correlations 

Davis performed two further experiments. It is known 
from Freeman’s work (1931) that muscular patterns change 
with practice in a given activity. Davis tried to show
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that practice also leads to a lessening of muscular tension. 
Five subjects practised addition during five days 

while action potentials were recorded as before. The 
following grap^ (Graph II.6.) shows a tendency for activity 
to diminish as the series progresses. In fact the rest 
and work levels converge as practice proceeds; a finding 
in agreement with Freeman.

>2.

AVERASE:
PE/MC 10Potenti/̂ljs

4

OF

GT’a-oh II.6. The effect of practice on muscular activity.
(Davis, 1937.)

Now, Davis argues, it can be supposed that subjects 
come to an experimental session with varying degrees of
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former practice. iln imaginary situation can be envisaged 
in which the sittings of this practice group on their first 
day are taken with the sittings of the same five subjects 
on their last day as though they represented ten different 
subjects. The correlation in this hypothetical case 
between accomplishment and increase in tension would then 
be -.13 instead of +.hO, the correlation obtained from 
the first day’s results alone. Davis considers this 
analagous to the main experimental situation where the 
correlations were low and negative owing to the uncontrolled 
variable of former practice.

The demonstration is convincing if not exactly similar 
th the real life situation. We do not know if subjects 
who are well-practised in addition over the past ten years 
will to-day show less muscular tension during addition 
than unpractised subjects. We only know that several 
days in the laboratory, in the subject’s "cage”, with 
electrodes in place, while working at addition, will lead 
to a decrease in muscular activity. There is no control 
group undergoing similar practice but without the presence 
of the potentially frightening laboratory set-up. The 
effect may be due to familiarity with the laboratory 
rather than practice at addition.

Furthermore it is strange that a correlation as high 
as +.4D should have been obtained from these subjects
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during the first session. After all they came to this 
first session with varying degrees of former practice and 
it is not obvious that the situation differs from the main 
experiment where the correlation was low and negative (-.35 
between accomplishment and increase of tension), Davis' 
interpretation seems doubtful.

A further factor tending to decrease the correlation 
between tension and output might be found, according to 
Davis, in the amount of distraction present during work 
periods. There is good evidence from Morgan (I916) and 
others that distraction leads to an increase in muscular 
tension, and so if distraction were to occur during work 
and output to remain the same the correlation would be 
lowered.

In a short experiment Davis obtained unequivocal 
results showing that potentials increase during the 
distraction afforded by a gramophone while the subject is 
attempting to comprehend a difficult passage of prose. 
However, no details are given of possible distractions 
during the original work periods and these are unlikely 
to have been as intense as in this demonstration.

It is necessary to conclude that although Davis has 
shown that an inverse relationship exists between work 
output and the size of the increase in activity from rest 
to work, his attempts to specify reasons for this
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relationship are hard to accept.
further contradiction to elites, Davis (1938) 

found that the level of muscular activity of both 
successful and unsuccessful subjects was similar. He used 
a series of nujnber problems and recorded electrically from 
the right forearm and neck.

A linear relationship was found between muscular 
activity in both these regions and the difficulty of the 
problems when percentage failure was used as an indicator 
of difficulty. Graph II.7* below is taken from Davis 
and shows the relationship clearly, and also that the amount 
of tension in the neck is considerably less than in the arm 
during work.

ACTIOIS PojÊ̂ 7/ALà
I N  CÊNT OF

AVE.f̂AG,E. WOIZX:

I bo

IlfO
\Z0

6o 70\oo 10 -io

Paz- C.ËNT OF

Graph II.7# The relation between muscular activity and 
difficulty. (Davis, 1938.)
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Taking the analysis a little further it was found 
possible to differentiate between problems on which subjects 
reported failure and those on which they reported success. 
Comparisons of the average level of tension during 
”successful” solutions with the level during “failures” 
show no significant difference in either arm or neck, the 
slight differences being in opposite directions for these 
two loci# Table II.8# below gives the relevant values.

Table II.8. Average tension levels in neck and arm during 
successful and unsuccessful problem solving.

(Davis, 1938.)

Number of problems 
Average tension 
S.D.
Difference
S.E.diff.
C.R.

Neck 
Success Failure
124 60
128.5 138.0
67.0 49*0

-9'^
7.4
-1.28

Arm
Success Failure

136 63
194.8 181.4
129.0 99.0

13*4
1313
1.01

The same tendency was found here as in the preceding 
analysis where sucess and failure were grouped together, 
i.e. the more difficult the problem the higher the activity 
level. Graph II.8. shows that more muscular tension
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appears to be involved in the solution of a difficult 
problem than in the solution of an easy one, and more 
activity is recorded for "givlnp: up” a difficult problem 
than for 'teivinfc p.p" an easy one. (There is no actual 
difference between the two lines on the graph because of 
the wide scatter of points#)

110
FAIUÜI2É. ONLYACTION POTeNTIALÔ

\N Pe r  c e n t of

AVeieAG.E 'AtOR.K
105

ONEY

loo

60 70io
OFPer.

Graph 11,8, The relation between muscular activity on
"failed"and "solved" problems and the difficulty 
of the task, (Davis, 1938,)
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The disagreement with Clites may be due tm the 
difference in recording technique; generalized tension 
as measured by Clites being an indicator of failure and 
frustration. An investigation is badly needed in which 
both localized tension in the arm and general tension in 
the bodily musculature, including the E.K.G., are recorded 
simultaneously during problem solving. On the other hand 
Clites employed a more objective measure of failure and 
the cause of the discrepancy may lie here.

Davis’ other finding that increase in difficulty 
leads to increase in tension is well substantiated.
Tuttle (192^) had found that the height of the knee jerk 
was greater during mental arithmetic than during 
conversation, but Stroud (1931) was the earliest worker 
to demonstrate the relationship within tasks of the same 
kind. He used stylus mazes of varying degrees of 
difficulty and obtained measures of tension from a 
pneumatic stylus. It is not clear how majiy subjects were 
employed, the number appears to have varied from one maze 
to another, and in one case to have been 12.

A consistent positive relation was found between 
tension and difficulty, tension being greatest on the trials 
with thé largest ndmber of errors. Table II.9. shows 
the consistent relationship which is not however 
statistically significant for individual cases. The high
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probable errors are due to the great variability in tension 
level from one subject to the next. When the mean 
difference is calculated a C.R. of 1*93 is obtained, which 
is also not quite significant#

Table Ii#9* Average tension exerted on stylus during most
and least successful maze runs. (Stroud, 1931*)

Maze Category Tension 
(ins.)

Difference 
in means

P.S.diff

C3 Host errors 
Least errors

.208

.161
• o4"8 .014

.04 Most errors 
Least errors

•336
.298

.038 .036

3 Most errors 
Least errors

.326

.298
.038 .021

02 Most errors 
Least errors

.275

.233
.(A-2 .038

Mean difference .*1 .015

Hadley (1941) recorded the electromyogram from the 
left forearm during the solution of mental multiplication 
sums of varying difficulty. Ten subjects took part in 
the experiment. The tasks were ordered in difficulty 
from 2X1 to 3X3 sums, the ordering agreeing with the 
percentage failure.

The average aiaplitude of the three highest waves 
occurring in each second was used as an indication of the
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amount of activity. This measurement technique resembles 
Davis* and is difficult to interpret.

Using this technique Hadley found that an increase in 
tension accompanied an increase in the difficulty of the 
task. Graph II.9. below shows the clear trend.

ISO

llu?
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A& P£32-CeNTAGE or- 
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VflS <S
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ubcKde-f f?e3i

Graph 11,9. The relation between tension and degree of 
difficulty of the task. (Hadley, 1941.)
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Hadley thought it likely that those subjects with 
the greatest percentage of failures would show the greatest 
increases in muscu3.ar activity, but upon examining 
individual records he found correlations which did not 
differ significantly from zero. In other words group 
trends do not apparently depict the true state of affairs 
for individual cases and prediction from group to 
individual is poor. Either that, or it may be that 
supposed difficulty rather than difficulty as measured by 
objective success or failune is the crucial measure when 
individual records are examined. As a group, subjects 
would tend to approach the longer tasks with more effort 
as befits more difficult tasks, but individual differences 
would be great if some subjects found some of the shorter 
more difficult for them, which might occur because of 
personal preferences for some digits.

Geldreich (19p3) recorded tne G.t?.H. from ten subjects 
during work s.t colour naming on the "psychergomete^ .
A correlation of .39 was obtained between log. conductance 
of the skin and rate of colour naming, wnich is significant 
at about the 3# level. The correlation between average 
skin conductance and the average nunber of olocks is -.60, 
which is significant beyond the 1# level. This implies 
that a decrease in general bodily tension is associated 
with a decrease in the rate of work and an increase in the

rate of"blocking.
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Once again it may help to clarify the situation if 
a summary of results is given in tabular form. On the 
next page the three experiments concerned with the relation 
between the difficulty of a task and the degree of tension 
exerted are listed, and on the following page,Table 11.11, 
gives details of the findings of the six experiments 
which deal with the relation between work output and 
muscular tension.
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Uith regard to the first table it is possible to draw 
a common conclusion. More difficult problems give rise to 
higher tension levels in the forearm and neck musculature, 
out this appears only when records are pooled from many 
sub .jects and is not necessarily observa Die in individual 
records.

It might nevertheless be thought to follow from this 
that the better performers, who presumably find the task 
easier, should show lower tension levels during work.
And in line with this, Davis (1937) found practised performers 
were possibly less tense, (See table 11.11.) When it came 
to problem solving, however, he was not able to distinguish 
between the successful and unsuccessful,(Davis, 1938), 
unlike Clites who found the successful were more tense during 
the work period and during the period of report. The 
discrepancy between Davis and Clites is probably due to one 
of the differences already mentioned, either the difference 
in the loci of recording, or in the criteria of success.

Davis* earlier finding that practised performers were 
less tense is, as we have pointed out, capable of a different 
interpretation in terms of habituation or familiarity with 
the laboratory situation, but nevertheless it does accord 
with expectations. As Davis was the only worker besides 
Clites to employ the action potential method of recording, 
his results are probably more trustworthy than the three
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other investigators who disagree with him. They foi.md 
a positive correlation between work output and tension 
during the task (apart from Brown who included abnormal 
subjects in his experiment), while Davis* only positive 
correlation was with tension level during preliminary rest.
But this, as we have suggested, was probably due to his 
subjects working at the tasks before the work period proper 
began, especially as most of the correlation has its source 
in the addition task where the complicated instructions 
made this tendency most prevalent. White's finding that 
better learners were more tense during a final rest period 
is probably explicable in terms of a carry-over of tension 
from work.

It is not possible to come to any certain conclusions.
If we regard Davis* finding of a lack of correlation 
between work output and tension during the task as springing 
from the active preparatory set of his subjects, we are left 
with an agreed conclusion to the effect that better performers 
are more tense during work, a conclusion derived, however, 
indirectly from the G.S.R. technique.

The next section of this review may help to clarify 
matters when the effects of inducing tension are taken into 

account.



Chapter 3*

The Effect of Induced Muscular Tension on Mental Work,

As long ago as 1899 Breese had discovered an increase 
in visual acuity occurred when subjects pressed their arms 
against their sides. But Bills (I927) appears to have 
been the first worker to have investigated the relationship 
between induced muscular tension and mental activity with 
the desire to obtain experimental evidence on the 
controversial issue between the central and peripheral 
theorists. Were the muscular tensions accompanying mental 
effort a mere "overflow" phenomenon, as the central theory 
demanded, or were they, as Washburn thought, "an essential 
part of directed thought"?

Bills attacked four aspects of the problem*
(1) Would an increase in muscular tension beyond the normal 
level result in an increase in the efficiency of mental 
work? If so, the peripheral phenomena must have a direct 
influence on central processes.
(2) Would the effect of induced tension increase or decrease 
during continuous work? Would muscular fatigue affect 

mental fatigue?
(3) Would the effect of induced tension increase or decrease 

with practice?
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(4) Would results depend on the criterion of efficiency 
employed?

Nine subjects took part in the first experiment*
The task consisted of a series of nonsense syllables which 
were to be learned under either normal or tension conditions. 
Under tension conditions S squeezed a dynamometer 
continuously during work. Twenty lists of nine syllables 
each were learned, ten lists under tension and ten lists 
as a control.

T^ree criteria of learning were employed and all showed 
a marked increase in efficiency had occurred under tension.
(a) Learning time decreased by 13/̂  under tension,
(b) Recall score calculated by the savings method showed 
a 6/Ü improvement under tension, and
(c) the absolute number of syllables recalled was 13^ greater 
under tension*

The influence of practice on the relative efficiency 
of the two conditions was determined by plotting daily 
scores over a period of ten days. If learning time was 
taken as the criterion, tension had a decided effect in 
causing a more rapid increase in speed due to practice.
For the other criteria, the initial difference in favour 
of the tension condition tended to disappear and the curves 
approached one another. Graph III.l. shows the results 
obtained with learning time. Very similar results were 
obtained with a different task, learning paired associates.
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Graph III.l* The effect of practice on learning under
normal and tension conditions. (Bills, 1927)

In another experiment continuous mental addition was 
used. Eleven subjects added twelve columns of 20 digits 
per column. Two measures were calculated; (a) the time 
taken to add the column, and (b) the accuracy of the reported 
sun. Once again work took place under both tension and
normal conditions.

The average time taken to add the 20 digits under tension 
was 23*3 secs., and under normal conditions 25*7 secs.
The difference is significant and there were no exceptions 
to the rule.

The average nunber of columns correctly added each
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session under tension was J.k compared vmth ^.1 under 
normal conditions, a statistically insignificant difference. 

Practice, as before, led to greater improvement under 
tension than under normal conditions, but only in speed* 
Accuracy did improve slightly with practice, but equally 
for both conditions.

As several columns were added it was possible to obtain 
work curves for the experimental session under both tension 
and normal conditions. It seems from Bills’ graph that the 
result of continuous work was to enhance the superiority of 
,the tension conditions where speed was the criterion, but 
not where accuracy was concerned.

Bills concluded from these experiments:
(1) "That muscular tension, of the form and amount used by 

us, does facilitate the efficiency of mental work of 
the kinds tried,

(2) "That the increase in efficiency gained by tension is 
enhanced by practice, where speed is the criterion, 
but remains constant where other criteria or sets are 
used.

(3) "That the added efficiency gained by using tension tends 
to increase as S grows more fatigued, when speed is the 
criterion, but remains constant where other criteria 
are used,"

(Bills, 1927. p,2k9,)
The evidence seems to support a peripheral theory of 

thought, although as Bills wisely pointed out, the tensions 
which normally accompany thought may not function in a 
similar way to those induced in this experiment.
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This work has been reported in some detail as it formed
the starting point of a series of researched which were to
amplify and question Bills’ original conclusions.

Freeman (1933) attempted to clarify the physiological 
changes occurring when tension was induced. Did the 
localized increase in tension lead to an increase in the 
general level of tension in the whole body, or was it 
accompanied by relaxation elsewhere so that the general 
level remained constant? Recordings were made from the 
quadriceps muscle while subjects held weights in their hands. 
A spread of tension always occurred which involved the 
quadriceps muscle. A similar spread of tension occurred 
when subjects maintained an erect sitting posture.

This evidence really affords no answer to the question.
There may well have been relaxation elsewhere. It is not 
justifiable to conclude ÿhat so-called general bodily tension 
has increased from a recording made at one remote muscle 
group. The effect of erect posture on quadriceps tension 
is interesting and may be of some relevance in any comparison 
of experimental procedures.

Stauffacher (1937) took Bills' work a step further.
In the light of Jacobson’s finding that complete lack of 
tension inhibited all mental work, and Freeman's suggestion 
that the very tense were not as efficient as the less tense 
(Freeman, 1933)> it appeared likely that there might be sn 
optimum degree of tension for a task.
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Stauffacher employed kO students as subjects who learned 
series of nonsense syllables under four different conditions:
(1) with no induced tension, (2) with one quarter of maximum 
pull, f3) with one half of maximum pull, and (k) with three- 
quarters of maximum pull. In order to obtain the maximum 
pull reading' 3 pulled on a dynamometer handle for one minute.
The reading at the end of the minute became the maximum pull 
figure for that subject. Weights were then made up into 
the various fractions required and suspended over a puJLley.
3 had to pull the weights off the floor and keep them lifted 
during the work period.

It was found that all tension conditions were facilitative, 
the half maximum pull being clearly the best and the only 
one that differed significantly from the resting level.

Table III.l. Relationship between degree of induced tension
and ability to memorize. (Stauffacher, 1937#)

Condition Amount of
induced
tension

Number of syllables 
correctly anticipated 

(Means)

1 0 5.2 * 0.23

2 l A 5.6 t 0.21

3 1/2 6.3 t 0.23

k 3/^ 5.4 t 0.25
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These averages tend to obscure the actual effects of 
tension# If subjects are divided into rood, poor, and 
mediocre performers the following table is obtained:

Table H I . 2# The effect of induced tension (1/2 maximum pull) 
on the performance of subjects of different 
ability. (Stauffacher, 1937•)

Humber
to

of trials required 
learn lists.

Normal Tension Difference
Good performers (l4) 19'^ 20.9 -1.4
Poor performers (ih) 32.6 7.9
Mediocre performers (12) 29.2 27.0 2.2

_____ Only the poor performers appear to have benefited to
any degree in their learning by the induction of tension, 
i,e. only 1^ of the ^0 subjects.

Stauffacher considered a possible explanation of this 
fact lay in the difference that might exist between good 
and poor performers in their normal levels of tension during 
work# Suppose the good performers have a higher level of 
tension than the poor performers before the induction of 
tension# The increment in tension will in the case of the 
former lead to an excess of tension over and above the 
facilitative amount, whereas in the case of the latter it
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will approach more closely to the optimum level. The 
following graph (Graph III,2.) depicts this hypothesis

IMPreoVEMÊAiT

PeR.FofZM.ANca

OF

Graph III.2. Staul'i'acher‘s U-curve hypothesis.
(Stauffacherg 1937*)

Bills and Stauffacher (1937) confirmed these results. 
They used more complex tasks, arithmetical reasoning and 
"detectograms". These were short detective stories of a 
page in length, full of irrelevant detail from which the 
essential clue had to be picked out. Tension was induced 
by lifting weights of l4 lbs.
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Statistically significant increases in speed of 
arithmetical reasoning occurred under tension conditions 
but no difference in accuracy. No facilitation occurred 
in the case of the detectograms. When the subjects were 
divided into two groups, the better eight against the poorer 
eight, it became clear that the poor subjects had benefited 
by the tension whereas the better subjects suffered.
However, no tests of significance are offered and we are 
left in doubt about the level of probability attained.

Courts (1939b) further corroborated certain of these 
findings using as a task the memorizing of nonsense syllables, 
Sixty subjects took part and learnt the syllables under 
various degrees of tension, the tension being induced by 
squeezing a dynamometer. Meanwhile, the thickening of the 
quadriceps muscle in response to a regular tendon tap was 
taken as an index of tension.

It was found that the greatest facllitatiou|occurred 
when an amount of tension equal to 1/h of maximura effort 
was induced. If tension was increased beyond this figure, 
performance fell off until at 3/^ maximum tension memorization 
fell below the normal (no tension) condition, (See Graph III.3*)

Although the shape of the curve is similar to that 
obtained by Stauffac^er the scale on the abscissa is different. 
Whereas Stauffacher found the 3 A  maximum tension condition 
facilitative. Courts obtained a memory score with this degree
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of tension that was lower than the control (no tension) 
condition. Tension was not induced in an exactly similar 
way in the two experiments. Courts' subjects squeezed 
a dynamoineter, but Btauffacher's subjects pulled weights 
off the floor. What is probably of more relevance is the 
different way fractional amounts of tension were computed. 
Courts took fractions of the maximum value attained after 
30 seconds continuous squeeze, while Stauffacher took 
fractions of the maximum attained after 60 seconds continual 
pull. , This might mean that Courts used higher fractional 
tension values during work, his 1/4 maximum resembling 
Stauffacher's 1/2 maximum, and his 3/4 effort approaching 
Stauffacher's maximun condition. This would mean that there 
was considerable agreement between the two experiments,
Courts having extended Stauffacher*s work to confirm the 
hypothesized detrimental effect of high degrees of induced 
tension.

However, Courts observed no differential effect between 
good and poor performers. All subjects memorized most 
efficiently at the 1/4 maximum level, and the means of these 
optimal tensions did not differ significantly. When the 
subjects were divided into two further groups on the basis 
of their normal level of tension (high or low) during 
memorizing, it was found that the induction of tension 
affected both groups similarly and there was no significant 
difference in performance.
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Graph III.3* The effect of variation in tension on 
performance. (Courts, 1939»)

Courts' groups of good and poor learners each contained 
21 subjects, whereas Stauffacher ' s contained ten. IVhether 
this means that those with more extreme scores were chosen 
in Stauffacher’s experiment it is impossible to say, as the 
two experiments are not directly comparable although both 
tasks entailed memorizing. If it were the case, the fact 
that Courts’ results are in the expected direction, without 
however reaching significance, would suggest that there may 
not be a true disagreement.

CouTts' finding, to the effect that induced tension 
alters the performance of the tense subjects to the same
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degree as the relaxed, seems to disprove Stauffacher*s 
hypothesis that the induction of tension should benefit the 
poorer workers who habitually maintain a low level of tension. 
But it is very probable that the locus of originally 
maintained and experimentally induced tensions is relevant 
here. There is some evidence from Freeman (19335 1937) that 
optimal facilitation occurs when the tension is induced in 
a muscle group closely related neurologically to the active 
muscle, but in the case of mental activity this is not at 
present of much direct assistance.

Zartraan and Cason (193^) induced tension in the muscles 
of the right leg while their subjects worked at a series of 
mathematical problems selected from various intelligence 
tests. A tension of between 2^ and kO pounds was induced 
by means of a pedal mounted on springs which had to be pushed 
with the foot. The problems were timed and mistakes recorded.

A correlation of -.20 ♦ .02 was obtained between speed 
of solution and average pressure exerted during work.

The contradiction with earlier work might spring, as 
they suggest, from the greater complexity of the tasks they 
employed, which would agree with Bills and Stauffacher’s 
findings from the detectograms. Or it might arise from the 
difference in the locus of induced tension. Bills (1937) 
in a critique of their experiment considers it likely that 
the control condition was one of residual tension owing to
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the design of the experiment. Subjects were required to 
work alternately with and without tension, and Bills thinks 
it is doubtful whether subjects can shift their muscular 
set so rapidly, although we are not told the length of time 
elapsing between the solution of one problem and the 
presentation of the next. Residual tensions may have existed 
on account of the posture assumed during the control periods. 
This was a sitting position with the right foot on the pedal 
but with no pressure.exerted. This might well have led to 
considerable tension in the shin and thigh muscles.

Block (1936) may also have had a faulty control condition 
due to postural tensions. Subjects sat in a straight-backed 
chair and worked at analogy and syllogistic reasoning problems 
and continuous addition while tension was induced in the legs, 
or forearms, or both. Five degrees of tension were used 
(8, 15, 22; 48, and ^6 lbs.) and in no case was an improvement 
seen over the control condition when group results were 
examined. But half the subjects found the 15 and 22 lbs. 
of tension facilitative when speed was the criterion, and 
two-thirds of them when accuracy was the criterion. A§ the 
amounts of tension were identical for all subjects, and 
individual differences in strength were not taken into account, 
optimal values were unlikely to have been the same for all. 
Individual differences might well have cancelled one another 
out, and group trends would then become insignificant. It
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seems important to take into account these differences in 
strength as Stauffacher did.

Both Zartman and Cason’s experiment and Block's seem 
to suffer from inadequate relaxation during the control 
condition and this may be the reason for their negative 
results. The greater complexity of their tasks may have 
played a part, although this does not appear to be generally 
the case. Courts (1942) has published a list of tasks 
which have been shown to be facilitated by induced tension 
and a further list of those which show no improvement or 
detrimental effects.

The following were facilitated; memorizing, pursuit 
learning, reaction time, latent time of blocking of the 
alpha rhythm, finger oscillation, addition of columns of 
digits, letter-naming, tapping, conditioned salivary response 
in dogs, maze learning, vibratory threshold, startle response, 
threshold for electric shock, and knee jerk. To these we 
can add perceptual span for digits (Shaw, 1956).

The following showed no effect: continuous addition, 
syllogistic reasoning and selection of analogies, affective 
judgements, and the eyelid reflex.

The following were impaired: mirror tracing, tossing 
tennis balls at a target, and postural steadiness. To these 
we can add arithmetical problem solving (Zartman and Cason,

19340.
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It is difficult to abstract anything common to each 
group, and it certainly is not feasible to order the tasks 
in difficulty. Few of them are “mental" tasks, and the 
majority of these come in the first and second lists, i.e. 
those which were facilitated or showed no effect. As we 
have seen. Block's results are probably not trustworthy, 
but from the remainder of the work reviewed it seems safe 
to conclude that induced tensions facilitate most forms of 
lental work employed in the laboratory. The group of tasks 
in which the induction of tension shows a detrimental effect 
seems to be largely made up of motor skills, apart from 
Zartman and Cason's experiment the resufts of which are 
possibly also suspect.

It is perhaps going beyond this evidence to conclude 
that although induced tension facilitates "mental" work, it 
interferes with the acquisition of motor skills. There are 
insufficient data at present. In any case it is doubtful 
if it is useful or indeed possible to distinguish sharply 
between "mental" and "motor" tasks.

Returning now to the results summarized in Part 2 of 
Chapter 35 it may be possible to come to some general 
conclusions.

The bulk of evidence, derived from indirect methods, 
sugvests that better performers are more tense durinv work, 
and the evidence from induced tension experiments supports
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this.observation. The induction of tension appears to 
facilitate mental work, at any rate of the simpler kind. 
although vrouD effects are misleading as individual differences 
luay cancel one another out. This is due to the fact that 
the better performers, who are more tense during work, do 
not improve their performance when additional tension is 
supplied, whereas the poorer performers appear to be brought 
to their optimum (the U-curve hypothesis)#

The problem is undoubtedly much more complex than this 
statement implies, as the time, locus, and amount of induced 
tension must interact in some way with the time, locus, and 
amount of tension "naturally" present during mental work to 
produce continually-changing patterns of afferent kinaesthetic 
feed-back to which justice cannot be done with the inadequate 
measuring instruments available to-day.

Several irriters have put forward hypotheses about the 
ways in which induced tension brings about its effects; these 
suggestions can best be considered in the theoretical 
discussion in Chapter 7 of this thesis.



Chapter 4.

The Analysis of Mental Work Output.

On reading the foregoing accounts of attempts to clarify 
the relationship between muscular tension and mental 
performance one is struck by the scant justice paid, to the 
complexity of work curve analysis. For example, the 
fluctuations in tension which occur during the process of 
work might be thought to be related to similar fluctuations 
in work efficiency, but little attempt has been made to 
relate the two. It would seem apposite to consider here 
rather briefly what is known about the variations in mental 
performance during a work period, before describing the 
present experimental attack on its association with muscular 
tension*

■ Kraepelin was the first psychologist to study mental 
work experimentally. In the several volumes of the 
"Psychologische Arbeiten" he and his co-workers reported 
many investigations into the psychological aspects of work 
both in the laboratory and in the field.

Laboratory tasks included learning lists of nonsense 
syllables and numbers besides the more frequently used 
addition sums* The additions were carried out in a 
particular way, the numbers being added in pairs. The work
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sheet consisted of as many as 2000 nujnhers arranged in 40 
columns of pO numbers each* -Subjects added the columns 
vertically, a pair at a time. The sum of the two digits 
was occasionally spoken but more often written down. Every 
integer was used twice, the second addend of the first 
problem being taken as the first addend of the next pair.
The object of this procedure was to obtain uniformity over 
long periods of work.

The duration of tasks varied from 30 minutes to two 
hours, usually occupying an horu’. In order to follow the 
course of work, subjects drew a line every time a signal was 
given, generally every three minutes. This enabled the 
experimenter to plot "work cuTves" which showed the 
fluctuations in output dujring the work period.

Three typical work curves taken from Kraepelin*s "Die 
Arbeitscurve" (1902) are shown in the gra|ihs on the next 
page. A and 3 are from an experiment by Oehrn in which 
two subjects performed kraepelinian addition for two hours;
C is from an experiment by Ebbinghaiis in which numbers were 
learnt, also over a period of two hours.
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Graph IV.1. Typical work curves. (Kraepelin, 1902.)
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kraepelin analyses these curves as follows. In only 
eight of the 70 two-hour trials is the greatest number of 
additions performed at the end of the period, whereas in 
24 attempts it occurs at the beginning. The reason for 
this discrepancy lies in the onset of fatigue (Srrnudimg).
But opposing fatigue is the effect of practice (Uebung).
In graph C, as the learning of nnmbers is a relatively strange 
task, the effects of practice dominate those of fatigue and 
the graph rises throughout* But the form of a work curve 
is not solely due to the opposition of practice and fatigue.
If it were, the curve would be far smoother than it generally 
is.

The irregularities are thought to be the result of 
distraction, flagging interest and so on, which when the 
subject becomes aware of them lead to momentary spurts as 
he increases the amount of "volitional tension" brought to 
bear on the task. But some irregularities seem to belie 
their name for they occur frequently at the same point of 
the curve. The drop at the beginning of graphs A and B is
an example. Here we should expect an increase in performance
due to practice before the effects of fatigue are felt.
But it seems that this drop from a high level of work at the 
very beginning is paralleled by the high level of "volitional 
tension" brought to the task, which level cannot be maintained 

for long.
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Tills spurt (Antrieb) is a it re que nt occurrence in work 
curves, but it is not always easily recognized. Kraepelin 
considered the first value of a curve should normally be 
lower than the second owing to the influence of practice, 
and if this difference were di.finished the existence of a 
starting spurt was presumed. In other words, the subject 
can be apparently improving at a task, but this improvement 
according to Kraepelin's analysis rea.lly masks a slowing down, 

Another difficulty is to be found in curves of very 
tiring work in which output drops throughout. Here the 
signs of a starting spurt and the effects of fatigue are 
intermingled. A disproportionately fast fall at the 
beginning would be evidence for the presence of a spurt here# 

A second marked spurt often occurs near the end of a 
task and can be seen in the graphs. Kraepelin called this 
an end spurt (Schlussantrieb) and considered on introspective 
grounds that this was due to the expectation of the end of 

work.
Besides these two spurts, Kraepelin considered there 

was sufficient evidence to establish the existence of a 
regular wave in efficiency which occurred throughout the 
work period. He attempted to relate this wave, which Voss 
(3-899) claimed had a duration of 2.6 seconde, to conscious 
feelings, but this was hardly possible utilizing the 
subjects' retrospections.
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Other factors affecting the course of work are even 
more hypothetical and we shall not be concerned with them 
here. in order to help his analysis, Kraepelin also used 
experimentally induced rest pauses, and in a series of 
careful experimental studies he and his pupils analysed 
the factors which determined the efficacy of the rest pause. 
This work was continued in a more practical setting by the 
early English industrial psychologists (H.M.Vernon, 1924;
8.Wyatt; 192?).

Kraepelin's work has come in for just criticism. To 
begin with, the terms he used to describe the shape of the 
work curve may be understood in two ways. Either they 
refer to the objective observable results, or to the 
consciously felt "causes" of these changes. It is risking 
confusion to use the objective and subjective meanings 
synonymously. For one thing it is extremely doubtful 
whether certain subjective feelings are the unvarying 
concomitants of the corresponding objective fluctuations. 
There is a great deal of evidence, summarized by Bartley 
and Chute (1946), to suggest that they generally are not.
For example, Poffenberger*s work (1928) demonstrated that 
a rise in output could be accompanied by a drop in feeling 
tone. The difficulty in defining "fatigue" is witness to 
the fact that one can either employ subjective or objective 
criteria, but not both together. Kraepelin seems to use
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both objective and subjective criteria interchangeably.

More frequently,perhaps, terms like starting and end spurt 
were defined subjectively as spurts in "volitional tension" 
which caused changes in work output. Heliance was placed 
on introspective evidence throughout the "Arbeitscurve", 
and yet work was never interrupted to record introspections, 
or prompt retrospections; they were inevitably retrospections 
after a lapse of as much as two hours.

Furthermore the number of subjects used was too small 
to admit much in the way of generalization. This criticism 
applies to nearly all the early work, where often indeed 
the experimenter himself acted as the sole subject, possibly 
on account of the tedious nature of the task. Studies with 
small numbers cen be most useful in taking account of 
individual differences, but the traditional Wundtian approach 
hoped to demonstrate uniformities in response and individual 
differences were ignored by Kraepelin and his students.

In criticising the experimental conditions it must not 
be forgotten that Kraepelin and the other early workers in 
this field were careful and skilled experimentalists.
Their results are valid under the stated conditions, and 
although their theoretical analysis may appear dated, these 
results and the discrepancies occasionally found between 
them and later investigators still need to be taken into 

account.
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Kraepelin*s pupils extended and verified much ox his 
work. As none of this work is directly relevant to our 
purpose we will pass on to Thorndike's contribution#

Thorndike (1913) believed that the initial spurt was 
"certainly not characteristic of work curves in general", 
(p.48)j and in support of this claim published results 
obtained with addition and multiplication tasks. Five 
subjects worked at addition for one and a half or two hours 
and recorded the time at the completion of each row of l6 
examples. Twenty-one different rows were used. Time 
scores were corrected for errors by the addition of five 
seconds for each error.

The following table is modified from Thorndike and 
shows the time taken in seconds to add the first four rows 
by each of the five subjects#

Table IV.1. Corrected time scores for five subjects working
at addition. (modified from Thorndike, 1913»)

Row A
Subjects. 

B C D S Means

1 100 284 164 186 149 177
2 200 311 146 183 142 176

3 104 318 143 206 155 184

4 100 301 ■138 186 158 180
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It can be seen that only one subject, subject B, has 
apparently produced a starting spurt, although Thorndike 
claims that exactly opposite trends can be observed in the 
same individual on other occasions.

With regard to the end spurt not one subject of the five 
"showed a consistent tendency to increase his efficiency by 
even five per cent during the last five or ten minutes'*.( p.6o). 

Thorndike finally concludes,
"Fluctuations of considerable amount occur in any one 
work period for any one subject, but except for a rise 
in achievement of approximately four per cent near the 
end when the date of the end is known, no regularity 
in them has been proved for any one of them for any 
one subject in any one sort of work, much less for any 
one subject in all sorts of work, or for all subjects 
■-in any one sort of work. The supposed law that the 
very first few minutes (is a period of) specially high 
efficiency (is) not supported by the facts,
------   The most important fact about the curve of
efficiency of a function under two houfcs or less 
continuous maximal exercise is that it is, when freed 
of daily eccentricities, so near a straight line and 
so near a horizontal line. The work grows much less 
satisfying or much more unbearable, but not less 
effective." (p.69)

Thorndike is in accord with the psychological practice
of his day in restricting the use of the words "starting"
and "end spurt" to observable fluctuations in efficiency.
We do not have to suffer the confusions due to the double
reference of Kraepelin*s terms.

The discrepancy in objective results between Thorndike
and the Kraepelin school is not easily resolved. The bulk
of the later evidence is for the reality of the starting and
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end spurts, especially over short tiiiie periods, "liis does 
not explain the different results obtained by 'Lhorndibe and 
Kraepelin as they both used rather large units. Thorndike's 
were approximately two minutes and Kraepelin‘s three minutes 
in duration.) The difference may be explicable in terms 
of the number of subjects used, the mechanics of the adding 
operation required, and motivational differences. But 
this is conjecture. It is probable that Thorndike obscured 
some points of interest by the use of an arbitrary weighted 
score instead of presenting accuracy and speed scores 
separately. Faster speed combined with greater inaccuracy 
would not be revealed at all. These scores are best 
examined separately.

Chapman and Nolan (I9I6) considered the weakness of 
previous experiments on the starting spurt lay in the use 
of intervals of time too long to reveal the rapid decline 
in efficiency which taÆes place. They employed thirty- 
second intervals for recording the amount of work done at 
an addition task. Addition blanks similar to those used 
by Thorndike were employed and 20 female subjects worked 
continuously at these for I6 minutes once a day for seven 
days. At each thirty-second interval the word "Check" was 
called by the experimenter and subjects made a mark showing 
the place reached in their work. Subjects were not allowed 
to see the work before the starting signal, nor did they 
know the purpose of the experiment.
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As the addition sheets consisted of 48 columns of ten 
one-place numbers, it was decided to award ten points for 
eacb column correctly added and to subtract ten points for 
each column with an error. However, this is such an 
arbitrary procedure that it seems safer to place reliance 
on the scores uncorrected in this way, although in this 
instance both methods of scoring show similar trends.

The following graph is modified from Chapman and Nolan 
and gives a good indication of the marked trend obtained.
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Graph IV.2. Output at addition over 15 lainutes. (Modified 
from Chapman and Nolan, 1916.)
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If we compare the scores in each interval with the 
average score of the last 20 intervals the following table 
is obtained:

'able IV.2. Comparison of scores obtained in the first ten 
intervals with the average for the last twenty,

(Chapman and Nolan, 1916.)

Interval 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9 10
by which

each interval 28.8 Ij.l 6.3 6.3 l.b 2.3 1.̂ - b.5 -1»^ 2*9
exceeds av. 
for last 20.

From this table it can be seen that 28.8 % more work 
is done during the first interval than durina the last 20 
intervals, and the spurt appears to last over the second 
interval as well. The magnitude of this decline over the 
first few periods can be realised when a comparison is made 
with Eollingworth's experiments (IQlh) where a decline of 
no more than 10 occurred after twelve hours continuous 
work.

The conclusion seems to be that the rapidity of this 
initial decrease in efficiency has led to denials of its 
existence, but that it is very pronounced when output is 
mesured more finely over half-minute periods.

Philip (1939) was able to employ recording intervals 
as short as ten seconds in his studies of high speed
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continuons work. The task was not a mental one; it consisted 
of tapping alternately on two metal plates with a stylus 
at maximum speed. The rate of tapping was recorded by 
counters. Twelve subjects took part in the experiments and 
were required to work at the task until they were too 
exhausted tm continue.

Graph IV.3* belw shows the work output for all subjects 
over the first 1$ intervals. Various size intervals were 
used; 10 sec., 1 min., 5 min., and 30 min.
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Gra ph IV.3. Work output at a tapping tasko (Philip, 19390
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It can be seen that the curves are similar no matter 
what the size of the intervals. All curves show an early 
slump followed by a subsequent rise, except the curve for 
the 30 minute interval which is too long to show a starting 
spurt.

The conclusion seems to be that in a task of this 
nature there is a steep decrement from the very beginning 
oi_the task even when intervals as short as ten seconds_are 
employed.

Unfortunately there seems to have been no comparable 
investigation into mental work curves and we do not linow 
whether this rapid decline would occur or not.

Philip teàls us that besides the starting spurt periodic 
fluctuations cah be seen followed by an end spurt. We are 
not given any further discussion of the end spurt, but the 
periodic oscillations appear to be a characteristic of many 
other curves, including those of mental work.

Philpott (193^) has been one of the most persistent 
demonstrators of periodicity in output. He and his pupils 
have analysed thousands of work curves, mostly of mental 
addition, and appear to have demonstrated that the periodic 
fluctuations progress geometrically, and so occur at ever 
widening distances from one another. Any given work curve 
is supposed to be composed of several different component 
periodicities which it is possible to analyse out
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mathematic ally. These basic periodicities are supposedly 
related to certain organic or rather sub-atonic constants.

It seems futile to follow such mathematical elaboration. 
The experimental work is too coarse to justify any attempt 
to find physical constants of this nature. It is possible 
to find periodicities in any work curve if small enough 
periods are chosen. *lnd when gross methods of timing are 
used; the variability inherent in the work process itself 
and the fluctuations in the motivational state of the subject 
must combine to render supposed periodicities of cortical 
cell action mathematical artefacts with neither psychological 
nor physiological meaning.

Some recent work by Katz (19^6, 19^8, 1951) has opened 
up a new approach to work output in its consideration of 
the effect of the perceived length of a task, on the rate 
and efficiency of work. This research can best be regarded 
as an elaboration of the experiments performed by Bills and 
Brown (1929), and as an attempt to view the results in 
Gestalt terms.

Bills and Brown, it will be remembered, required their 
subjects to add pairs of digits either over variaus periods 
of time or until certain amounts of work had been accomplished. 
Four periods of time were employed, 2, 8, and I6 minutes
in length, and four amount units, 135, 270, 5^0, and 1,080 
•pairs of digits.
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They found with the "amoimt set" that the initial rate 
of work was directly proportional to the amount to be worked, 
but this was not fomicl to hold in the case of the, time set".

Krueger (1937) repeated the experiment with 36 subjects 
but employed larger units than Bills and Brown* Time units 
were 9; 2^, and pO minutes, and amount units were ^00, 2000 , 
and 4000 pairs of digits.

Under these conditions it was found that the highest 
initial rates of work occurred in the two shortest periods 
of each type. So the two sets produced a similar effect*

Barmack (1939) investigated the "time set" for even 
longer work periods. Twenty-three subjects added pairs 
of six-place numbers for 4, 8, 12, and I6 fifteen-minute 
periods.

It was found that the tate of work for the shortest 
period was faster than any of the others. The initial rate 
(that is, over the first hour) for the two-houj? period was 
faster than for the three-hour but not significantly greater 
than for the four-hour* Barmack suggests that this may be 
due to the extremely challenging nature of the longest 
period, presumably because it _is the longest period.
Subjects prepared themselves for this particular period in

a more determined manner.
The following graph (Graph IV.4.) is taken from Barmack 

and gives a good comparative picture of work output.
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Graph IVA# Work output with different time sets.
(Barmack, 1939^)

The results agree with Krueger but not with Bills and 
Brown. Barmack suggests that the discrepancy may be due 
to the snorter tasks employed by the latter workers, or to 
the fact that they were only concerned with tne output 
during the first quarter minute of the task, whereas Barmack 
measured the first hour's output.
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More experimentation is needed., in particular a 
repetition of Bills and Brown*s experiment, before valid 
generalizations can be made,

Katz does not appear to take this earlier work into 
account, as he nowhere mentions it. His experiments are 
concerned solely with ’* amount set” and it is a feature of 
them that they utilize a realistic type of addition.
Katz believes that the work sheets used by Kraepelin and 
others are ”atomistic” weak Gestalten, Subjects were 
usually required to add the numbers in pairs in order to 
achieve a simple mechanical type of work. The situation 
resembles Ebbinghaus* search for simple "stimulus” material 
in the hope of obtaining a simple response. Natural work 
activity ordinarily lasts much longer than the second or 
so required by Kraepelin*s subjects to add a pair of digits.
That is to say, work on a Kraepelinian sheet consists of
thousands of discrete work units, tied together by nothing 
more than ”ünd-Verbindungen” and not structured in any way. 
Results obtained from this sort of material, ”a borderline 
case of intellectual work” (Katz, 1951* p.lA. ), cannot 
according to Katz be said to be typical of mental work in 

general.
In accordance with this view Katz used addition sums 

of one, two, or three columins and varied the length of the 
columns. We shall report only two of his experiments here,

those most relevant to our argument.
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(1) The effect of increasing the length of d. single column.
(Katz, 194^.)

ColLiims of various lengths were employed. The work 
was timed with a stop watch to l/Jth of a second excluding 
the time taken to write an answer. An unspecified number 
of subjects took part.

The results are given in Table IV.3. on the next page. 
From the table it can be concluded that the addition time 
depends on the length of the column. The longer tasks 
required more time per addend and more mistakes were made 
on these longer sums.

It might be objected that the probable reason for the 
increase in time per addend for the longer sums was the longer 
time required to say them. But Katz tells us that a similar 
increase is observed when pairs addition is employed and 
in that case the numbers do not increase in size as the 
addition proceeds.

Results then appear to be in line with the previous 
work. Subjects attack a piece of work at a speed deuendent 
on the perceived length of the task. When the subject is 
not aware of the length of the task confronting him, as in 
a variation of this experiment, he attacks the problem 
cautiously and the starting spurt is weakened or eliminated. 
The situation is comparable to that of a runner confronted 
with a race of indeterminate distance, He is unlikely to 
sprint from the starting pistol in case the race proves to 

be a marathon.
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Table 1V#3* The effect of column length on adding efficiency.
(Katz, 1946.)

No. of
digits 
in col.

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Average 
adding 
time 
(secs.)

4.2 10.4 17.4 24.2 33.4 37.2 46.7 63.9 69.2 74.6 80.2

Time
per
addend 
(secs.)

.42 .69 .87 .96 1.1 1.05 1.16 1.4 1.38 1.35 1.34

Mistakes
Ck )

8 9 13 9 11 IB 18 17 15 18 21

Two specific criticisms can be mentioned here. It is 
difficult to see how Katz can deduce anything about a starting 
spurt occurring within a column from a measure of the total 
time taken over the whole column. . Secondly, as pairs 
addition gives similar results, Katz has hardly proved his 
point about the use of continuous work Gestalten.

(2) The effect of employing addition sums of several colujmns.
(Katz, 1951.)

Columns of 20 digits were arranged into sums of one, 
two, or three columns. Subjects were requested to add these 
sums in the ordinary way and to carry from one column to 
the next. In order to compensate for thisfigure introduced 
into the tens and hundreds columns, an extra figure was 
printed at the top of the units column. The addition of
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each column was timed.

Table IV.4* presents Katz's results obtained from ten 
subjects.

Table IV.4. Time required to add columns of one-digit, two- 
digit, and three-digit numbers. (Katz, I95I»)

Units Units Tens Units Tens Hundreds
Addition time 15*2 I6.3 17.I 16.7 18.1 I9.0
in secs.

% errors. 22.8 l4.2 16.5 7*4 14.8 24.0

It can be seen in the above table that (1) the time for 
the units column increases from the one-digit problems to 
the three-digit problems, (2) the hundreds column takes 
slightly longer to add than the tens column which in turn 
takes considerably longer than the units column, (3) the 
percentage error for the units column decreases from the 
one-digit to the three-digit problems, and (4) the number 
of errors increases from the units to the tens and from the 
tens to the hundreds column.

Katz interprets these results as follows: as the task
becomes longer, the burden of expected work impairs 
performance on the units column. The subject works more 
slowly. But he also works more accurately, revealed by 
the fewer errors in the units column of the longer sirns.
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error here, near the beginning, will lead to an error 
in the final result no matter how well the remaining columns 
are added. Finally, the tens and hundreds columns are 
added more slowly than the units colnion because they are 
tens and hundreds. That is, the nature of the digit, its 

"worth”, will affect the ease with which it is handled.
Suîuning this up under one comprehensive rule Katz would 

say the progress and reliability of a piece of work are 
determined by the whole task of which it is a uart. This 
rule resembles the most general Gestalt law of perception 
and so Katz calls it the primary Gestalt law of mental work.

The increased productivity during the first time unit 
(i.e. the units column) is of course understandable in terms 
of the starting spurt. Katz does not believe such an 
explanation is tenable, but thinks the difference in the 
"worth" of the digits is a sufficient cause. One experiment 
is offered to support this view and this is an inadequate 

one.
One subject added ten four-column sums. The work was 

printed in differently coloured inks as two two-column sums. 

These two sums were intermingled in such a way that the 
second column, instead of being the normal tens column, was 
to be considered as the units column of the second sum.
The diagram on the next page shows the way the sums were 
printed; the columns were the normal distance apart. The
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arrows represent the way in which remainders were carried. 

Tens 2 Tens^ Units 2 Units-]

4 3 2 1  Order of
adding

Under these conditions the following addition times 
were recorded;

(Col.l) Units^ llo2 secs. (Col.2) UnitSg 11*9 secs.
(Col.3) Tens^ 15*0 secs. (Col.4) TenSg l4.8 sees.

For comparison, addition times for four columns added 
normally were;

(Col.l) Units 21.5 secs. (Col.2) Tens 26.1 secs.
(Col.3) Hundreds 26.5 secs. (Col.4) Thousands 25*7 secs.

Under these control conditions we find the tens column 
taking longer to add than the units. (The longer times in 
this table are not explained. Twenty-one figure columns
were used in both the control and experimental investigations 
and the large differences must reflect subject variation.)
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in the experimental investigation on the other hand, 
although the second column is added directly after the first, 
no decrement in performance occurs as one would expect if a 
starting spurt had been responsible for the usual decrement. 
It does not seem, to be the order in which the work is 
performed which is important, but the nature of the digits 
concerned. If a column is considered to be made up of units 
rather than tens it will be added more quickly.

These results were not confirmed in an experiment by 
the present tTriter. Ten subjects were employed and each 
worked three trials. Adding was carried out in the same way 
as in Katz's experimental condition. The following means 
were obtained:

(Col.l) Unitsq 2,0.0 secs. (Col.2) Units^ 20.8 secs.
(Col.3) Tens^ 21.8 secs. (Col.4) Tens2 19*5 secs.

It can be seen that carrying in this unusual way does 
not disturb the normal course of events® The first column
is added faster than the second, and the decrement appears
to follow the familiar starting spurt.

Katz's work seems to suffer generally from the use of 
a poor method og timing and a complete lack of statistical 
treatment, leading to the overemphasis on results obtained 
from a very small number of subjects.
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Although much of his work needs repetition, it has 
value in its suggestion that we need to take into account 
the length of a task in any future investigation of the 
speed and efficiency of mental work.

There appears to have been no continuation of Katz's 
work by his students (Katz, 19?2). There has been a 
confirmatory finding by Uorrie Ward (19?0) in quite a 
different field.

From the representative experiments reviewed here it 
seems possible to conclude:
C1) Mental work at simule tasks arrears to be characterized 
bv starting and end spurts which, certainly in the case of 
the former y occur over short intervals of time.
(2) There may also occur periodical fluctuations in efficiency, 
but the coarseness of the timing methods employed at present 
renders an analysis of this phenomenon difficult.
(3) The length of a task arrears to determine the speed and 
accuracy of attack and therefore presumably influences the 
nature of the starting snurt.



Chapter 5*

Description of the Apparatus and Procedure. Design of
the Experiment.

In the last chapter we attempted to establish the
reliability of certain fluctuations in the curve of mental
performance. It will be recalled that in an earlier
chapter we similarly found evidence for fluctuations in
muscular tension during mental work* There would appear
to be a need to establish whether a relationship holds
between these two variations. As Hadley (1941) has said,

"Before the electromyograph can be used with any 
assurance as an index of psychological activity it 
must be shown that its variability from moment to 
moment is definitely correlated with variation in 
psychological process." (p.61)
This will require, as we have seen, the recording of 

mental output and the concomitant recording of muscular 
tension over short time intervals. It is strange that 
this aspect of electromyographic recording has attracted 
little attention. Here we have an extremely fast time-base, 
as we are dealing with molecular events proceeding rapidly, 
and yet records are generally treated in an imprecise manner, 
either sampled or summed. Part of the difficulty lies in 
the complexity of the trace obtained over periods as short 
as one second. A sampling procedure is a necessity, but 
as "fine" a sample as possible should be used.
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The mental performance should be finely recorded too. 
This necessitates some sort of muscular response on the 
part of the subject. Normal speech is probably the simplest 
and most accustomed response to employ, as the moment of 
speaking can be timed by a voice-key and the content also 
recorded.

The task should be preferably one of a simple repetitive 
kind. Although it may not be possible to generalize from 
the results to more usual work it seems necessary in the 
present state of psychological knowledge to accumulate data 
and to repeat experiments on a simple level before attempting 
explanations of greater complexity.

Addition.was chosen as the mental task in the present 
experiment as (1) it fulfils the above criterion, as (2) 
something is Imown of the locus of maximun tension during 
work of this kind, and as (3) it can be made a realistic 
and meaningful task to the subject*

It was necessary to employ various length sums in 
view of Katz's work, and as both speed and accuracy measures 
were needed over short time periods a tape recorder was 
used as well as an E.M.G. 3y asking subjects to add aloud 
it was possible to record the complete work process on the 
tape and thus to check later the accuracy of the work.
One channel of the E.M.G. was employed as a voice-key, the 
muscular movements in the region of the tongue being recorded
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on the trace. The other charnel picked up activity in the 
right forearm, the locus of maximum activity during work 
of this kind according to Davis (1939) and Vo as (1952), 
and recorded the electromyogram on the same trace as the 
voice. We were able in this manner to measure the muscular 
activity at any moment during work and to attempt a 
correlation with mental efficiency.

It was then decided to attempt to disturb any such 
relationship. This could probably have been achieved 
through the alteration of the muscular processes by the 
administration of a drug such as curare which would affect 
the neuro-muscular transmission, or more simply by asking 
the subject to tense the relevant groups while he worked. 
This latter procedure was adopted. On the other hand 
alterations in the attitude to the work might also affect 
any correlation between output and tension; for example, 
if the subject were urged to add as quickly as possible 
in contrast to the normal conditions where he added at a 
self-regulated speed. This second method was also adopted. 
This means that recordings were yaken from subjects working 
under three conditions: (1) NormaJ., (2) Induced muscular 
tension, and (3) Induced mental "tension".

The experimental technique and procedure are described 
more fully in the pages which follow.
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Description of the Apparatus.

(1) Electrodes; As careful examination of the shape of 
the muscle potential spike is not required in the present 
experiment, surface electrodes are quite satisfactory.
The non-muscular tissues and skin which intervene between 
the potential source and the recording surface will lead 
to distortion of the high-frequency component of the 
electromyogram, but since no pen recorder can follow these 
higher frequencies the loss is not important. Empirically 
it has been found that the electromyogram obtained in this 
way is a very useful one, its height, as we have seen, 
being a reliable indicator of the intensity of the muscular 
contraction.

Several factors affect the placement of surface 
electrodes; (a) Anatomical considerations, and (b) the 
orientation and separation of electrodes.

(a) The size and depth of a muscle are important.
Large muscles will give a large strong electrical field, 
small muscles a small weak one. There will be considerable 
attenuation of signals from deep muscles.

(b) Although a pair of electrodes placed in any position 
over a muscle group will pick up some activity, the direction 
of the largest signals is usually parallel with the muscle 
fibres themselves. The separation of the electrodes is 

also relevant: narrowly spaced electrodes yield lower
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potentials than more widely spaced ones, probably because 
information from deeper layers becomes available. Too 
wide a spacing on the other hand will lead to interference 
and the inclusion of the electrocardiogram.

In the present experiment electrodes were placed on 
the dorsal surface of the right forearm, a site which has- 
been found in previous studies to be the locus of considerable 
activity during mental arithmetic. The spacing and direction 
of the electrodes were in accordance with the requirements 
already mentioned. The first electrode was placed over 
a point approximately one third of the distance from the 
lateral humeral epicondyle to the styloid process of the 
ulna. The centre of the second electrode was placed two 
inches along this same line in a distal direction. In such 
a position the electrodes were over the belly of the 
superficial extensor muscles of the forearm and would be 
expected to pick up maximum activity from this region 
during extension of the wrist or fingers.

A second pair of electrodes was used to indicate the 
momenr of speaking. There was less need for accurate 
placement here and a process of trial and error ensued until 
a clearly defined outburst of activity occurred when S 
spoke. Generally it was best to site one electrode above 
and one below the point of the chin in the midline. The 
lower electrode is roughly over the digastric and genio- 
glossus muscles of the tongue.
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The electrodes were made from cubes of natural sponge 
soaked in saline. These are recommended by Travis and 
Kennedy (19^7) and Davis (1953)* A half-inch cube was cut 
from a sponge and a bared wire "tinned" with solder, forced 
through a hole in the sponge and then brought back through 
a second hole and twisted on itself to form a loop. By 
being soaked in saline the sponge is made to form a good 
conductor and has the advantage over more conventional 
methods of being light and having low resistance. The 
resistance between a pair of electrodes of this type varied 
between 3 and 25 kilohras. A high resistance does not 
appear to affect the fidelity of the recording, but makes 
it more susceptible to 50 cycle pick-up. Too low a 
resistance on the other hand usually means a conducting 
bridge of saline has formed between the electrodes, and 
E.M.G. potentials will be distorted and considerably 
attenuated.

To hold the electrodes in place over the muscle group 
concerned, strips of zinc plaster, half an inch wide, were 
used. These seemed fairly satisfactory in that they held 
the electrodes firmly against the skin, were not extensive 
enough to cause vasoconstriction, and did not interfere 
with the mechanical action of the muscles. However, any 
extensive contraction of the forearm musculature or stretching 
of the skin could have pulled on the plaster and have led
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to movement of the electrode cubes with the inclusion of 
artefacts in the recording. It is unlikely that this 
occurred as S was instructed to lie quite still during 
recording. "Lastenet" (nylon-covered rubber thread woven
into a network)appears to be a much more satisfactory method 
of holding electrodes in place, but the writer became aware 
of its advantages too late for use in this investigation.

The surface of the skin beneath the electrodes has to 
be cleaned to remove the oil. Methylated spirit was found 
suitable for this purpose. A good contact seemed to be 
achieved without rubbing off the outer dead layers of skin 
or massaging a conducting jelly into the skin.

An earth electrode consisting of a zinc plate about 
6" X 4" was strapped to S-̂ s right upper arm over the biceps 
muscle. This effectively earthed the subject as the lead 
was taken to the earth point on the E.M.G. chassis.

The leads from the recording electrodes to the Ei*M.G. 

were eight feet long and supplied with an attahhraent clipped 
to S's clothing which relieved the drag from the weight of 
the cable. This length was considered the minimum to avoid 
pick-up from the mains lead to the instruments.
(2) Electroravogranh; The two-channel E.M.G. was of private 
design and consisted of an R-C coupled amplifier, the output 
of which could be monitored on a built-in cathode-ray tube 
and also taken either to a special photographic G.H.T. or
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to an external pen recorder. An integrator unit completed 
the apparatus, but this was not employed as such in the 
present experiment as it was desired to follow momentary 
variations in potential rather than to sum the total amount 
of activity occurring over a specified time.

k calibrator was fitted to the E.IUG. enabling the 
operator to feed a 50 or 1000 cycle sine wave on to the 
monitoring tube face or on to the recording paper. ' These 
calibration pips could be altered in intensity and served 
as a convenient check on the performance of the amplifiers 
and the speed of the tracing.

The gain controls have nine settings, and were usually 
run at their next to highest setting for the forearm 
recording to obtain ma.ximum amplification without excessive 
"grass". This was not necessary in the case of the 
potentials from the chin.
(3) Pen recorder: The output of both channels of the E.M.G.
was taken to a Kelvin-Hughes high-speed pen recorder.
The choice of this instrument rather than a photographie ' 
method was made on account of the following considerations:
(a) No delay need occur between recording and examining the 
records. It is important to be able to adjust the position 
of the electrodes and to modify the machine controls before 
a run; an impossible procedure with photographic methods.
(b) Photographic methods are extremely expensive and it is
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necessary to use a sampling technique if records are to be 
taken over long periods.
(c) Distortions may occur in the film during processing.
(d) Although a pen, on account of its relatively great 
inertia, cannot follow high-frequency wave forms as faithfully 
as a cathode ray, this is not a decisive drawback when 
surface electrodes are employed.

However, the orthodox ink-writers used in E.3.G. work 
are not ideally suited to E.M.G, investigations. Typical 
S.‘E.G. frequencies range between 0.5 and oO cycles per 
second which is lower than E.M.G. fluctuations (10 to perhaps 
400 c . p . S o ) .  Secondly, the ink-writing pens tend to drag 
on the surface of the paper.

The Kelvin-Hughes recorder has fairly good frequency ^  

characteristics, probably being the best available pen 
recorder in this respect. The response is linear up to 
about 100 c.p.s. and then drops off to aboyt 150 c.p.s.
The "pens" write on Teledeltos dry recording paper, by 
passing a current through the paper from the stylus point 
to the frame. This current leads to the electrolytic 
reduction of chemical compounds in the top layer of the 
paper and causes a fine Slack line to appear when the paper 
is dravrn past the stylus point. The paper can be driven 
at either 5 or 15 cms/second. The slower speed was used 
throughout the present experiment.
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Arrangement of the Auparatus.

The room in which the experiment took place was a 
basement room and àlmost ideal from the point of view of 
privacy. Recordings were made in the late afternoon when 
there was little noise from an adjoining workshop. 
Fluctuations in supply voljjage were also at a minimum at 
this time. The room was fitted with radiators which kept 
the room warm and served as a convenient earth.

The experimental set-up is sho-vm in the photograph 
opposite. S reclined on a couch inside a cabin built of 
Dexion cohered with hardboard with a network of copper wire 
over the inside surface. This screening wire was taken to 
the earth point on the S.M.G. and this point in turn wired 
to the radiator. Thus the subject, the cabin, and the 
electromyograph were all earthed to the same point. This 
is an important precaution, as if several paths to earth 
exist, so-called "earth-loops", there is a likelihood of 
significant voltage drops along the wire and the possibility 
of "inductive" pick-up.

The cabin contained a board about 1? inches above S's 
eyes on which the sums could be placed face downward over 
a square hole cut in the board. This hole was then covered 
with a card so arranged that when E pulled on a piece of 
string attached to the edge of the card the work was exposed 
to S’s gaze. The board and sums were illuminated strongly
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by a lamp placed behind S's head.
In the extreme front of the cabin a microphone was 

arranged to pick up S's verbalizations which were recorded 
on a tape recorder in the far corner of the room.

A spring-balance was suspended on the right-hand side 
of the cabin in such a position that S could insert the 
fingers of her right hand and pull down on the balance 
while E could observe the reading on the scale.

(It will be noted that the muscle group from which the 
recording was made was not the muscle directly involved in 
the induced tension procedure. S had to press down on the 
spring-balance ; a movement brought about primarily by the 
muscles of the ventral surface of the forearm, the triceps 
thd thé. latissimus dorsi. The muscles on the dorsal 
surface of the arm are antagonistic to this movement. That 
they would certainly be active in this movement seems to 
follow from the work of Levine and Kabat (1953) who say,

"In unrestricted voluntary movement, there is no doubt 
but that the antagonist is inactive while the agonist 
is in contraction, but as resistance to agonist 
contraction is applied, the antagonist begins to 
respond in co-contraction. The contraction of the 
agonist is far greater in degree than that of the 
antagonist, but co-contraction does occur.") (p.116»))
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Design of the Experiment.

The mental work consisted of addition sums typed in 
the conventional way on white postcards. Suns of three 
lengths were used: 6, 11, and 21 figures in a single column. 
Six sums of each length were made up from the random numbers 
in Fisher and Yates' (1938) tables of random: numbers.
Copies of the sums used will be found in Appendix I.

The work was performed under three conditions:
(1) "Mental tension" conditions when S was required to add 
as quickly as possible. (Type M).
(2) "Normal" conditions when S was asked to add at an easy 
speed which coudd be maintained for ten minutes at a stretch. 
(Type N).
(3) "Physical tension" conditions when 3 was told to add at 
an easy speed, but had to press down on the spring-balance 
during work. (Type P).

As a practice effect was thought likely, it was decided 
to randomize the order in which the three conditions were 
worked. The ideal design would have been one where sums 
of each type were intermixed with those of the other types 
so that a block of sums all of the same type would rarely 
occur.- Unfortunately this was impossible on psychological 
grounds. The M type required S to make a determined effort 
to work as quickly as possible, and it did not seem feasible 
to intersperse these with the P and N conditions where S was
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working at her own speed, as the attempts to change set so 
rapidly would probably have led to a considerable carry-over 
from one condition to the next. On the other hand, it 
seemed likely that the P and N conditions could be worked 
immediately after one another as S would only have to pull 
on the spring-balance during a P trial and relax during an 
IT trial and no change in mental set need occur. We are 
presuming then that a change in postural set can occur more 
quickly than a change in mental set.

The following design was therefore used# The P and IT 
trials were intermixed and preceded or followed the M trials 
which were worked in a block. It can be seen from Table V.l, 
on page 136 that Ss 3? 6, 8, 9j and 10 worked at the M type 
first.

Whenever a practice effect is thought likely the design 
in which different conditions occur in blocks entails the 
assumption that the different conditions will lead to an 
equal amount of practice. There seemed to be no evidence 
that such an assumption was inappropriate here.

Ten subjects took part in the experiment. They were 
all females between the ages of 18 and 22, undergraduates 
at Bedford College. Four of them were studying psychology 
and six sociology. They were all known to E and had 
volunteered for the experiment. It was decided to give 
onlv three sums of each length under each condition as
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working the whole six sums would have meant doubling the 
length of the session and would have made the analysis a 
very lengthy task. In order to randomize the order of 
presentation of the sums the following procedure was adopted.

The sums were numbered from 1 - 6  and called A, 3, or 
C depending on their length; A was the 6-figure, 3 the 
11-figure, and C the 21-figure sums. These code numbers 
were written on pieces of paper and picked at random until 
tiiree of each length had been chosen, a total of nine.

The order of choice gave the order in which the first 
subject was to attack the nine M type sums. These chosen 
numbers were now put back and the procedure repeated for 
the h and then the P type sums. As these two conditions 
were to be worked together it was now necessary to mix the 
IT and P type sums thoroughly and to select them again to 
determine the order in which they wouAd be worked,

A repetition of this procedure determined the order 
of work for each of the other nine subjects. Table V.l. 
on the next page shows the order in which the sums were 

added*
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Table V.l. Order of presentation of sims*

SI S2 S3 Sh S5 86 S7 88 S9 310
lA 6a 5B 2C P3A 5A PIA kB 5A 53
kA 5A 30 PIA 30 kA 33 53 2B 6C2A lA 2A P2A kB k c P3C 50 2A ^B

P36 4C 3B P6C 3B 2B 4-A 33 2C 30P2A P3C 6A 6S 6c 6C 6c 6C kB 3AP4C P2B 2B 2B P^B 6a P3A 2A 6B 6A2C 5B 1C PIB PIC 50 ^B lA 1C 4-AP6B 3B 4-A 6a P3C 3B 5A 6A 6A k cP4-A 6B 6C 1C 2A IB P4C 2C 30 332B P3A î-C P^A H» |M P2B NM mm

5B 30 P6c P^B P2B P3C 50 P33 5Â 2CP^B P2A lA P3C IB 3B 2C 6A 30 6a!̂-C 2C 6c PIC P3B P4A 5B P2B P3A PICP2B ?5A P2B P6A P5A ^A P5C 50 33 33P2C PIC 4c 3A kA 5A 3A 2B P6A 6cP3A pî+C P2A P3B 1C P6A P2A 53 kA PIB6C P6B 4-B IB P^CC 6A P4s 4A 1C k c4-B PIB 50 hA 6a PIB P6B P^A ŸkA P6B
— 2A 2B ■Mi MM P3A P6B lA
hrA 6c 6B 6A 6B P4-C 5A 33 P4c P305A 6a P^A 20 6C 2C lA 2C 50 P^A
6c 2B PIC 5A ^C P4B 2B PIB P^B P^BlA 6B P3C 4-C 6A 1C 3B PIC P3B P2C5C 4B 6A 5B 50 PIA 4A 6c P6C 2Ai+B 2A P3B i+B 2B PIC 6C P6c 3A ^B
30 5A P6A 1C 5B P2B 53 P2A PIC P2A6b 1C 5B 3A 5A 6C 4-c P4c IB PIA
3B 30 P^B 3B 2A 6B 50 3A hB 53

P = P type 
—  = M type
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Procedure*

The experimental session began with an explanation to 
the subject of the purpose of the experiment. She was told 
that the tension in her forearm muscles would be recorded 
while she performed addition sums, and that two further 
electrodes attached to her chin would give an indication of 
the moment of speaking* In order to prevent electrical 
interference she was going to be asked to lie dovm inside a 
shielded cabin* She was asked whether she disliked the idea 
of being in a small enclosed space. (No S reported such a 
fear.) She was then told that fLill instructions would 
follow later, but if she had any preliminary queries they 
could be answered*

She was now asked to sit on the couch outside the cabin 
while her right arm and chin were prepared for the electrodes* 
The arm was cleaned with methylated spirit and the bipolar 
electrodes attached with the zinc plaster* The electrical 
resistance between the electrodes was checked, and a trial 
recording made, partly to see that the machine was functioning 
and partly to reassure S. During the electrode placement 
E carried on a conversation with S and reassured her that 
there was no possibility of an electrical shock.

The second pair of electrodes were then attached and 
S lay down on the couch. She was asked to count slowly 
and a recording was taken. It was unusual for the placement
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of this pair of electrodes to be correct the first time, 
and they were adjusted until a burst of activity could be 
clearly observed on the record whenever S spoke, S was 
again reassured and told the reason for this trial-and-error. 
Most subjects appeared more concerned about these electrodes 
than the pair on the forearm, presumably because of their 
proximity to the brain.

The headrest of the couch was now adjusted and S was 
made as comfortable as possible. The couch was then slid 
into the cabin and the interior light switched on. If S 
felt comfortable, the apparatus for exposing the sujas was 
shown to her and its operation explained, A practice sum 
was then put in place and she was asked if she could see it 
easily. She was asked to count aloud and the tape recorder 
was switched on and the volume adjusted.

S now put her hand on the spring-balance and pressed 
down as hard as possible. She was told to keep up a steady 
pressure for half a minute. At the end of 30 seconds S 
noted the reading on the balance in kilograms.

S was now asked to relax for ten minutes and to ignore 
the various noises from the switching gear which would occur 
from time to time. During this time B observed the 
oscilloscope until the level of activity dropped below k  

microvolts. To simplify this observation two strips of 
Se H o t  ape were gummed on the tube face 1.5 mm. apart. kfhen
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peak voltages did not exceed this height the recorded
potentials were of ^ microvolts or less in intensity. All
subjects were able to achieve this degree of relaxation, and
most of them within a few minutes. Those who remained
tense or whcj|çept moving were urged to get really coiifortable
and then to relax completely. Most subjects sounded sleepy
when spoken to after the ten-minute period and one S
apparently fell asleep.

During this time the calibration signal was switched
on and a short tracing taken.

The following instructions were then given:
"You will be asked to add up a column of figures under 
various conditions. The columns will be of various 
lengths and I want you to add them successively, that 
is, one figure after another from the top to the bottom, 
not missing out a figure or combining two figures to 
make, say, a ten. Is that clear? But instead of adding 
the present column in the normal way ^ (E added the sum 
normally) - you are to take no notice of the tens but 
only add units. Instead of saying 8 and 6 make 1^,

■ you'd say 8 and 6 make k-, and then carry on with, say, 
and 3 make 7, and 5 make 2, and 9 make 1. To show you 
this more clearly listen while I add this column the 
new way - (E added the sun in the required manner).
Now try this one." - (Another practice sum was put into 
position for S to add).
The reason for this procedure was to ensure uniformity 

of response throughout the sum. If normal addition had 
been employed the later additions would take longer to say 
because they are polysyllabic numerals. This might have 
led to a slowing down. Another factor complicating the issue 
seems to have arisen from Katz's work (1951) when he found
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subjects took longer to add tens or hundreds possibly because
of the "value" of these digits, although the mechanical
operations were identical with those required in the addition
of units:# If then we were to employ ordinary addition and
were to find a work decrement in the present experiment it
could be due toteither or both of these factors. It was
decided to refine the process and to accept further
artificiality rather than confused realism.

Subjects appeared to find the task a simple one and soon
grasped the mechanics of the procedure. No obvious practice
effect occurred. (See Appendix III.)

Instructions now differed depending on the order in
which S was given the three types of work. For the M type,
instructions were as follows;

"I want you to add these sums as quickly as you possibly 
can. Try to be accurate, as everything you say will be 
recorded and checked later. But the main emphasis is on 
speed; go as fast as possible. I will time you over 
each sum. Now if you make a mistake carry straight on. 
Don't go back to correct it. is that clear?"
For the N type, instructions were:
"I want you to add these sums at an easy speed. That is, 
disregard how long the sum is, just add at a speed which 
you could keep up for ten minutes at a stretch. I want 
you to be accurate, as everything you say will be 
recorded and checked later. There is no rush and no 
emphasis on speed. Just add at an easy pleasant rate.
If you make a mistake, please carry on. Don't go back 
to correct it. Is that clear?"
For therPutype, instructions were identical with those 

for the N type, but were preceded by the following:
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"Before beginning a sum you will be asked ro pull on 
the spring-balance and to keep up a steady pull 
throughout the addition until I tell you to relax.
You need not worry about the steadiness of youj? null.
I shall be watching the pointer on the spring-balance 
and will stop you if your pull begins to fluctuate.
I will show you how much to pudl at the beginning and 
then you just keep that up."
The N type instructions then followed.
These detailed accounts of procedure were only given

beforb the first sum of that type was added. For later
sums in the series abbreviated instructions were given, such
as, "Once again as quickly as you can," if an H type was to
be added.

After the instructions had been understood the card was 
put into place, the recording apparatus started, a "get-ready" 
signal given, and the work exposed to view. As soon as the 
sum was completed, the calibration signal was switched on 
for a few seconds, then the recorder was stopped, a new sum 
put into place and covered, and S told once again to relax. 
About two minutes elapsed while S tore off the recording and 
labelled it. The next addition followed as soon as possible 
after a calibration signal had been recorded on the new 
tracing. Occasionally a delay as long as ten minutes 
occurred, as in no case was S allowed to start a new sum until 
the residual tensions from the previous sum had reached the 
control value again.

After the block of M sums, or after the P and N sums 
if these were given first, the couch was pulled out of the
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cabin and S allowed ten minutes* rest. During this time 
she was reassured and congratulated in general terms on her 
performance. Three Ss requested a drink of water at this 
time, and five Ss mentioned-the heat from the lamp in the 
cabin. One S, S8, complained of a headache but readily 
agreed to continue. (It is of interest that this S found 
most difficulty in relaxing and remained very tense throughout 
the work period.)

Other pauses occurred when it became necessary to change 
the tape on the tape recorder, when people began talking in 
the corridor, and when noises came from the workshop nearby. 
Only once did an extraneous noise occur during the actual 
work period, which was continued in spite of this.

The whole session lasted approximately two and a half 
hours. During this time each subject added three sums of 
eac^ of three lengths (6, 11, and 21 figures in a column) 
under three conditions (physical tension, "mental" tension, 
and normal conditions). Each subject then was required 
to add 27 sums in all.

After the session subjects generally asked to see the 
recordings and these were discussed. As the tape recorder 
was run all the time, all comments were recorded.



Chapter 6#

Treatment of the Results.

Measurement of the records.
Initially we are confronted with many yards of record 

with two parallel tracings, the E.M.G. from the forearm and 
the voice record. Any quantifying procedure is somewhat 
arbitrary, but certain criteria such as representativeness 
and meaningfulness need to be fulfilled.

The following procedure was finally adopted:
(1) The first obvious spike (of more than two millimetres in 
height) of a cluster of spikes was taken as the moment of 
verbalization# A line was drawn at right angles through 
this point to cut the tracing of the B.M.G. of the forearm# 
This was done for each verbalization on the record, and 
resulted in the B.M.G. tracing being divided into five 
intervals in the case of the six-figure sums, ten intervals 
in the ease of the eleven-figure sums, and twenty intervals 
in the case of the twenty-one-figure sums.
(2) A pair of dividers set to 2#5 mm was used to step off 
small divisions of this size working from the beginning of 
the interval to the line drawn to mark the next verbalization. 
As the trace moved at 5 cm# per sec# this represented l/20th 
of a second. These l/20th sec. divisions were numbered#
If the end point of the interval occurred less than half-^ay
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through a division, that division was counted in that 
interval, but in measuring the divisions in the following 
interval we once again began at the very beginning; in 
other words, in this case these two divisions overlapped.
(3) T]^e l/20th sec. divisions were now sampled. Although 
ideally all divisions should have been measured this would 
have been a marathon task, and instead it was decided to 
choose one quarter of the divisions for measurement. In 
order to do this in a random way, Fisher and Yates* (I938) 
tables of random numbers were used. If there were 20 
divisions in an interval between one verbalization and the 
next, the numbers in the table would be divided by 20 and 
the first five (i.e. one quarter of 20) chosen. The 
numbered divisions corresponding with these five numbers 
would now be singled out for measurement.
(4") All spikes were measured within these chosen divisions 
to the nearest 1/2 mm. This was done with a transparent 
ruler under ammagnifying glass in the light of a powerful 
reading lamp. The left-hand edge of a spike was always 
chosen for measurement at right angles to the base line and 
so the ruler was always placed vertically and the measurement 
made either above or below the base line to ̂ e  peak of the 
spike.
(5) The mean of these measurements was calculated for each 
division and the mean of the several division means gave a
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fiigure representative of the interval as a whole* This 
value was converted into microvolts* (0*3^ mm. = 1 mm.V.)

Several assumptions are made in dealing with the records 
in this way.
(1) It is assumed that the tracing moves at a constant speed.
(2) It is Assumed that there are no errors in amplitude
measurement due to the Characteristics of the pen recorder.
(3) It is assumed that the experimenter is capable of valid
and reliable measurement with the ruler.

With regard to (1), the calibration voltage which was 
recorded at the beginning and end of each tracing represents 
a 50-cycle fluctuation* it thus serves as a convenient 
time-marker. In no case was a measureable difference found 
between the first and second calibration signals, nor did 
the speed of the trace vary perceptibly from the stated 
speed. It seems that the first assumption is justified.

In the second case we need to know if the pen responds 
linearly. According to the maker's handbook the amplitude 
error is in fact negligible and only amounts to 0.2# at 
7*5 mm. amplitude.

With regard to the accuracy of the measurement technique 
we have no meahs of knowing the "true** microvoltage other 
than through the measurements of ah Observer. This does 
not Mean the technique is a very subjective one, any more 
than the reading of any physical scàle. However, by having
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another person repeat the measurements, we obtain an 
indioation of the accuracy of the experimenter. This was 
done for three records chosen at random with the results 
shown in Appendix II. There is no difference between the 
two sets of means calculated from the measurements.

The question of reliability does not really arise as a 
problem separate from one of sampling. It is necessary 
initially to decide on the size of the sample to be taken; 
the larger the sample, the greater the accuracy. We are 
able to estimate the population mean and scatter from the 
sample mean and scatter within certain degrees of accuracy 
and, of course, by enlarging the sample we increase our 
confidence in its resemblance to the whole population.
Such statistical inference renders the taking of further 
samples and the computation of their correlation with the 
original samples a completely unnecessaury and indeed 
pointless procedure peculiar to psychological studies and 
possibly a carry-over from mental testing. Many workers 
in the electromyographic field have thought that it was 
necessary (a) for another person to repeat all the original 
measurements, and (b) to repeat the sampling procedure in 
search of validity and reliability, but this would seem 
partially to stem from a need to bolster up the data for 
reasons of scientific insecurity.

This particular technique for quantifying results is



extremely laborious and would become impossible if the tasks 
were made any longer or the number of subjects increased.
It was though desirable to make an intensive study of a few 
subjects with a measurement technique more exact than that 
usually employed in studies of this kind* As it was, more 
than 30,000 measurements were necessary beside the labour 
of ruling and randomizing the divisions.

The complete results (i.e. the means representative of 
each interval and the time taken) for all sums for all 
subjects are included in Appendix V.



Statistical treatment of the results.
Several problems are posed by the raw data and by means 

ofi statistical techniques we can summarize these data and 
calculate probabilities of association and difference.

The first question that arises concerns the different 
experimental procedures. What differences were brought 
about by the induction of muscular and mental tension, by 
the use of tasks of three different lengths, and by the 
employment of ten different subjects? Ig Part 1 we shall 
attempt to answer these questions.

In Part 2 the evidence for the association between 
muscular tension and work output is discussed.

In Part 3 the work curves are examined to see if there 
is any evidence for starting and end spurts in menhhl output, 
and any concomitant changes in the electromyogram.

Finally, in Part h the differences between individuals 
in their response to the experimental variables are examined 
in greater detail.
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part 1.

In the first place ve wish to discover if our "mental 
tension" instructions were effective in leading the subjects 
to adopt a more vigorous approach to the work and to add 
more quickly than under the N conditions, and whether there 
were changes in muscular tension accompanying this difference.

Secondly we want to know whether the subjects really 
became more tense in the relevant muscle group when they 
pulled on the spring-balance, and, if so, whether this 
induced tension affected their work output.

In other words we wish to know whether there were real 
differences between the three conditions of work in both 
time and tension levels and in the number of errors made in 
line with the instructions and with expectations based on 
earlier experimental work.

A series of analyses of variance should give the 
required information. It will be remembered that owing to 
psychological considerations it was necessary to design the 
experiment in such a way that the M type sums occurred 
together and were worked in a block either before or after 
the P and N types which were intermixed. This is unfortunate 
from the point of view of analysis as a comparison of the M 
type with either of the other types is rendered less precise. 
In the N V P amalysis the within-types variance can be used
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as the error term against which t& evaluate both the main 
effects (types and subjects) and the types-X-subjects 
interaction# But in the M v N and M v P analyses, where 
random assignment of sums had not proved possible, the 
types-X-subjects variance must itself be used as the error 
term.

The short, medium, and long sums were treated separately, 
The values from which the variance tables were calculated 
will be found in Appendix V. The following table gives the 
mean values for the different conditions#

Table 71.1* Mean values of time and tension under different 
conditions.

Short Kedlnm long Means
p 12.0 m-.i 15.6 13.9

XensioB H 7.2 8.7 9.2 8 .h

U 10.6 13.0 13.9 12.5
Means 9.9 U.9 12.9 11.6

TO

P %0.0 52.3 5%.8 49.0
fins N M-6.9 6k.9 63.1 58.3

M 39.1 53.2 55.2 49.2
Means hZ.O 56.8 57.7 52.2

N.B. Throughout this chapter time values will not be given 
in fractions of a second but in millimetres of trace.(50 mm. = 1 sec.)
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K tyye v. N type.

Table VI.2. Analysis of variance. Comparison of time taken 
over M and N type additions.

SHORT SUMS MEDIUM SUMS LONG SUMS
Source â£ M e m  Square Mean Square Mean Sauace
Types 1 303 687.96*** 319.2
Between
Ss 9 181.25* 278.65** 2k5.3

Types X 
Ss 9 53.33 32.0 78.75

+ = p=.05 ++ = ps.oi
+t+ = p=.O01

In the comparison of the time taken over the éhms 
added under M or N conditions it can be seen from Table VI.2. 
that all the F ratios are significant except in the long 
sums. With regard to the type difference, examination of 
the original means reveals that in most cases the longer 
time was taken over the N type sums. Some subjects did 
not add faster when urged to do so, but on the whole Ss 
obeyed instructions, except in the case of the longer sums 
where the difference has dwindled and could be due to chance 
with a probability of 10 .̂

The variance attributable to subjects is significant 
in the short @md medium length sums and almost reaches the 
5% level in the long sums. Differences between subjects
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then in their speed of addition are large and unlikely to 
be chance fluctuations. The medAum length sums appear to 
discriminate between types and between Ss better than other 
lengths •

Table VI.3. Analysis of variance. Comparison of tension 
recorded during M and N type additions.

SHORT SUMS MEDIUM SUMS LONG SUMS
Source M Mean Square Mean Sanare Mean gqu^e
Types 1 55.11** 91.59** 111.86**
Between
Ss 9 11.88* 18.66* lk».6**

Types X 
Ss 9 2.73 1.83

Significance levels in the case of tension are surprisingly 
more consistent than in the case of speed. All differences 
in Table VI. 3* are significant and most of them highly so.

With regard to the type difference, from the original 
means it can be seen that the M type sums have a consistently 
higher tension level than the N type, and this difference 
is likely to have occurred by chance less than once in 100 
times for all length sums. One S (84) does not show the 
effect during medium length addition, but for other Ss the 
change is substantial; 810, for example, has three times as 
large a microvolt reading during M type addition.
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Generally differences between Ss are well marked, some 
Ss are more tense than others whichever length stun they are 
working at. In the long stuns the differences are very 
reliable although this is not due so much to comparatively 
greater variation between Ss as to a small interaction 
residual.

M type Vt P type.

Table VI.4. Analysis of variance. Comparison of time taken 
over H and P type additions.

SHCET SUMS MEDIUM SUMS LONG SUMS
Source df Mean Square Mean Sonara Mean Square
Types 1 4.32 4.05 0.68
Between 9 207.35** 282.3** 172.5Ss
Types I 9 31.7 k̂ 5.59 67.0
Ss

A very different state of affairs is found in the M v.
P analysis. Table VI.4. shows that in no case is the 
difference between the ? and M types significant, and the 
direction of the effect is not consistent. Although the 
instructions preceding the P type made no reference to speed, 
Ss apparently added as fast as when they were told to add 
quickly. These réSUlÿs appear to confirm the common finding 
that induced tension facilitates ̂mental Work.
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Subjects differed very much between themselves# As 
in the former comparison the difference is less marked in 
the longer sums and could occur by chance 10% of the time.

Table VI.5# Analysis of variance. Comparison of tension 
recorded during M and P type additions.

SHORT SUMS MEDIUM SUMS LONG SUMS
Source Maan gqgarss Usas SmiflTOfl Mean gquaggs
Types 1 10.51* 6.27 13.61*
Between
Ss 9 19.28*** 50. W + * 20.38***

Types X 
Ss 9 1.54 3.53 1.98

The effects are fairly consistent in the case of tension 
too. In Table VI.5# although the type effect has disappeared 
in the medium length sums, it is significant at the 5̂  level 
in the short and long varieties. A non-parametrie test 
gives much higher significance levels in these cases, as the 
mean tensions of subjects working at the P type are 
consistently higher than the tensions recorded during the M 
type except in the medium length sums where four of the ten 
subjects show the reverse effect.

In sums of all lengths the subject differences are 
clearly significant, the tension level from some Ss being 
as much as twice that of others.
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g type y. N type.

Table VI.6. Analysis of variance. Comparison of time 
taken over P and N type additions.

SHORT SUMS MEDIUM SUMS LONG SUMS
Source M Mean gqaagg Mean Sanare Mean Sauare
Types 1 IflOO.O*** 2386.4 993.9
Between
Ss 9 W5.9++* 762.2 312.5

_+++Types X 9 123.7 190.2 291.5Ss
Error 40 72.9 43.3 46.1

In the analysis of the P v. N types we must first test 
the interaction term, as if it is significant our ability 
to conclude anything about the direction of the main effects 
may be modified.

Table VI. 6. shows that in the short sums the interaction 
is only significant at the 10^ level, and the variance from 
t^s source is completely swamped by the main effects, both 
of which are significant at the 0.1^ level.

Looking at the means we see that the P type sums are 
added more quickly than the N type and that this effect is 
consistent for all sW^jects.

In the medium ass# 3^% sums the interaction terms are 
highly significant at the 0.1# level. If now the main 
effects are compared with the interaction effect we find
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they are significantly larger, the type effect at the 1# 
level, and the subject effect at the 5# level.

(The F ratios are computed in this way with the interaction 
effect rather than the within-types residual as the denominator, 
as otherwise we would be in no position to generalize from 
the results of this experiment to other human beings.
That is, we consider our ten subjects as a random sample 
from a population of subjects in which the variable is 
normally distibuted. If on the other hand the residual 
were used in the calculation of the F ratios, we would be 
assuming that the subjects resembled the types, i.e. in 
being"fixed", and no generalizations to people other than 
those resembling the present subjects in certain unspecified 
ways would be justified.)

It seems safe to conclude that the main effects are so 
large that it is unlikely that the type effect is variable 
from one S to another. The totals for each S show the P 
type sums are always added more quickly than the N type, and 
only in the case of S? does the difference shrink to a small 
value.

f'.-. ■’

In the case of t^e ’kmë' sums although the type and 
subject effects are significant at the 0.1# level when 
compared with the error variance, compared with the 
interaction variance neither effect reaches the 10# level.
The suggestion is strong that subjects behave differently
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with regard to the two conditions* An examination of the 
totals for each S shows in fact that 82 works more slowly 
at the P type than the N type, that in the case of 84 the 
difference between the types has disappeared, and that all 
the other Ss work more quickly at the P type. The reversal 
of the effect then only occurs with one 8, and if we examine 
the matter more closely and look at the means for each sum 
instead of the total for each 8, we find that in 24 out of 
30 sums the P type conditions lead to faster work.

It is of interest to see if the interaction effect is 
significant when 82 is omitted from consideration. The 
variance from the other nine subjects is only 162.0 and the 
F ratio 3*5 which is not significant. It seems fair to 
conclude that most of the interaction springs from 82's 
behaviour, and that if we leave her out of account we can 
interpret the main effects directly.
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Table VI.7* Analysis of variance* Comparison of tension 
recorded during P and N type additions.

SHORT SUMS MEDIUM S0t@ LONG SUMS
Source M Mean Sauare Mean Square Mean Sauare
Types 1 340.8 437.9 606.7
BetweenSs 9 51.1 65.9 49.6

Types X 
Ss 9 8.6*** 19.2"*^ 13.1**^

Error 40 0.7 2.3 1.6

When the tension variance is analysed in the P v. N 
type comparison, the interactions are found to be highly 
significant at the 0.1# level in all cases. Once again it 
seems more appropriate to compare the main effects with the 
interaction term rather than with the error. In the short 
sums the type effect is significant at the 0.1# level and 
the subject effect at the 1# level. In the medium sums 
also the type effect reaches significance at the 0.1# level 
although the subject effect is not so certain (5# confidence). 
In the long sums the significance levels are the same, types
at 0.1# and Ss at 5#*

Examining the short sum means we find that in all cases 
the P type sums gave rise to a higher average tension level 
than the corresponding N type, and so all Ss showed the 
effect in the same direction.
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In the medium length sums four out of the thirty 
possible comparisons of sum means showed a reversal of the 
expected effect, three of these sums being added by S4 who 
is the only S to show a reversal* The other nine subjects 
became more tense during the P type additions as expected. 
However, 84 contributes very little to the interaction 
variance and if omitted makes no difference to the 
significance of the effect. Unlike the earlier instance 
where one subject could be held responsible, in this case 
several subjects appear to react in differing amounts to 
the change in experimental conditions. 84 stands out as 
she shows a reversal of the effect, but other 8s, such as 
SB, contribute much more to the total interaction variance*

On the average there was more physical tension during 
the P type addition^, and out of thirty comparisons there 
was only one in the other direction*

We can conclude that generally speaking the P condition 
has the expected effect in leading to greater physical 
tension whatever the length of the sum, although subjects 
differ a great deal among themselves in their average tension 
levels and in the way they react to the P condition, 84, 
however, being alone in showing a drop in tension rather 
.than an increase.
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The analyses of variance have treated the different 
length sums separately and no direct comparison of lengths 
has yet been made. It seemed to be of considerable interest 
in the light of Katz's work to compare the mean time and 
tension levels for the different length sums. The relevant 
figures were given in Table VI.1. on page IJO and these 
values are plotted on the following two pages.
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Graph VI. 1* Mean times taken over each addition of the
three different type suras at the three lengths.
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Graph VI.2. Mean tension levels during the three different 
type additions at the three lengths.
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From inspection the values cah be seen to increase 
with the length of the sum; that is, the long sums are 
added more slowly and with more tension. Testing these 
differences statistically we obtain the following table; 
of comparisons:

Short
P

Medium

TIME 
Medium Long 
(.01) .01 

.05

TENSION 
Medium Long 

(.05)

Short
N

Medium
Short

M
Medium

.02 (.01) — — . 02

—  = not significant 
( ) = almost significant 

at this level

Table VI.8. P values of comparisons.

The time differences are well marked. All the P and 
two of the three K comparisons are significant, but the 
differences in the case of the N type are all too small.

These results appear to support Katz's thesis that the 
time taken over each addition increases with the length of 
the sum, but the effect appears to be limited to the induced 
tension conditions. The instructions to add at a
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"comfortable*' speed (N type) seem to have been effective in 
causing S to add sums of all lengths at approximately equal 
speed.

There seems a tendency for the time differences to be 
accompanied by tension differences as the trend is in the 
same direction, but there is much more individual variation 
in tension which leads to the low significance levels.
Once again in the N type sums the differences are smaller 
and the usual trend is not seen. The only two comparisons 
which reach the generally acceptable levels of confidence 
are found in the induced tension conditions and both of 
these are the extreme comparisons of short with long sums.

Errors.
The number of errors has not been considered either in 

the analyses of variance or in the comparisons of lengths. 
Very few errors were made, this according with the accuracy 
set presumably induced by the instructions. Table VI.9. 
on the following page shows the total number of errors made.
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Table VI.9# Total ntimbersof errors made.

SI

S2

810

On the hypothesis that an equal number of errors is 
to be expected for each type of addition the following 
contingency table was formed:
Table VI.10# Total errors obtained in each type of addition.

BP N M
Total errors obtained 11 5 1?
Total errors expected 10 10 10
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The value calculated from Table VI# 10* is 5*1 with 
2 degrees of freedom which is not significant.

A comparison of the total number of errors made in the 
different length sums gives the following tables

Table VI#11# Total errors obtained in each length addition#
S M L

Total errors obtained h 6 21
Total errors expected k.k 8#8 17.6

In Table VI*11# the expected frequencies were calculated 
by taking respectively 5/35ths, 10/35thSj and 20/35ths of 
the total number of errors made (31)* The value of 3*13 
with 2 degrees of freedom is not significant#

We can conclude that there is no change in accuracy 
with increase in sum length and from the former analysis it 
can be seen that the different methods of addition employed 
did not affect the number of errors made#

These results do not agree with Katz's, but a strict 
comparison is not possible for several reasons: Katz's
sums did not entail pairs addition; he used as many as 
60 digits in a column whereas the present experiment did 
not include tasks longer than 21 figures; he recorded errors 
only in the final totals whereas we recorded errors im 
addition throughout a column* It seems likely that Katz's 
long sums showed an increase in percentage errors because
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of the value of the digits concerned; that is, it was not 
the increase in length per se which was responsible for the 
lack of accuracy*

Subject differences in accuracy were to be expected 
but are not very marked. There seems to be no tendency 
for the more rapid workers to make the greater number of 
errors.
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part 2.
In Part 1 it was found that high tension tended to 

be associated with the greater work output found in the 
M type sums, and similarly work was performed more efficiently 
when tension was induced as in the P type sums. This being 
so, we should expect time and tension to vary together 
during work, and an analysis of this relationship has now 
to be attempted.

The total time and total tension recorded for all 
subjects for each adding operation of the sums have been 
graphed on the following pages in order to give a picture 
of the variation in speed and tension during a task.

(N.B. The scale on these graphs is similar, but the 
origin of both time and tension scales is never zero.)
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From an examination of these graphs there appears to 
he a marked tendency for the slower additions to be accompanied 
by increased tension# A measure of this apparent relationship 
could be most directly achieved by the calculation of product- 
moment correlation coefficients between the average times 
taken over the intervals of a sum and the average tensions 
recorded during those intervals. This means that in the 
short sums the coefficients are calculated between two sets 
of five figures, in the medium length sums between two sets 
of ten figures, and in the long sums between two sets of 
twenty figures. These averages are taken over the three 
sums of each type added by each subject. The 90 correlations 
obtained in this way are given in Table VI.12. on the 
following page with the appropriate levels of significance.
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Table VI#12# Correlation coefficients between the averagetime taken over the intervals of a stm and theaverage tension recorded over those intervals.
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It is not possible to take the significance levels 
in Table VI.12. literally as the coefficients were calculated 
from sets of figures that were not independent of one another. 
That is I the time or tension at one point of a sum is likely 
to influence the time or tension at a later point. However, 
the coefficients obtained are extremely high. Sixty four 
of the ninety values are significant at the 5^ level or 
higher, and it can be seen at a glance that these cluster 
in the long, sums. These facts seem woithy of attention 
because of the extent of the agreement, and so, in order to 
obtain a more precise indication of subject, type, and length 
differences, an analysis of variance of the table of 
coefficients was carried out. This was not possible as 
it stands, because of the nature of the correlation 
coefficient which is (a) "bounded*, i.e. it can only vary 
between +1 and -1, and (b) non-normally distributed. To 
overcome these difficulties it can be transformed iAto 
scores. This course was adopted and an analysis of variance 
carried out, the results of which are presented in Table VI. 13* 
on the following page.

Only two sources of variance are significant in this 
table, that due to lengths (at the .01 level) and that due 
to types (at the .05 level). The mean "z" scores are given 
in Table VI. 1^. also on the next page and it can be seen 
that the medium and long sums are alike and differ Atom the 
short Sims, the difference being significant at the .01 level.
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Similarly the P and N conditions resemble one another but 
differ from the M type, this difference again being 
significant at the .01 level.

Table VI.13. Analysis of variance of "z" scores.

Source M Mean Square
Lengths 2
Types 2 .8696^
Lengths X 
Types

.04-69

Groups 8
Subjects 9 .1197

Subjects X 
Lengths

18 .1722

Subjects X 
Types

18 .2705

Subjects X 
Types X 
Lengths 36 .2099

Interaation 72 .216

Total 89

Table VI. 14-. Mean "z" scores.

Short Medium Long Average
P type 1.0̂ -9 = .743 .620 .804)

y.8o6
N type 1.007 .753 .666 .809/
M type 1.358 1.133 .813 1.101

Average 1.138 .876 .700

'~"l788~^
.905
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We can conclude that the relationship between time and 
tension is most marked in the short sums and in those of 
the M type, and this relationship seems to be independent of 
subject differences. The correlation between speed, or 
rather lack of speed,and degree of tension is extremely 
high. The average coefficient over all sums is 0.72 as 
can be seen from Table VI. 15* This table of average 
correlations has been obtained from the table of average "z" 
scores which have been transformed back into correlation 
coefficients.

Table VI.15* Average correlation coefficients.

Short Medium Long Averag.
P type .78 .63 .55 .66
N type .77 .6N- .58 .67
M type .88 .81 .67 .80
Average .81 .71 .60 .72

So far the relationship between time and tension within 
a sum has been discussed but no attention has been paid to 
the relationship between the total time taken over a sum 
and the total tension exerted. It is conceivable that the 
tendency for slower additions to be accompanied by higher 
tension levels is an intra-sum phenomenon, and that a 
different type of relationship may exist when totals are

i \  \ \ ' ?  ■



compared# Two levels of analysis are possible: (1) the 
totsü. time and total tension values within a subject can be 
correlated; and (2) the total time and total tension between 
subjects can be correlated#

With regard, to the first possibility, if the individual 
records in Appendix 7 are examined it can be seen that the 
association varies enormously from one subject to the next# 
However, the correlations of these totals for each subject 
were computed for the short length sums of the three types, 
and are given in Appendix IV. They vary from +1#0 to -1*0, 
and approximately half the subjects show a positive and half 
a negative correlation#

When the association between time and tension is 
examined between subjects a more consistent picture is 
obtained# Table VI#l6# reveals a tendency for time and 
tension to be positively correlated; that is, those subjects 
who have added slowly tend to be more tense# This 
association is not nearly as marked as that of the earlier 
analysis when the moment-to-moment variation within a sum 
was examined#

Short Medium Long Average
p type 1 #39 #15 #06 #21
N type .^5 .71 .32 .52
M type #12 #26 .22 #20
Average - *33 •38 ♦21 ♦32

Table 7I#l6# Correlations between total time and total 
tension#
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To recapitulate* An analysis of the relationship 
between performance and tension has been attempted at three 
levels: (1) within a sum, (2) between totals within each 
subject, and (3) between totals and between subjects*

It was found in the case of (1) that a high correlation 
existed between time and tension, i#e. slow additions were 
accompanied by high tension* In the case of (2) no 
consistent relationship was apparent, and in (3) a low but 
consistent relationship (i.e. a low positive correlation)^ J 
was found. In other words although high tension is closely 
associated with slow performance during work it is not 
possible to compare tension levels from one sum with those 
from another* Each subject behaves differently. Some 
subjects show a higher average tension level during their 
faster sums, whereas other subjects show lower average 
tension levels during their faster sums* It is as though 
a random level of tension is achieved at the beginning of 
a sum, on the longer sums this will be higher than on shorter 
sums, and in the case of the poorer subjects the level will 
tend to be higher than for the better subjects, but for sums 
of the same length it will vary in an unpredictable manner 
from one subject to the next. When once work begins the 
fluctuations in performance and in tension become closely 
associated*

Some difficulties arise when the general role of tension 
is considered in its relation to efficiency. For, as we
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have seen in Part 1 of this chapter, induced physical tension 
leads to more efficient work, and higher tension levels are 
to be found in the efficient M type work. And yet, in 
apparent contradiction, when the association between 
efficiency and what might be called "endogenous" tension is 
examined in this section of the chapter, a marked inverse 
relationship is found within a sum, and a slight inverse 
relationship between subjects. This apparent discrepancy 
can best be discussed later in Chapter ?.
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PART

From the review of the literature the conclusion was 
reac^d that a starting spurt is frequently to be found in 
menàal work# The discrepancies between investigators seem 
partly to have arisen from differences in definition of the 
term and partly from differences in recording techniques#
Only by an exaggerated conception of the original Kraepelinian 
starting spurt could Thorndike conclude that it was a rare 
event# His statement to the effect that a starting spurt 
implied that the subject worked at greater efficiency at 
the beginning of a task than ever again was a distortion of 
Eraepelin's view of the spurt as a temporarily-sustained 
flux of "will-tension" which generally led to an obj»#tAvely 
discernible decrement in the work curve soon af##r the 
beginning of the task, although later fluctuations might 
produce peaks of more efficient performance#

Secondly, the spurt appears to be a phenomenon which 
occurs over a short interval of time and unless a suitable 
method of recording can be devised it may well be overlooked# 

It would seem to be in accord with the earlier view 
if a trend in the direction of greater efficiency from the 
beginning of work were taken as the criterion of an initial 
spurt# A similar trend towards the end of the wotk curve 
could then serve as an indication of an end spurt# Our 
definition is not as extreme as Thorndike's although equally



objective, for the problem becomes one of defining a trend 
in terms of its steepness and its extent#

It was thought most meaningful to take the highest 
peak of a work curve (i#e. the interval over which the 
longest time was taken) as the end point of the period over 
which a spurt may or may not occur# In the long sums it 
was decided to confine the examination to the first half of 
the sum, as otherwise the phenomenon could hardly justify 
its name# In a similar manner the tension curves were 
examined and the highest peak of tension taken as the end
point of any trend that might accompany the spuet in the
work curve#

The end spurt was defined as any improvement which
occurs in the work curve from this same high peak to the
end of the task# In the case of the long sums the highest 
peak occurring after the half-way point was taken as the 
beginning of the spurt# This is perhaps an unorthodox 
conception of the end spurt which is commonly thought to 
occur nearer the end of the task, but as we are dealing 
with very short tasks it does not seem inappropriate#

The following tables (Table VI#17 - VI#20#) show the 
intervals in which the peak occurred# Each figure refers 
to the mean values over three sums for each subject#
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Table VI*17# Intervals in which peaks occur (i*e* slowestperformance and highest tension) # Short sums.

P
Time

STARTING SPURT 

M Total P
Tension
N M Total

SI h 3 3 10 If 3 11
S2 3 2 3 8 3 4 3 10
S3 3 3 10 3 3 4 10

5 13 4 5 5 Ilf
S5 h 4 3 11 If 4 5 :13
86 5 2 3 10 3 2 3 8
S7 3 h k 11 3 3 if 10
S8 3 3 10 3 3 10
S9 k 3 1 8 If 1 9
810 h h 3 11 3 if 3 10
Means 3.8 3#3 3.1 10.2 3.5 3.6 3.^ 10.5
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Table TI*18« Intervals In lAiloh peaks occur (i«e* slowestperformance and highest tension). Medium sums.

STARTING SPURT

P
Tl#9
N M Total P

Tension
N M Total

SI 6 8 5 19 6 7 6 17
S2 8 5 7 20 If If 7 15
S3 6 10 9 25 5 6 if 15
Sh 6 6 7 19 6 8 7 21
S5 2 8 8 118 6 8 9 23
86 6 5 8 19 3 1 8 12
S7 6 7 8 21 6 7 8 21
S3 8 5 k 17 8 7 if 19
S9 8 6 9 23 8 6 9 23
SIO 9 7 8 2k 6 8 8 22
Means 6.5 6.7 7.3 20.5 5.8 6.2 7.0 19.0
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Table VI# 19. Intervals before half-way point in which peaksoccur (i.e. slowest performance and highesttension). Long sums.

STARTING SPURT

P
Time
N M . Total P ,

TâBâlûû
N M Total

SI 8 7 h 19 # 9 8 25
S2 8 10 k 22 9 if if 17
m 9 8 10 27 9 3 7 19
oh 7 6 h 17 6 3 6 15
S5 7 5 5 17 2 5 6 13
S6 6 6 5 17 6 6 5 17
87 10 10 if 2if 2 10 5 17
S8 10 6 6 22 6 6 3 15
89 3 12 19 1? 5 la 19 29
810 3 10 5 18 7 8 3 18
Means 7.3 7.0 5.7 20.0 6.0 6.if 5.7 18.1
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Table VI. 20. Intervals after half-way point in which peaksoccur (i.e. slowest performance and highesttension). Long sums.

END SPURT

P
Tine
N M Total P

Tension 
N M Total

SI 13 17 17 47 14 14 17 45
S2 18 18 14 50 13 11 17 41
S3 15 11 15 4l 15 16 15 46
Ŝi- 13 17 17 47 15 12 20 47
S5 lU Ih 121 41 13 14 12 39
86 13 12 11 36 13 12 12 37
87 lit 11 12 37 13 11 12 36
88 l6 lif 13 43 11 16 16 43
89 15 12 16 43 16 12 11 39
SIO 16 16 13 45 12 16 13 41
Means l>t.8 14.2 14.0 43.0 13.5 13.4 14.5 41.4
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In none of these tables is there a significant 
difference between types. The conditions of the task do 
not appear to influence the extent of the starting or end 
spurts.

With regard to the effect of sum length, it is not 
possible to compare the short and medium length sums as 
only five intervals occurred in the short sums, but a 
comparison of the medium and long sums seems feasible, since 
by definition we restricted the length of the spurt to not 
more than half of the long sums.

A series of "t" tests were applied but none of the 
differences were found to be significant.

The time and tension curves appear to reach a peak 
simultaneously in many cases. The total number of times the 
two high points coincide is recorded in Tables VI.21. and 
VI.22. on page 194. The problem now resolves itself into 
one of the probability of coincidence of these two points.
In the short sums there are five possible positions for each 
peak and so the probability of coincidence of the time with 
the tension high point is 1/5. In the case of the medium 
and long sums the probability will be 1/10. From Fisher 
and Yates* tables it can be found that six (eight) 
coincidences are needed in the short, and four (five) in the 
medium and long sums to reach the .025 (*005) level of 
significance. Those values which exceed chance expectation
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at this level are starred in Tables VI.21. and VI.22.
Besides these measures of the extent of the spurt in 

both curves it is necessary to obtain some indication of 
the slope of the graph up to that point. The occurrence 
of a peak at a particular place in the work curve is of 
itself no evidence that the curve mounts steadily to that 
point rather than fluctuating at random beforehand.

The criterion for a trend can be simply the number of 
increments, from one interval to the next, that occurs 
before the high point. The probability of any one interval 
having a larger value than the preceding interval is 1/2. 
Therefore, by chance, we should expect halt the total number 
of intervals before the high point to be increments and half 
to be decrements. The number of increments occurring 
before the high point is given in Table VI. 21. and is 
expressed as a percentage of the total number of intervals 
concerned. This was done for both time and tension curves.

In a similar way the trend of an end spurt can be 
estimated by counting the percentage of decrements after the 
high point. Again both time and tension curves were 
examined in this way, and these percentages are given in 
Table VI.22.
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Table VI#21. Evidence for starting spurt in time and 
tension curves •

Short Medium Long
P N M P N M P N M

Percentage of ++ + + ++ ++ ++ + ++
+s before high 89 70 95 80 68 71 74 63 80point in time 
curve
Percentagë of ++ "++ ++++" + + + + + +  ++ +++s before high 96 96 100 73 70 75 72 79 79point in 
tension curve
Total number o| + +4̂ ++ ++ +
times time and 8 6 8 5 3 7  2 4 2tension peaks coincide

Table VI.22. Evidence for end spurt in time and tension 
curves#

Short Medium Long
P N M P N M P N M

point in time
curve
Percentage of ^  + + + + + +  + + + + +  + ++
-s after kigh 100 100 92 75 73 86 65 65 73
point in 
tension curve
Total number of ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
times time and 8 6 8 5 3 7 2 5 5tension peaks 
coincide
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With regard to the coincidence of time and tension 
peaks, an examination of Tables VI.21. and VI.22. shows 
that in most cases they occur together. In the case of 
the starting spurt the number of coincidences drops below 
the .025 level of significance only in the medium length 
sums of the N type and the long sums of the P and M types. 
The peaks that occur in the second half of the long sums 
and mark the beginning of the end spurt likewise tend to 
occur together in the N and M types, but do not reach 
significance in the P type. However, the type of addition 
and the length of the sum do not appear to affect the issue 
unduly.

The trends up to and down from these peaks are very 
marked. In all cases the percentage number of increments 
(or decrements) differs significantly from the 50^ expected 
by chance, and in 2% out of the 36 cases this is significant 
at the .01 level. It can be concluded that there is a 
consistent increase at the beginning of work up to the high 
point in both time and tension curves. The tendency is to 
slow down and to become more tense. Towards the end of the 
task subjects begin to work more quickly and to become less 
tense.
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Part 4.

The discussion of results has so far largely been 
limited to group trends, although large differences have 
been noted between individuals in both their speed of work 
and level of muscular tension in response to the experimental 
variables#

The variance in time and tension attributable to 
subjects was generally significant in the original analyses 
of variance and perhaps the most interesting aspect of these 
subject differences lies in the tendency towards consistency# 
Some subjects appear to be more tense than others irrespective 
of the type or length of sum, and similarly some subjects 
are more efficient than others at addition under all 
conditions*

A comparative index of consistency can be obtained by 
drawing graphs of each subject's performance and tension 
levels throughout work, and by then recording which individual 
graphs remain above or below the graph of the mean values#
This is expressed in tabular form in Table VI. 23- on the 
next page. (In this table + means that the individual 
graph is consistently above the mean graph throughout the 
sum; - means that the individaàl graph is consistently 
below the mean; 0 means that the individual graph crosses 
the mean graph and is neither consistently above or below 
the mean.)
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This table should be read in conjunction with the table 
of individual means which follows it. (Table VI.24. on 
page 198.)

Table VI.23* Comparison of individual tension graphs with 
the graph of mean tension.

Short Medium L2^g
Total number 
of M e m

P N M P N M P N M + 0 -

SI + + + + + 4k 9 - -

82 + 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 - 2 6 1
S3 0 - + + - 0 + 0 0 3 4 2
84 - - - - 0 - 0 - 2 7
85 -#• + 4" + 0 + + 8 1 -

86 0 - 0 - - - - 0 - - 3 6
87 0 - 0 - 2 7
88 HK 4r 4k + + + 4r + + 9 -

89 - 0 - - “ - - 0 - - 2 7
810 - - 0 - 4k 0 - 0 1 3 5
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Table VI. 24* Mean tension levels per addend for each subject.

Short Medium Lggg
P N M P N M r Pr N M Averages

SI 14.5 11.9 14.1 17*5 14.6 17.5 17*8 13*3 17.9 15.5

82 12.9 7.4 10.3 14.6 9 .1 11.6 14.2 7*9 11.0 11.0
S3 11.9 4.9 10.3 15*0 5*8 12.8 17*5 7*6 14.6 11.4
84 6.9 5.5 6*9 6.4 7*8 7.7 10.1 7*8 13.1 8.0
85 13.7 9 .2 11.2 16.0 11.6 17.6 17*1 13.2 16.0 14.0
86 11.9 5.7 9*9 12.4 6*9 11.4 14.1 8*9 12.0 10.4
87 8.3 6.3 7*9 8.4 6.6 9 .4 15.0 7*5 12.4 9*1
88 19.7 11.1 14.9 21.4 12.0 17.0 23.1 12.5 19.2 16.8
89 9 .6 6.3 6.8 15*3 7*7 9*4 11.3 7*6 9*8 9*3
810 10.7 4.1 11.1 13*7 4.6 15.1 15*7 5*8 13.4 10.5

Overall Average 11.6

It can be seen that three subjects (Ss 1, 5j and 8) 
remain consistently more tense than other subjects, while 
Ss 4, 7, and 9 generally give tension levels below the mean. 
This is admittedly a crude measure of consistency, but it 
seems pointless to seek further refinement in view of the 
lack of other data about the subjects. A few qualitative 
observations af personality differences may not be out of 
place in this connection.

We have already mentioned S8*s complaint of a headache 
after work in the confined space of the cabin. This subject
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found it most difficult to relax to the required level 
before work began. Under the N conditions she always gave 
a high level of tension, but with induced tension of either 
kind her tension level fare exceeded that of other subjects 
especially at the beginning of the task.

It might be presumed that the situation appeared 
threatening to her. She asked several times, "How am I 
doing?" and appeared to be "ego-involved" in the task.
The headache could be considered a sympton of over-anxiety.

The following table (Table VI.2J.) expresses individual 
differences in performance compared with the mean, and 
Table VI.26. on the next page gives the mean times taken 
per addend.

Table VI.25. Comparison of individual performance graphs
 ____________with the graph of mean performance.‘Total number

Short Medium
P N M p N M p N M + 0

SI 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 -
82 0 - - 0 0 0 0 - - - 5 4
S3 - - 0 - - 0 - - - 2 7
84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 9 -
85 0 + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 -
86 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 - 6 3
87 0 - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7 2
88 + + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 -
89 Hk + 0 - 0 0 0 + 0 3 5 1
810 Hk 0 + — - 0 0 0 0 2 5 2
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Although there is much more variability in Table VI.25* 
than in Table VI.23* it can be seen that 88 is a poor 
performer. 81 and 85, the other two tense subjects, also 
tend to work poorly. This is not clear from Table VI.25* 
although it is apparent in the following table of means.

Table 71. 26, Mean times taüsen per addend for each subject.

Medltuu isae
P I N M P N M P H M Averages

81 45 .2 56.5 46.4 81.2 84.0 83.2 57.6 64.4 67.4 65.1

82 37.0 49 .1 23.4 45.6 61 .0 45 .7 55.7 45 .0 36.9 44.4
S3 22.2 50.5 30.3 34.9 42.7 37.2 42.8 47 .4 36.0 38.2

&¥ 40.7 57.9 47 .3 53.1 71.4 53.9 60.0 60.4 83.5 58.7
85 40.3 63.8 43 .2 52.6 69.6 59.8 57.0 70.8 60.6 57.5

86 2t.7 58.3 30.6 49 .3 60.5 54.1 50.4 62.1 49 .7 48.9
87 34.0 45 .1 23.9 59.8 60.3 50.6 63.9 65.1 55.0 50.9

88 58.1 66.5 46.8 59.9 67.8 42.0 60.2 70.8 56.5 58.7
89 51.1 65.2 49 .5 39.4 79.2 57.8 51.6 83.1 58.7 59.5

810 46.3 52.1 49 .2 46.7 52.3 47 .2 48.6 60.1 47 .2 50.0

Overall average 53.2

The relaxed subjects (84, 87, and 89) did not appear 
particularly at their ease during the experimental sessions, 
except for 87 who seemed interested in the procedure and 
discussed the experiment afterwards. This subject was an
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efficient worker, relaxed quickly in the fore-period and 
generally gave the impression of poise and confidence.
Ŝ - and S9 on the other hand were both slow workers.

The most efficient subject (S3) is interesting as she 
had considerable mathematical ability compared with the 
other subjects. She worked quickly and efficiently, but 
disliked the electrodes and appeared anxious to escape from 
the situation. Her nervous giggle meant several false 
starts had to be made, but when once work began she seemed 
to become more confident about her performance. Although 
outstanding from the point of view of performance this 
subject did not give an unusual muscular tension record. 
Under normal conditions her level was a little less than the 
mean and a little higher under tension.

These observations were only incidental and their 
significance is doubtful. There is need for research into 
the personalities of both the muscularly tense and the 
extremely relaxed, and into their response to stress 
conditions even of this mild kind.

Earlier work (Bills and Stauffacher, 1937; Stauffacher, 
1937) suggests that better workers are generally more tense 
and that induced tension does not facilitate the work of 
these better subjects. Although as we have seen in Part 2 
of this chapter there appeared a slight tendency for the 
better workers in the present experiment to be less tense.
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It should, nevertheless, be of interest to separate the 
better from the poorer subjects on the M type sums where 
they were urged to work at maximum speed, and then to 
examine the effect of induced physical tension on these two 
groups of subjects.

Table VI.2?. shows the mean time values for each S on 
sums of the three different types.

Table VI. 27* Mean time values under different conditions for each subject.

P N M P N M
81 61.3 69.0 65.7 86 41.5 49 .1 44.8
82 46.1 51.7 35.3 87 52.6 53.1 43 .2

S3 33.3 46.9 3‘t-.5 88 58.3 65.6 48.4
84' 51.3 63.2 61.6 89 47 .4 71.1 55.3

85 50.0 60.2 54.5 810 47.2 52.9 47.9

The three most efficient subjects under "mental tension" 
conditions are S3, S2, and S7, and the three weakest subjects 
are 89, S^, and 81.

If the performance of these extreme subjects on the 
P type task is now examined we find that there has been the 
following improvement over their working level for the N 
type sums (See Table VI.28. on the next page).
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Table VI.28. Total improvement of best and worst subjects 
under physical tension conditions.

Improvement Improvement
(S3 Best (

13.6 (89Worst( 23*7
Group(S2 

(S7
5*6 Group(Sk 

(SI
11*9

0.5 7*7

Total 19*7 Total 43*3

This apparent tendency for the poorer subjects to 
improve more than the better subjects is not however 
significant. It seems necessary to take into account the 
original working level when dealing with an increment of 
this sort. If these figures are expressed as percentage 
improvement over the original N type performance the better 
subjects are seen to have improved 17*^^ compared with 23.7# 
in the case of the poorer subjects. This difference is 
also non-significant.

These findings cannot be interpreted as a contradiction 
of Stauffacher*s U-curve hypothesis. In Stauffacher*s 
experiment the relative improvements calculated as percentages 
appear to be 7*2# and 19*5# respectively. But in that 
case the effects of induced tension were examined on subjects 
who were working at their maximum speed. In the present 
experiment the comparison is between subjects working at
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an easy pace (N type) and at a similar pace with induced 
physical tension (P type). The difference between the 
two conditions (see the variance analysis in Part 1) may be 
due to the independent experimental variable, induced tension, 
but it may equally well be due to a change in set, since it 
may have proved impossible to maintain an easy pace while 
the spring-balance was pulled. Such an indirect effect, 
as we shall see, may also be offered as an explanation in 
Stauffacher* s experiment, although it seems more plausible 
in the present case. In view of the dissimilar conditions, 
and particularly the tendency for our better subjects to be 
more relaxed, it is not surprising that there was no 
differential effect with induced tension.



Chapter 7*

Interpretation of the Results and Theoretical Discusslono

The central problem of this investigation has been to 
study the relation of muscular tension todefficiency.
This entailed (1) tracing performance carefully during work 
to see whether an analysis in terms of starting and end 
spurts was justifiable, and H2) tracing the moment -to -moment 
variations in tension during work. The question was: were 
these variations in performance and tension closely related 
and, if so, would it prove possible to heighten any such 
relationship by the induction of "mental" or physical tension?

The effects of the different conditions (P, M, and N) 
under which work was performed were on the whole clear-cut. 
Under "mental tension" subjects added more quickly and 
became more tense. Thus more efficient work was accompanied 
by greater tension. Indeed the tension differences between 
the M and H type sums were more significant than the time 
differences.

The increase in the length of tasks under tension 
conditions led to an increase in the mean time taken over 
each adding operation. This finding is in complete accord 
with previous work (Bills and Brown, 1929; Katz, 1946), but 
no increase in errors with the longer tasks was found.
The discrepancy here is probably due to the non-cumulative
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nature of the present task, which entaialed pairs addition* 
There is also a tendency for higher tension levels to 
accompany the longer tasks under induced tension, but the 
large amount of subject variation prevents a clear-cut 
difference* It is as though subjects approached the longer 
tasks in this way in order to overcome the more difficult 
task before them, a task which would require a greater 
expenditure of energy*
The effects of induced tension*

Under physical tension conditions all except one subject 
became more physically tense in the muscle group studied, 
but there was a considerable amount of variation between 
subjects. We cannot conclude,therefore, that we have induced 
the same amount of general tension in each subject for all 
the sums, in spite of our attempt to use a standard pull on 
the spring-balance. All subjects worked more quickly under
these conditions and approximated to the speed shown under 
M conditions. At first glance this finding would seem to 
be in agreement with earlier work. Induced physical tension 
of the same amount as in the present investigation has been 
found to facilitate mental work of the simpler kind, although 
it will be remembered this was generally only true of the 
poorer workers. When the three best and three worst 
performers are separated out in the present experiment no 
such differential effect can be observed. What is more.
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contrary to Stauffacher * s U-curve hypothesis, the three 
better workers do not tend to be more tense than the three 
poorer workers. It is not surprising, therefore, that the 
differential effects expected from induced tension do not 
arise.

We have mentioned in the previous chapter that a strict 
comparison with the work of Stauffacher and others is not 
possible. In other work the effects of tension have been 
superimposed on maximal mental effort. In the present 
experiment tension has been induced in subjects who were 
working at an easy steady rate. The changes in the speed 
of work may be due to either (1) a direct physiological 
effect of induced tension, or (2) an indirect effect due to 
failure to retain the se# to work slowly. This failure 
might be due to a misunderstanding of the instructions, 
especially in the shortened form in which they were given 
after the first trial of the P type, or to a real difficulty 
in working slowly while tensing the forearm.

Unfortunately no opinions were offered by the subjects 
about the number of different types of task they considered 
they had been given, and it did not seem necessary to ask 
for this information at the time. This might have shed 
light on whether subjects realized that succeeding sums were 
to be added in the same manner as the first ones.

If the second alternative is true and a change of set 
occurred, we can fairly conclude that induced tension
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facilitates mental work in this experiment although not 
perhaps in the manner supposed by earlier wprkers. The 
replies of two subjects when questioned some time afterwards 
support this idea. Both said it was difficult to add 
slowly when tense and that they had to keep reminding 
themselves not to go too fast.

Robinson (1934) suggested three possible ways in which 
induced tension might lead to improved performance.
(1) The induced tension might lead to a mère constant 
proprioceptive feedback and this more stable afferent input 
should prove beneficial to the performance of a complex 
skilled task which is by its very nature easily disturbed 
by environmental variation.
(2) The increased proprioceptive input might raise the 
general level of excitement in the cortex and this might lead 
to a more efficient|approach to mental work.
(3) The induction of tension in one muscle group might lead 
to fairly widespread increases in tension and therefore a 
greater readiness to react in other muscle groups. Since 
even the "purest" mental work demands some form of muscular 
response before it can be measured this readiness to respond 
might be the basis of the faeilitative effect.

The first possibility does not appear to have been put 
to experimental test. Robinson suggests that the faeilitative 
effects of music on mental work (e.g. Diserens, 1926) may 
be brought about in a similar way. The evidence from the
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present experiment suggests that fluctuations in tension 
occur equally readily when tension has been induced in 
antagonistic muscles, and this makes the hypothesis slightly 
less tenable.

Freeman has attempted an elaboration of the second theory. 
He thinks the proprioceptive feedback lowers the thresholds 
of excitability for both cortical and lower levels of the 
nervous system. This is essentially a theory of "vigilance" 
as a function of peripherally supported excitation. It is 
far too simple an "explanation" in view of the complexity 
of the probable neurophysiology. If an interpretation is 
to be sought on this level, criticisms such as those of Meyer 
(1953) must be given their due. There is very little 
evidence for the widespread effects mentioned by Freeman. 
Proprioceptive feedback is only one kind of input and although 
it must certainly alter the level and distribution of 
excitation within the motor system it is unlikely to have 
wider effects. Meyer believes it is possible to combine 
the classical concept of spatial summation with modern 
knowledge of the organization which occurs within the motor 
system. The convergence of impulses is thought to take 
place on the motor pathways, and the theory entails the 
belief that tension can only facilitate performance by an 
alteration in either the magnitude or latency of a response  ̂
and in this respect bears resemblance to Robinson's third 
hypothesis.
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Meyer*s theory must encompass the détrimental effects 
of very high levels of induced tendion* He believes these 
results can be accounted for by the postulate that irrelevant 
responses are facilitated by gross amounts of tension 
induction. In other words there must be some differentiation 
of the input to favour the selected response. One can think 
of a pool of activated neurons, surrounded by a fringe which 
is brought to firing point by the induction of small amounts 
of tension. If further excitation is supplied by the 
induction of more tension, more remote neurons will fire, and 
these may be Irrelevant and indeed detrimental to the required 
performance.

In line with this theory are the results obtained from 
the induction of tension at various stages of practice.
Bills (1927), Freeman (1938), and Courts (19^2) all found the 
greatest amount of facilitation occurred early in practice.
As performance becomes more efficient and an optimal selection 
of motor neurons takes place, the recruitment of further 
neurons to the pool will no longer facilitate performance, 
but, in so far as they are inappropriate neurons, they will 
tend to give rise to irrelevant responses. None of the 
experimental work has reported an actual reversal after 
practice of the usual differential effect in favour of induced 
tension, but perhaps practice has not been continued until 
a well-marked plateau has been reached.
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The differential effect in favour of the poor performers 
could presumably be brought within the same explanatory 
framework. Increments of tension only succe^ in recruiting 
inappropriate neurons in the case of the efficient worker 
with his optimal motor organization, whereas there is 
facilitation of appropriate responses in the case of the 
poorer worker.

The theory insists on the facilitation of speed alone 
with no change or a deterioration in accuracy. The 
facilitativë effects are indeed more marked when speed is 
used as the Criterion in simple mental tasks. In fact if 
performance is thought of in terms of quantity alone results 
are most impressive, whereas if accuracy or quality is taken 
as the criterion Bills (1927) is almost alone in supplying 
supporting evidence, and a repetition of his experiment by 
Bourne (1955) does not offer any confirmation of his results. 
Russell (1932), Freeman (1933), Bills and Stauffacher (1937), 
and Klein (1952) are among those who find a detrimental 
effect on accuracy. In the present experiment twice as many 
errors occurred in the P type additions as in the K type 
additions which seems to be in agreement with the bulk of 
previous evidence. This distinction between speed and 
accuracy is a useful one as it helps to clarify the conclusions 
reached in Chapter 3.

A different type of explanatory hypothesis on a 
psycliological level was put forward by Block (1936). She
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considered the induced tension might act as a ” dis tractor*** 
Facilitation by distraction may seem a contradiction in 
terms, but Block believed that work output was increased in 
order to overcome the distraction due to the induced tension, 
and in doing so subjects tended to overcompensate; thus in 
an indirect way the induction of tension led to facilitation* 
It is difficult to disprove this hypothesis, but reports 
from Block* s own subjects do not support it* She found no 
correlation between the effects of induced tension on 
performance and the degree of distraction experienced* Some 
subjects became unaware of the presence of the localized 
tension. On the other hand results from distraction 
experiments do tend to resemble those derived from work with 
induced tension. An inversion of Block* s argument seems 
a more satisfactory and parsimonious way to deal with these 
facts. Resistance to distraction leads to induced tension 
(Morgan, I916; Davis, 1937) and in subjects not previously 
doing their best induced tension leads directly to improvement 
beyond what is needed to counteract the effects of the 
distraction. Given motivation to continue the task, the 
sequence in this view is: distraction - tension - improvement, 
instead of Block*s: tension - distraction - "effort" - 
improvement. This does not entail a complete dismissal of 
motivational differences from consideration, for expectations 
of what is required and interpretations of experimental
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procedures must be of the utmost importance. These 
psychological factors presumably have their muscular 
concomitants, but in the present experiment it is probably 
necessary to invoke them on a psychological level to explain 
why similar results were obtained from the presence of 
"mental" or physical tension.

It is of interest that Klein (1952) induced tension in 
two ways, indirectly by experimentally induced failure and 
directly by weight-lifting, and found both methods had the 
same effect on performance (an increase in the rate of 
muscular work). Although the present finding is similar, 
once again no strict comparison is possible, as Klein used 
maximal effort as base-line condition.

We are led to the conclusion that the induced tension 
procedure in the present investigation differs from those 
used in earlier work, and that, although facilitation occurred, 
the mechanism may have been a more complex one. In the 
other work Meyer * s theory serves as a partial explanation, 
but it may be necessary to include psychological variables, 
such as change in set, to explain the present results.

In the analysis of the variation in output during work 
and its association with muscular tension a highly significant 
correlation was obtained between low output and high tension. 
This does not necessarily throw doubt on the beneficial 
effects of experimentally induced tension. The discrepancy
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may be resolved if the high tension is considered as an 
outcome of an effort to overcome the difficulty# In support 
of this idea the fluctuations in tension can occasionally 
be seen to lag behind the fluctuations in speed. (See 
graphs in Chapter 6, Part 2.) This self-induced tension 
would have to be regarded as a compensatory mechanism brought 
into play whenever a difficulty was encountered. As subjects 
were not generally aware of their fluctuations in speed 
during work, an unconscious homeostatic tendency would have 
to be assumed.

Further support is offered for this view when the results 
from the different length sums are examined. On the longer 
additions of all types subjects generally became more tense, 
and this as we have mentioned agrees well with earlier work 
on the effects of increased difficulty and again suggests 
that the increase in tension is a device to cope with the 
difficulty.

This viewpoint would likewise maintain that the higher 
tension levels generally obtained from the poorer subjects 
in the present experiment are a result of this compensatory 
mechanism being brought into play. The poorer subjects 
have to put out a greater effort in order to achieve a 
satisfactory level of work.

On the other hand the bulk of previous work summarized 
in Chapters 2 and 3 suggests that better workers are generally
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more tense than poorer workers* But a general statement 
that tension is faeilitative meets the objection that 
psychotics and neurotics with high tension levels are not 
notably efficient, their tension appears neither to aid the 
solution of everyday problems, not to improve performance 
at psychological tests. (See, for example, Shagass and 
Malmo, 195^5 Sainsbury and Gibson, 195^.) Jacobson's work 
on the therapeutic value of relaxation supports this 
contention, and an experimental demonstration is to be found 
in Duf^s research (1932) which appears to show that highly 
tense children were not the most efficient performers.

But the phenomenon of "trying too hard", is not Unknown, 
and it is conceivable that the poorer workers were putting 
too much effort into the work. This view would maintain 
that the mentally ill are over-tense, that is, they are at 
the extreme end of Stauffacher ' s TJ-curve, where such large 
amounts of tension are disruptive. A reduction of their 
tension to a more normal level leads to an improvement in 
performance. However, this seems unlikely as very large 
amounts of tension must be induced to bring ahout a 
deterioration in performance, and comparatively much lower 
levels are found in abnormals.

Another possible resolution of the seeming contradiction 
might lie in the suggestion that these people's high energy 
mobilization is unconsciously directed to some other task,
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e.g. warding off threat, and is not available for daily 
activities or laboratory tasks. The better workers in the 
majority of previous experiments may have been those who 
put a more directed effort into the task in hand. Whereas 
in both Duffy's experiment and in the present one the poorer 
workers were putting out more effort, but this may have been 
diffuse and directed elsewhere.

Alternatively, we might consider Bills' suggestion of 
two different kinds of tension, "one due to emotional upset, 
the other reflecting effort." This view conflicts with 
theories which equate degree of emotion with amount of 
energy release (e.g. Woodworth and Schlosberg, 19?+)•
However, objections have been raised to these theories, as 
if a continuum of activation is envisaged with unconsciousness 
at one end and strong emotion at the other, then it is 
difficult to see where intense non-emotional activity should 
be placed on the same dimension. As Magda Arnold (1955) 
has put it:

"Degrees of energy mobilization cannot be readily 
differentiated either in experience or by observation: 
extreme effort and emotional excitement, for instance, 
may have the same measurable energy output, but as 
experienced, effort is laborious while excitement tslhet."

(p. 167.)
These qualitative differences are at present 

indistinguishable at the level of bodily physiology, but it 
does not necessarily follow that it will never be possible 
to differentiate a useful from a disruptive kin# of tension.
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It would seem most likely that there exist differences in 
spatial or temporal pattern. At the present time tens&on 
is almost invariably measured in terms of amount, and locus 
is involved as a secondary factor. The degree to w^ch 
tension is focused in certain muscle groups and the 
consistency with which the tension in these muscle groups is 
maintained provide two more dimensions to assist the 
investigator in the search for patterns of bodily tension, 
which although elusive are not necessarily will-o'-the -wisps. 
Such a programme must await the advent of much more complex 
recording techniques, able to deal with a large amount of 
simultaneously available information.
Variation during work.

Mental performance has frequently been shown to drop 
in efficiency at the beginning of work and this phenomenon 
has been called a starting spurt. In view of the occasional 
discrepancies that have arisen an operational definition 
was suggested for this research. When the highest peak of 
a work curve was taken as the end point of the period which 
was to be examined for a trend (in the case of the long sums 
the highest peak before half-way), results were clean-cut.
A trend occurred up to this point with some regularity, and 
neither the type nor length of the task appeared to affect 
the length of the period or the consistency of the trend.

There is more agreement in the literature about the end 
spurt which is very frequently observed, and attributed on
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common-sense grounds to the subject's expectatloh of the 
approaching end of the task. In the present experiment 
it was defined in a similar way to the starting spurt, the 
same high peak being taken to mark the beginning of the end 
spurt; except in the long sums where the highest peak after 
the half-way point seemed more appropriate. Once again the 
conditions of work did not appear to influence the trend. 
With some confidence, then, one is able to say that subjects 
began this type of addition rapidly, but also began to slow 
down from the very beginning of the task, and did not show 
improvement until they had added a little more than half 
the sum. From this point until the end of the task an 
improvement occurred. The curves for both the short and 
medium sums have this inverted U shape. In the long sums 
it was possible to identify two or three peaks in the work 
curve although the initial and final trends were as marked 
as in the shorter sums.

When the tension curves were examined a very similar 
state of affairs was found. "Spurts" of tension seemed to 
occur and accompanied the variations in the work curve to 
a striking degree. The highest points of the two curves 
coincided significantly often under most conditions.
When the long sums are examined (Graphs VI.9, 10, and 11.) 
the correspondence og the two curves throughout the task 
can be clearly seen and reflects their feigh correlation.
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In the review of the literature concerned with the 
variation in tension during work, the conclusion was reached 
that when work begins a marked rise in tension occurs, 
possibly to be followed by a further increase, which is 
succeeded in turn by a decline in tension towards the end 
of the task.

The initial rise and final decrement were substantiated 
here and furthermore thèse phenomena appeaœed to be "tied" 
to concomitant variations in work output. This finding 
stresses that it is meaningless to examine changes in tension 
without some simultaneous indication of performance; in 
this respect the present analysis over short time intervals 
appears to have been fruitful.

The relevance of these results to the peripheral theory 
of thought is problematical. The earlier statements of 
this theory were concerned with the role played by muscular 
processes in relation to conscèous thought. In its barest 
essentials the theory is an hypothesis to the effect that 
muscular tenseness is a sihe qua non of mental process.
Any rigorous attempt to test the theory must obtain indices 
of both muscular tension and psychological activity. It 
is noÿ difficult to sample bodily tension so long as it is 
borne in mind that it is a sample whose representativeness 
is unknown. The difficulty lies in the apparent
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impossibility of measuring the psychological activity 
independent of muscular phenomena* The familiar difficulty 
of measurement in psychology generally necessitates recourse 
to behavioural indices, and so in the present experiment 
verbal output served as an indication of mental effort#
But the amount of mental work accomplished is only a partial 
indication of all the subject has been doing during the 
experimental session. It is introspeetively absurd to 
identify the two, but perhaps no more absurd than to expect 
accuracy from the introspective vagaries of Kraepelinian 
analysis.

In our case a high correspondence was found between 
speed of addition and muscular tension levels during work, 
and the behavioural index seems to have been a good measure 
of mental effort. Whether this is because distraction, and 
other factors which might be thought to modify the effort- 
output correspondence, were at a minimum it is difficult to 
say, although the physical conditions of the experiment make 
this highly probable.

How are these results relevant to the peripheral theory 
of thought? The strong tendency for muscular processes to 
parallel mental ones could as easily be due to "overflow" 
from the centre as "reinforcement" from the periphery, and 
I do not believe that this type of experiment can possibly 
settle the apparent issue. The second approach, the study 
of the effects of induced tension on mental events, seems
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a more profitable one, but, as pointed out earlier, there 
may have been no direct effect in this experiment owing to 
the use of less than maximum working effort as the base-line 
condition. No theoretical development has therefore been 
achieved, and any advance that may have been made has been 
in the demonstration of a closer correlation than hitherto 
imagined. In any case, when formulated in a cause and 
affect relationship the issue is not a real one. The 
nervous system is best considered as a whole with no 
artificial dichotomy between "centre" and "periphery".
The cortex in its service as an integrator of lower levels 
is in intimate connexion with both visceral and somatic 
nerve complexes, a system designed for "action" and "back- 
action". The level of cortical excitement may be controlled 
by a hypothalamic pace-maker (Lindsley, 1951) which in turn 
is partially controlled by afferent stimulation including 
kinaesthetic feedback.

Such knowledge as is available emphasizes the wholeness 
of the nervous system, indeed of the whole body. We can 
do little more than "sample cortical activity" by electrical 
means, but in view of the complexity of such central analysis, 
which has become remote from any underlying physiological 
or psychological meaning, it may be more rewarding to devote 
future research to peripheral change especially if the 
instrumentation for simultaneous recording from several loci 
becomes available.
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Siimmarv of Conclusions.

1. Under a set to work quickly subjects became more 
muscularly tense.

2. Under conditions of induced physical tension subjects 
worked more quickly. This effect could be ascribed either to the direct result of the induced tension, or 
to an inability to retain the set towards working "at 
a comfortable speed".

3* There was a tendency (over all the sums) for poorer workers to be more tense.
No differential effect in speed of work between good 
and poor performers was brought about by induced 
physical tension.

5* A high correlation was found between tension fluctuations
during a task and variations in performance. Slower 
additions were accompanied by greater tension, and it 
is suggested that the tension may be self-induced when 
a difficulty is encountered. This seemed to occur 
under normal conditions and was not disturbed by the 
induction of physical tension. A closer relationship 
between speed and tension was found to occur under 6he 
set to work quickly. The length of sum was also 
relevant, a significantly higher correlation being 
obtained in the short sums,

6. No consistent relationship between the time taken to
add a sum and the total tension exerted during its course 
was found from one subject to the next, neither were 
subjects consistent from one condition to another.

7. The mean time taken per addend increased as the length of the task increased, and the longer tasks tended to 
be accompanied by higher average tension.

8. Starting and end spurts occurred in the type of mental 
work employed, and were closely paralleled by "spurts" 
in tension. It is concluded that although earlier work 
had described these speed and tension increases 
separately, moment-by-moment analysis appears to show 
that they are conjoined.
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The results are not considered directly relevant to 
the peripheral theory of thought. Any value they may 
have lies rather in the suggestion that peripheral 
analysis may be a more rewarding programme for future 
research than one restricted to central events.
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The results are not considered directly relevant to 
the peripheral theory of thought. Any value they may 
have lies rather in the suggestion that peripheral 
analysis may be a more rewarding programme for future 
research than one restricted to central events#
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Addition aims employed,
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(lA) 3 (2A) 1 (3A) 3 (46) 1 (5A) 4 (66) 8
7 5 2 8 3 4
6 8 7 4 3 5
2 1 6 7 7 7
5 6 9 9 8 8

h 6 6

(IB) 3 (23) 2 (3B) 9 (43) 7 (5B) 7 (63) 5
k 6 h 1 4 2
2 5 7 9 6 3
5 9 h 5 6 3
6 2 3 3 9 8
7 9 6 6 2 7
7 8 7 3 2 j
3 6 5 5 1 3
2 6 2 1 1
6 7 9 9 8 2

_Z_ _2_ _a_ _2_ J l
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(1C) 6 (2C) 6 (3C) 8 (ifC) 2 (5C) 4- (6C) 5
2 2 3 2 8 3
6 2 3 3 8 6
6 5 2 5 3 4-
8 1 7 8 4 6
9 7 4" 7 3 9
7 7 2 5 4 4-
6 8 7 8 9 8
8 2 3 2 8 5
9 9 1 2 5 1

9 5 4* 3 5
3 6 8 6 3

2 7 4- 8 5 9
3 2 9 8 7 4-
6 3 2 4- 7 7
8 7 4 7 4 4-
3 6 9 9 9 1
5 5 5 9 8 4-
9 If 2 6 8 2
8 1 1 4- 5 1

j L _2L J L . __8
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Appendix II.

Accnracy of the measurement technique o
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Record: 1C 
Type: P 
Subject: S9

Mean values for each interval.

Interval 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14- 15
El 11 11 11 12 10 10 11 11 10 11 11 10 12 10 14
£2 11 11 11 12 10 10 11 1110:11 11 10 12 10 14-

Interval 16 17 18 19 20
El 14 10 11 10 11
E2 14 10 11 10 11

Record: 4-B 
Type: M 
Subject: SIC

Interval 1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10
El 12 12 15 15 16 14- 14- 16 14- 13
E2 12 12 14- 15 16 14- 14- 16 14- 13

Record: 4-B 
Type: M 
Subject: S4-

+ disagreement

Interval 1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10
El 7 8 9 5 5 8 10 7 8 7
E2 7 8 9 5 5 8 10 7 8 7
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Appendlx̂ IIIo
The effect of practice on speed of work and muscular tension^



The tables give the mean times and mean tension levels 
per addend for the sums in groups of three in the order in 
which they were added. That is, the first figure in the 
table ia the mean for the first three sums added in the 
session, the second figure for the second group of three, 
and so on. The nine values obtained from the 27 sums added 
during the session are graphed for each subject separately 
on the following pages# The mean values over all subjects 
are also graphed.

Mean time taken per addend during experimental session*
Order of 
Addition

SI S2 S3 Sk S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 SIO MeanÏ)
2) 56.5 49*1 28*6 49.2 58.8 36*5 51.3 47*6 50.9 48.7 4-7.7

- s -----------------------------------------------------------------
5) 64.5 53.3 36.9 75*1 68.4 45.5 47.4 51.2 59.9 47.1 54.9
6)  ________
I) 71.2 61.0 38.0 55.5 59.8 52.5 59.1 46.6 55.2 47.7 54.6 1) _10)

11) 78.7 43.3 48.1 57.5 50.4 41.1 64.2 62.5 76.4 52.9 57.5
12 )____________ :____________________________________________
13)14) 58.7 40.0 35.3 50.7 56.0 46.5 55.6 70.3 60.2 49.3 52.3
15 )______________________________________________________16)17) 59.3 46.7 48.4 62.2 60.6 56.0 51.6 61.0 53.2 51.9 55.1
18)
19)
20) 61.7 30.9 32.7 70.7 64.2 53.2 33.4 66.8 56.2 48.2 51.8
J D  ________________________________________________________22)
23) 66.1 45.3 41.0 62.8 50.4 47 .2 41.0 63.9 52.9 51.4 52.2
24 )______  ,____________ _____________________________
25)
26) 69.2 35.7 35.0 51.2 48.9 61 .5 55.3 58.9 70.8 52.5 51.1
27)  :-
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Mean tension per addend during experimental session*

Order of 
Addition 

SI 82 S3 84 85 86 87 88 89 810 Mean
2)
3)

ii.9 7 .4 13.2 7 .6 12.7 9 .7 9 .0 17.6 8.4 14.5 11.2

5) 16.6 11.6 18.7 
6)

8.4 14.8 12.0 7 .4 15.7 8.9 12.0 12.0

I]9) 14.7 9 .1 14.3 6.6 15.0 11.5 9 .7 14.5 8 .7 13.1 11.7
10)
11)12) 15.9 11.7 9.1 8 .1 13 .5 10.7 8 .1 17.5 7.9 8 .3 11.1

Si1?) 16.8 12.0 11.2 7.4 12.5 7.9 9 .8 12.3 7 .5 8.2 10.6
16)Si13.9 14.5 5.9 6.4 12.4 8.1 8 .1 17.6 9 .2 8.0 10.4

W
21)

15.8 9 .0  11.4 9 .1 16.3 11.6 8.6 14.8 10.7 13.8 12.1

22)Mi16.3 11.6 13.6 9 .6 14.0 11.2 9 .4 19.4 9.9 8 .3 12.3

■ 25)
26) 17.4 12.3 11.5
27)

9 .0 14.5 10.0 11,6 17.7 9 .4 8.1 12.1
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Appendix IV.

Correlation coefficients between time and tension totals 
for individual sub.iects for the short sums only.
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P M
SI -.25 -.94* .95
S2 • 86 .63 .83
S3 -.99 .58 —.14-
S4- -.73 &.26 .84-
S5 1*0 —@20 .96

86 .5^ .50 .36

87 .38 .61 .14-
88 •14- —a64- .80

89 .97 .50

810 -.99 .60 - .2 6
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Appendix V.

Raw data with totals and means.



RAW DATA

Type of addition: Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in fm

SI

Interval 1 2 3 4 5
Î'
Total 1 Mean

lA Tine 34 n ? 32T4 70 9
Tension n n 7/ /4-2

IfA Tine X# # 30 /15 <2
Tension 4 /s" /s-a

3A Tine 4^ 14 14^ «
Tension IZ n 70 /4-0

'ota
bine 103 1x6

iTension 4̂ 3 43 4^ a#7

TotalInterval Mean

te 4Tine
Tension 12-

Tine
Tension 12
Tine '
Tension
Tine

Totals Tension



RAW DATA

Type of addition:

S3

Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in fmr

Interval Total Mean

Tine
Tension
Tine
Tension /zo
Tine 33 Z o

Tension 6Sto H o

ine
Total: Tension

Sh

Interval 1 2 3 4 5 Total Mean

lA Tine 3$ 53 47 # 4-3 r
Tension 6 7 s 3 3 3 0 ^ 0

!
\2A Tine ZS Ul 4/ 33 4 3 2 0 t

Tension 5 1 7 1 f 37 > >
éfi Tine 32 3^ 30 tn 4 / m 33 y

Tension Ù y 6 to ‘7 37 7 4

ils
Tine US f t f # w 40-7
Tension 26 Ztf- 2J fOlf.



RAW DATA

Type of addition: Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in jeiv

55

Interval 1 2 3 It 5
!
j Total1 Mean

5/» Tine 34 So /fO 34 S3.Z
Tension Ilf. l i IS IS IS U Is Z
Tine z$ SÙ 34 stf. 51 205 4/3
Tension 13 Ilf 13 IS Z4- /jr

5A Tine ^1 !f3 SZ 7' 2 t ZSS 44-4
Tension l i m IS 74 H V /4-2

otals
Tine if 1/5 m Us r/5
Tension ho 4/ ^1 U-i/ «-oj 2ûù

Interval Total Mean

z z zTine
fo c5 390Tension 90

Tine 20
fz  oTension

2STine i Z

Ù ZTension
Tine

Totals Tension



RAW DATA

n

Type of addition:, F Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in fSLV

Interval 1 2 3 It
1
5

\
i Total1 Mean

m Tine 3U 2 ! 19 Z-) 9
Tension 9 9 7 7 3 9 1 C

Tine
n Z(> 4 / (> s z / t ? z 3 0  !§.

Tension Ÿ 1 1 f o /Û 0 - C f  2
Tine 3 9 91 ^ 7 ZÙ ' 1 1 3*1 9
Tension 9 t o r 9 4 / 9 ' Z

(Tine 19 19 /5é 0 3 Ù S S l o

^Tension ' 2 3 2 $ Z S zs\ ! Z $

5$

Interval
fI 1 2 3 5 Total Mean

Tine 5ù St S9 SI Ct ^77 ss if-
Tension *1 ZC Zo ZI 1 1 t i - t
Tine u 7z 74 Co z ^ r S*}C
Tension n Zû Z I zz i z tOlf. zo -9

|Z4 Tine sc Cù ct U S3 Z*fC S fz
Tension n t9 '1 zo '1 i s n  i

ils
Tine fSZ fsy W f P 04 971
Tension ss 57 CO &z iz z*fC



RAW DATA

Type of additionion: Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension i n ^ v

Interval 1 2 3 k
r~ ' ~i

5 Totalt Mean

5A Tine sy S3 8lf. «7
Tension 9 to to It to so to o
Tine 57 u 4 4 U U z s s Sy-o
Tension y tù to tt tJL St to -z
Tine St 4 3 4 6 I f 5
Tension 9 8̂ r k s f  C

nf.n 1 c
Tine 750 m tés y u
Tension [zé- So 3 011 /44

5 1 0

Interval 1 1 2 3 If 5 Total Moan

IfA I Tine 3Ù 3 5 4 5 4 5 3 5 x c s 4/0
Tension IX 7 i 73 IS 72- ÙZ 72 4
Tine ^1 30 57 SC zit-t 452
Tension 10 70 77 9 70 SO to o

1/Aj Tine 40 5Z 4 é 4 ^ ^2 X U 8 49 5
Tension /© 70 1 70 70

ils
Tine 705 7Z0 75/ /és 75^
Tension 5Z 3Z 33 3 2 3 2 l(ol



RAW DATA

51

Type of addition: ^ Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in

Interval 1 2 3 k
1
5 Total Mean

Tine # SI 43 2St SCz
Tension /X fs f3 /o // U f z z
Tine é/ SZ So JUS 33 6
Tension H /I IS '4 lo L>1 /Z Z
Tine SS tfZ z n
Tension h to n '4 // SS //■ Z
kiner̂s+r,T J (îi n y O S /3fr S i f t
pension a? SS i z \ f?s

Sz

Interval h 2 3 5 Total Mean

Tine msl 57 4? 57 S3 z/7 434
Tension 1 7 7 L 35 70

l̂'A Tine m 5? 57 6/ 4r <27/ 54-z
Tension & 9 f g S 57 7 4

|fA Tine $1 56 42 41 ^4f 44 r
Tension 7 "7 7 /o 7

ils
Tine /w !t4 /4? Its /22 757
Tension 26 Zh 25 zs Zw «»



RAW DATA

Type of addition: ^ Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in fnsiv

53

Interval 1 2 3 k
i
5 1 Totalt .Mean

m Tine H tfL i t so SS Sxif-
Tension » S 5 5 5 4 r

tZA Tine So Sif Sb k t Z5S> s t z
Tension s i $ 4 ZC s  z
Tine k o k z 5L Co k > s
Tension k- k L C S ZS t f C
It ine nx fU no 1C?{Tension 75 fS n fé /x \ 73

Interval 1 2 3 5 Total Mean

Ca Tine # S i k r k f Sb X6t>
Tension c s C c C s r

M' Tine So Sx s r Cx 4 z n 57-Z
Tension k 4 I c Ù ZC S Z
Tine LS Co ^1 7/ 53Z CC-^
Tension s s S i 7 ZS s  c

3.1s
Tine fSS I l f M ISt> r e s
Tension |fS Itf n /r •1 I s



RAW DATA

Type of addition: N Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in j«iv

â S

Interval 1 2 3 k
1

5
]
i Total
(

Mean

2A Tine Cl Cs LS 53 3 /7 LS
Tension it> II II II lo 55 lo L
Tine 58 Cl LI LI 4 310 LX'O
Tension 7 1 i 8 f lf.Z 8 If.

cn Tine 4 £>6 73 81 350 U o
Tension ? lû h-3 8  Ù
(Tine

....... I8Ù m 242S o m
[Tension At Z8\ m

Interval 1 1 2 3 If 5 Total Mean

Tine sc Cl 5 ^ C(£ U S
Tension 4 7 S L li 2 S S'Ù

157» Tine d Ll L8 SU. se 3 o l Co'Z
Tension L 4 Ÿ s c 31 d z
Tine 58 C5 Cx su ss 58 S
Tension 5 C L s s SU-

ils
Tine n s m IS^ I7Z ISC p s
Tension !n 'i !C IS 8C



RAW DATA

Type of additions M Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in

Interval 1 2 3 4
f

5 i Totali Mean

4/) Tine 3é> 4 % 4o hi> 4 c > C

Tension S 7 s I, S f
|5/) Tine S9 49 s x S h ift 47 z

Tension s 7 7 é s C  .0

|5/> Tine SZ 4c ^1 ^1 47 2 5 J 4 7 4
Tension i ? 7 $ f SC 7  z
It  ine f^1 4/ u c
[Tension n XI 'f *1\

S i

Interval 1 2 3 h 5 Total Mean

Tine 7 0 71 77 SC// ? Z ' Z

Tension / z ft IS II n 1 4
M Tine U i U 71 74 7 z 3 4 ^ CS’'0

Tension n II IX 14 IS L t IX z
Tine S f SI> SI $4 ^ 17 m
iTension II II IS n \ II

U... - 1̂ I l f

ils
Tine IV m u s IBS
Tension 54 34 H» SS SS >7i



RAW DATA

Type of additions ^ Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in fm

Interval 1 2 3 4
— 1
5

Î
1 TotalI Mean

sn Tine S8 if 65 U-oS
Tension 5 S 7 f 6 31 L z

lAfl Tine liû US S! SS Uz U S8
Tension 4 L 7 7 4 2 8 s  s
Tine IS 6z Jo 7f éù # / (>$ z

1Tension & 6 # f 7 7 x

otals
Tine l is 2tX U 7 i l s
Tension
........ - 'IS n XX n\ is

Interval Total Mean

Tine
Slo Tension

j u

ssTine 4 6
j ^ oTension

Tine
4  6Tension

7«ymTine
Totals Tension



RAW DATA

Type of addition:

SI

M Time in nillinetre of trace
Tension in jmiv

Interval 1 2 3 4- 5 Total Mean

4A Tine 3 6 3 4 ZA s s  z
Tension fh Is / z nt u

iS/f Tine zs 2$ IS f AS A ! ^JA SA-S
Tension n Hf. fS /6 /s 74 IS Z

m Tine 3 6 Ao V Sa s * 2 S f 4 4  z
Tension /3 IS IS IS IS I S S
{Tine

n-t-Q 1 ct. . . ..... f06 I6Ù. ZS! n ( . US
pension Ao # AS Az\ z u

Interval 1 2 3 4- 5 Total Mean

Tine Zo XX z * XX ZS ICXf cZ# r
Tension 1 i i 1 /Ù 4 4 f  z

;W Tine SZ SA S t sc 3® 37 4
Tension lt> It m lo i 5 4 /®
Tine 25 )? ZC 3® z s / 4 4
Tension i / z I z H h Stf. / o r

ils
Tine 75 i s h z Ÿ T r s I f  A *
Tension ZS SZ ss 3 * ^ 1 i s  A



RAW DATA

55

Type of addition: Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in fusiv

Interval 1 2 3 If ? 1 Total Mean

2/» Tine n /arss 1̂ X} s
Tension n fS f5 fS ts fs X

M Tine 1̂ 57 /37 X).th
Tension It II to ftp ic tZ 6
Tine <24 s* U U-x f7i
Tension If If fS // ioZ fXtf
(Tine’n-t-olei— 7i % U-Si>
[Tension i5 ssr^3 3̂-1 /rr

5/f

Interval
j
j 1 2 3 If 5 Total Mean

(oĵ Tine XC> A? Sb z is
Tension y 7 Ù A) 31 7 f
Tine Cx r
Tension 5 s r 1 7 m L S

|3A Tine bo ix 34 gs 32 xts tf.Sc
Tension S i> 5̂ r Ctf.

as Tine 7f m /*7 7<>/
Tension zs 23T /o$



RAW DATA

Type of additions M Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in mv

55

I n t e r v a l 1 2 3 1+

! '

5 I T o t a l
t

M e a n

i n T i n e àX ns éS m XXS'
T e n s i o n /s> fx /s /X S I n z
T i n e

3 z u IX. X us ^ f i
T e n s i o n !ù n H fS U'S
T i n e H u SZ n z su Ur
T e n s i o n n n » / » 65 fù’U

( T i n e !$h / 4 ^ iU-S
p e n s i o n ^1 sx / i s

SC

I n t e r v a l 1 2 3 4 3 T o t a l M e a n

Sh i T i n e n n UC 41 s r 17̂ 34c  f

T e n s i o n S h to Jo 1 41 9 f

'An T i n e (1 U.5 f t z s fZS zs i
T e n s i o n Ÿ 1 U 1 9 SS
T i n e p z 3f 56 51 3S fsy 3! If.
T e n s i o n to tx IX n IX Uif-

i l s

T i n e Cx SS l i t 0̂ JoU
T e n s i o n  |l i 35 2S U u s



RAW DATA

Type of addition; M Tine in nillinetre of trace
Tension in jmiv

Interval j Total Mean

/A/u
Tension
Tine
Tension

tziTine z s z

Tension
Tine

Total)
Tension

s?

Interval• 1 2 3 if 5 Total Mean

Tine sr sir 63 SZ s z ^
Tension n n> fé /<A 77
Tine 1̂ n u /ftù
Tension IZ /4 n ts 75 H4C

U Tine bZ 6Z St iùk ZTù-t
Tension fS n fs 15 2» 6

ils
Tine HZ fbifm '42 '57 loZ.
Tension j 42- 42 ZZ5



RAW DATA

Type of additions Time in millimetre of trace
Tension in

Si

Interval 1 : 2 3
j

i-f- I i
!5

I
Total Mean

'Time n 37 77 2 7 ^
; Tension 1 é 9 6 4 3 T 7 0

2A ;Time 77 32 te f2| f7v?. - , ...
iTonsion i 4 7 7 3^ 1 2

\ÙA Time Ù' i s 23e if-i'Q
'Tension

f ? i r 3 / i ' Z

Time % 07m /23 WlOLaxs Tension n 21 2/i IQ /? 110%

s m

Interval 1 2 3 4
.

5 Total Mean

i / i i
.—  ------
Time 44 42 4 V 2 r g st-é
Tension Ic /« /r 70 /o f«r n-c

Time Ü 42 6 42- t^f'8

Tension 9 /i /2 4 /o //'V
Time . ¥ 4/ 42 4 / 7 2 r/ iTb-2

Tension 9 ;4 n // 4-4
Time /to«72ZS m 73gTotals Tension n 3/ 3fl3/ 744



Type of addition;
RAW DATAP Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

51 is

6S

Interval . 1 2 3 k- 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean j
Time k Ci m »? f f M a SC if ts N O i s  f

Tension n /$ ts *1 ts ts fC f t i C o /C o
Time cs n 7» a toS ss Slf. 7 5 1 n r

Tension n /? X o M z z M n f? fSS' / S i '

Time C o s$ m IS Ct 7 C o lé o

Tension n n n Kp n /g ts t t ' 7 f t i< !

,als
Time •1̂ <2mi t i 2f* S3SzssiV Mis.
Tension n ss S2 SI S^tf- ™ J

SZ
Z6

U

16

Interval 1 2 3 k 5 *6 7 ' 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time 4 / S f S3 St U J f Cf i t Si 3X S/M s / - t

Tension i t » IS IS I f IS !C /C tc ts /Sl> ts -C
Time 2$ SI u Ci Sx Co 4J Si' $c 50 th5̂ U c 4
Tension /4 / f IS I f I f '4 «4 A /s ttf-ù fu Ù
Time SI 4 / 2S UZ Ci 4 32. us tcto Ul c
Tension H Wi H IS tu I f ts tu I.U UtZ lU Z

Time i r US «3 tsi 123 U/zMf 1/2. '9 *7 itsffcila 
.. Tension 43 44 ¥S 43 uu # - US us Ux USM



s

RAW DATA
Type of addition; Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

Z B

36

¥

Interval . 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 1. Total Mean

Time 11 SI St 4? us 1*04 f l$̂ &o tiCr'O
Tension !U n n fC fS to ft t2-fU to fSL tsc
Time

n zs zt ^1 51 zs s% ZS SS 335 3 S S
Tension fu m Hi Ik IS A' IS n tc tc /SS I S O
Time ft xz 2S SI sc # SI 30 xc s>s S t s
Tension fs fC /6 /c '7 ft fC fs ts fCs /éS

,als
Time St 7Z t) uc IH tsitxzhi fof ts f6U.t

-

Tension 43 uc # us US 4/ 1 U.S!

5/f
I S

#
SB

Interval 1 2 3 If 5 6 j 7 8 '■ 9 10 Total
------- ■=------ r

Mean

Time 47 u 53SoSC SUsyCc55 9 s^t s^.e
Tension 5 s t i L C 7 7 c c C3 i s
Time fl f l $1 kz Co SI 434/ uis ki-3
Tension S c C s t t 7 7 7 c éif C‘ s
Time 4/ 44 47 Ul # St 45 Sfo 5/ 0  I
Tension 6 C 7 S Ù i S i C S Ct̂ 6t^

Time usm /»m tu 2t6tsitu •sunt> fSiif.
als .... Tension /tin /‘fUz. z- Xi •r >• ti\ n fix



RAW DATA
Type of addition; p Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

5s
k s

XB

SB

Interval ■ 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time % u 63 7» u SS 56 ^Sy «  7
Tension n n /? n / f 19 n n /? /? /
Time i6 n St SI 46 -6
Tension /é. /If. /6 /6 / ; /6 /é I? /% Ho 76 0
Time 4 ) 9S 39 SZ 6 / é l 70 S^s s ^ s  1
Tension /If. /5— I/$L— /X / f IS !é /é /(. /6 /$r> /S-C

Time IhX!Si fSl tfo tfs H i /SJS
Tension Itsuàsh St> *1 sx> 4^1 1/-SI

IB

XB

Interval 1 2 3 If 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
Total Mean

Time <IS 37 65 Uo V) S5 Sit 57> Hsif u s  If.
Tension RL IX IX IX 13 m /i 12. 13 UÙ fx C
Time k i I I SX7» t,9 ut V ) Sào S3-0

Tension /X f i K 12 /I II ic to II I/S U S
Time SI 31 SI 47 is To 55 éo 5» 53 U T6
Tension tz /3 IS 12- I f /2 13 IX IX IZJ i x y

Time fOL Iff m N f 7fJ/$%ISSm tst lltS*
als ' ' ■---Tension.56 is? i f 55 573S5̂1 ̂ ^ 7 / Ii



RAW DATA
Type of addition; Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv*

<25

Interval . 1 2 3 If 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time 7/ *3 57 65 77 V w uz 646
Tension i 1» Î 10 16 9 9 s U f z
Time 43 35 kf 55 fùùSS 5» 55 31 sus S l f S
Tension 7 7 7 7 10 s 6 f g ? 76 7 6
Time 36 55 ^1 fss 9/ »5 fz 604 ié'U-
Tension 7 g r 4 7 !z /o S 7 A / f if
,als

Time fSb/63|/3& 22l>2̂1<2/6•7* fSS Hi' /??5
Tension2i 25:25 % 5# <2626 25___ zz <25Z

5 r
3 6

7 B

IB

Interval 1 2 3 if 5 6 j 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time SI 55 5» 57 9/ 46 5ï> 575" 57 5
Tension iz22 22 2 # 2# 23 25 26 24 14 230 25-0
Time ■ nr41 ♦1 55 gl 65 9 45 5 / f?7 5 7 '7
Tension 22 23 23 2 * 20 /f /r / r 6U>/
Time 55 6/ 65 72 60 4f SI 75 fg 62 646 64.6
Tension 7p XI 2»21 2/ 202022

nt
24
/5;

%/ %/% Z t 'Z

als
Time rm!U /6( /75 /gf •V 2// 765 / 7 i r
Tension ^166 66 65 62 6*4 66 65 64g



RAW DATA
Type of addition: ^ Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

Interval • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time ,̂ 132 io ¥ a tu ;is 7/ 3/ 3^0 S7 -0
Tension 10 /o !t> U n n tc Hi !x H Ho H o
Time 4 i f 3 f SI ¥ 5» ss 3V¥ , ifÙ k o j ifO )
Tension l5 «f w »3 »3 IS I f •*7 n y
Time lft>V 3/XS So U tfS n-z 5 $ f 3f 3-
Tension /3 tx It IX t i II IX Ilf to to Y* lf-%

-als
Time tot#«7̂ 5H i fi» Hi % MHnr US H fx
Tensionjj^ 30\sŝ 37 9 3 f À m V ss 3SS

3 {0

4 6

Interval 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 6 9 10 Total
1

Mean i

Time 5/ 3 f 31 ¥ éx stf 3 f 34 Ho it-fS /fl-S -

Tension n I f I f lé lé f$ fx tx /z tx HXû IlfO

Time 43 lié SJ f i ÙI 42 ¥ SS US H fX U î X
Tension IX 1} '4 Hf IS /4 I f IS /4 7S9 f s r

Time ,% 1̂ i f iS H i 7c és é j S i S i $T>S S i'S
Tension rx ! L

IXI
!L
izi

IX IX

m

I f

m

H7 IS 13 n i ISX H z

Time fSo fz i I3f> HU ntff ItfoS
ala 
.. Tension i i k c Ux n x 45 IfO tfx u * He /f/<»



RAW DATA
Type of addition: ^ Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

5 /

ZB

5 8

Interval 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time ig W 5! ISl« y HfS 47 g(> Ù
Tension /z n « 'U i r /f It ts iStf IS tf.
Time 5Ï 77 u £2.log>n. 75 Ixg 7x Sr
Tension /f fx #7 IS u m IX /s; ISJ
Time Ifif. 1» ix ^1 S7 $* ^ 7
Tension /J /i. Is /f n •1 I t /y
als

Time % /04 /#7Stf S9J iof /47 ZSX!
Tension Ul •n w A? U-o 4̂ 7

Ô X

SB

SB

Ù6

Interval 1 2 3 k 5 6 1 7 ' 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time 47 ¥ Z5 Sf If57 52 4/ lis 47 5̂/5' 57 5T
Tension 1 t f Ix /3 /2 lo f i i
Time S3 n 54 IX ?o 4g Cl ?zus L1 Cxs Cz 5
Tension f i f to /<oto9 f *1 !ù i x i  z
Time 45 7% 4475 n i f 75 tic Cs C^f
Tension 6 Î /o 4> 7 1 10 7 7 f z f  z

Time '45 m OS/ f f Ifs /VIn» /S7 /fZf
als — ------, TensionTtl̂ XS ^7 3x 5* 31 25X3 24 275



RAW DATA
Type of addition: yy Time in millimetre of traceTension in mmv.

53
(»B

SB

Interval • 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9 1. Total Mean

Time # ix iz 46 Ai Ui So U S  ̂
Tension 6 5 5 4 3 3 4 k- 4 4 4 % if X
Time 2V- IS # As 32 ^1 So SS J 4 f SlfS
Tension L> 7 1 1 9 S 4 S 5 6 4 ^ 4
Time 21 29 a 4? 62 7/ 27 74 n 4 7 7 47 7
Tension s s (> I $ /o 1 s 7 f ^1 ' 7bime
alst n M\/é) toitsttssmi /M ISA os 1X91

pension
n >1 ts ti H f? f?c — j

Sl f .

U

ZB

IB

Interval 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time 47 64 5454 6/1%) IA2Tx So 7fb 79 0
Tension 6 7 7 7 7 /o It // Ic A4 9 if.
Time « 5f SI 47 «5 71 is W 47 670 i j - c

Tension 7 7 7 i /o 1 7 // 4 7 79 I S

Time 6% 70 % 77 H Ci-3
Tension 7 7 9 f 6 7 7/ 7 /
als

Time 45W M 2M̂f3lf4253 m /̂45
Tension %# 24 XS ZS ZS zsi-w . Z55



RAW DATA
Type of addition: ^ Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

36
16

Interval ■ 1 2 3 If
---
5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time 747f10 SI 6f 72 73$9 6 z t i t t i - t
Tension /o II U II 1 II Ix U l0 to /Ù1 /0-7
Time 7576 91 n 4 ts 45 Sf tlh to lo tf lo  tf
Tension U tz )5 Ilf Ilf m 10 IS f j fStf 13 tf
Time 91 SP Tx 9S SA To 79 tfj76 lo i lo ' l
Tension 13 10 1 9 1% tx IX IS /o f tes /Ù sr

als
Time 23Sm 214;vi tss2$z fit tiS >t>S7
Tension 3a 3i\33 S3 Sf ^7 34 4c 57 33 3tfi ---- r-l-

5Ù
36

25

U

Interval 1 2 3 k 5 6 I 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time so55 10 m 8 4o SX
m # 6/ sz S Zif SZ-tf

Tension 7 7 t t 1 7 s- t t f

Time 7/ S9 If <7 Sz ts t s t i l t i l
Tension i 7 t 6 6 7 s 5 Ù 7 t i f t  I f
Time ^7 t l US<24 52> ts 72- so ifi tS /f t s i f
Tension 7 7 S fo 10 t f 1 7 IS 7 S

als
Time f56Z5» fto 23S<57/?*. f?4 173 19 t s
Tension 23 i.%1 Zf n 22 « 19 Zt>XI Xo x o t



RAW- DATA
Type of addition: M Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

SB

IhB

5B

Interval . 1 2 3 If 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time u iti7x 57 SX 55 U ^ 22 (,xz
Tension L k $ 7 1 Ù 4 t-lf-
Time él 7o n n 75 75 52 é^.s
Tension 5 7 1 r r /o 7 7 r I f
Time a u # 55 7/ 5 / 5S
Tension S 4 4- s 5 g 7 (> 7 5 Ï S (,

als
Time •7th/4itSiIt) /// fSi 75» hSrixf
Tension n XX 25 « !» JX̂ fft \\

5 6

3 6

Interval 1 2 3 4- 5 6
1
7 ' 8 9 10 Total

-----] 
Mean

Time 7/ 75 75 Ué 53 A 75 éif i x L f1
Tension n ff n lo 1 is ts n IX I tx r

Time i f 7z 75 71 7/ s j 70 Sf 70S 7a  'S
Tension IZ IX ix % a n /z /z IX IX f /X f
Time Si S3 V Ic f S I d So U iU tf ^4 4|
Tension to t6 IC ftf IS 1 to to lo M 16 f

als
Time f̂ c m 222252. % m •n XoStf.
Tension 35^5 55 5r;55 i^l 3$ S3 H>6



RAW DATA
Type of addition; hi Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

3B

1  i s

Interval 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time SI n 63 SI SI ic IS 777 7 7 7
Tension é 7 S i- Ic S' 6 1 6? ^ 7
Time tos4 iz 5* SI 63 76 ^ 6
Tension 7 i 7 7 7 1 9 7 s 7 7f 7 f
Time le> ?z n f» f t i 1! 43 72- 76 7 4 5 74 3
Tension 7 to y i 7 A> W f 6
als

Time Z34 >K 24m 2*2 '*>7 7576 ..... 1
Tension f i ZZ >p U 35. II. 1,13S 3* 33/ !

= = _ i

5  10

Interval 1 2 3 1+ ? 6 7 ' 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time 35 3»^4 SS 6/ 60 43 6/ SS /f93 4 P 3
Tension 4 4 5 7 7 6 4 4 s Sb S-Û
Time IS 3®63 5/ 46U is55 46' 443 i i i S
Tension 4 4 3 3 4 z 4 r S 4̂ 44 4  4
Time m 47 SI w 6/ 427®IS64 STh 544 6̂ 44
Tension s 5

Izz

S 3 2. S' s S' 4 4 4 4 4

als
Time IIS IIS /3Ï /?*44 //* 43 /57*
Tension !% 4 « /4 '7 /? /34^



RAW DATA
Type of addition; Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

51
(S

Interval ■ 1 2 3 h 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time tf n ftL r/s Of St 7Z St looz tero-z
Tension n Xt> n tt n t n t
Time 75 4i 1» 7/ F345 44- S6S 55 s
Tension n tc tf /r IS t l V • f rjtf. '74
Time Tf n /»f tst ttt SX. ts itfO fA 6
Tension /r tf '1 3» I t A t l t7 '74 / 74|

.als
Time IX»XX»W «A» noM7«7 tst 1
TensionSt A f Af 7̂ «r SI 53 St

— i

SX

u

4 8

Interval 1 2 3 if 5 6
1
7 Ï ® , 9 10 Total Mean

Time XÙ $3 a? V ts 3X 77 44 So J5y

Tension 90 tt tc tx to ftt A 4 U fcf /4 4
Time . Sf f t 44 SS 7z Tf 47 4^ U tt Ut'f
Tension tx Ix- 9X h A ts ts tx /' /e IX I IX-1

Time «U> Its SZ izSS US V St A3 Szs S z s
Tension tt It Ix IS tx ts tl A> 1 n r II r

als
Time 4* ttf 9ZS /4JMit I3SW tes '57/
Tension 55l3A 3$f 77 AZ]5A;3iSI Sifr



33
56

SB

2B

RAW DATA
Type of addition: Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

Interval ■ 1 2 3 h
'
5 "6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time Zl ZS SI Zit ^1 S3 ZS ^7 j i f i S S !
Tension fx *x 15 13 fù 13 !X IS IS IZ fZ ^ AZ f
Time % M 3Z ys U ^7 ZS SS SI iz ttS  I f
Tension n II Ix ts /5 IX IS IS IS tss tS-3
Time Zl 2S v t SI SS 3S 6/ ZS SS* jjr d,
Tension fx IX m IS fx * !x m II a? IX 7

Time ft !3S131 He W ItiS
Tensionif jfjif «2m ^1 3S VOSfXs r !5SS ----i-

SB

4 8

3 6

Interval 1 2 3 k 5 6
!
7 8 ' 9 10 Total Mean

Time ts XI tn ZS tin S3 tsS3 Sf SS tt^ ll tti'tf.

Tension f s 1* t lo 1 f h t S P» S '*
Time 31 SS t*y Xi 33 if m t0X75 iz ts s tS-C
Tension 7 f s 5 to 7 ? 7tf y z f
Time n. ÙS4M*it *S f l i* w

Tension 1 c 7 h s f i i S i y r 7-r
als

Time 7f n4 ••1m tif Ztfus In ftfr

Tension l^lij Z6 Zl ZS zrZ6 ztf XI Z3X



RAW DATA
Type of addition: /V| Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

5 5  26

SB

Interval • 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 1 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time Uù 40 h>37S t! Sb S3 tXLn Sf (>ix
Tension IS IS H IS n IS IS P* Zl It l70 0-Ù
Time a is SI it US ¥1 St i* Sif 4 7  s
Tension fx n m m IS Ilf l¥ n IS I t iiiy
Time SI $* ¥ 3S St Si U.Z pi Si 37 t>X7 iiy
Tension n IS IS u 1̂IS Zi 23 •7 jhc J h O  I

als
Time f» US m Itsm nt litX» m ih> n n
Tensionmt USX Stsx\ss su-t* tl n-i 6zy

— = 4
^  hoiS€ ĉ acxi-(h_j UJorfesAaj^ (OGCM'fT<?( 'fCi'ç

26

3 8

IS

Interval 1 2 3 k 5 6 7 ' 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time 3t >ISsz Uc St 973S HI sss SS s
Tension i 10 It l i II lUr IS It 1 i n t n r
Time it 4f 54hi kt Hi ts n A4 s ty s ry
Tension 1 l0 to II IS 10 IS lo II IZI fz 1
Time 54SI p 33 ?0 m U3 HS ¥S z Ht-2̂
Tension ft II U ±

n i

t 9 i 1 I I fe z 10 t

als
Time m m m luy Itl If* X» It* /J0 ItX if-
Tension z jis i i t 3S its 37 3*1¥* 54 S9 Slf-I i.



RAW DATA
Type of addition; Time in millimetre of trace

Tension in mmv.

ZS

38

56

Interval ■ 1 2 3 It 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean

Time 55 ys 46 CX iù 42 w St 51 5J7 5s y
Tension 9 1 tx 16 i y r fs ts 1 i f
Time 25 25 ZS sc ss St Jo 7z st> tf-S lf-Sx> 4s 6
Tension 1 7 7 7 C fo 7 fz fz S' S'S S S
Time 11 iz SS ss 44 W tu / t f Its fff 552 ss-z
Tension

1 » i 9 !5 fs fx fo f - f  1
[Time

alsl if ISI /4/6 ^ t i f fftf fSls> fiXSlf
pension 25 zviz? 3* SS 37 " Z ? ! 28^

5S
SB

Ss

Interval 1 2 3 h 5 6 7 - 8 : 9 10 Total
...

Mean
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5 10
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